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CALENDAR

1943-44
Fall Term

,

Sc·plember 21. ...........•........ Freshman Placement Tests
:::;,·ptember 21, 22 ............. Registration of Upper Classmen
Ke]ltember 22 ......................... F'reshman Registration
September 23 .....................•....•.. Class Work Begins
September 23 ..... President's Reception for Facu lty Memben
September 24-8 p. m ............. Faculty-Student Reception
N ovembcr 21 - 25 ...................... Thanlmgiving Lectures
December 9, 10 ...................... Fall Term Examinations

Winter Term
December 11 .................••. Enrollment for Winter Term
December 13 . . .....•......... .. . .......... Class Work Begins
December'' 23-January :J • •••••• ••••• ."•••• Christmas Holidays
January 4 .. ... ............... . . ........ Class Work Resumed
March 9, 10 ........... . . . •... .... "\Vinter Term Examinations

Spring Term
March 11 ...... -, ....•.......•.... Enrollment for Spring Term
March 13 ................................. Class Work Begins
April 8 .......................... Annual Track and Field Day
April 19 ............•.................. Harding Memorial Day
May 27-8 p. m .............. President's Reception for Seniors
May 28-8 p. m ....................... Baccalaureaute Address
May 30-31 ................................ Final Examinations
May 3.1 ............................. Annual Homecoming Day
June 1-10 a. m .......•....•........ Commencement Exercises

Summer Term
June 5 . . .. . . • .... . ... . .......... Registration and Class Work
July 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Holiday
July 8 ... . ....... . ... .• .............. Mid-Term Examinations
August 12 .......... . ... ................... Firial Examinations
August 2 6 ...• . . . ..•••. . • .. Final Examinations for Long Term
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FACULTY

HARDING COLLEGE

COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

OFFICERS

Clifton L. Ganus .........• . . , ........... , ......... President
Dt·. L. M. Graves .......... , ......... , ... .... Vice-President
Tl:omas J. McReynolds .. .......... ..•• Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD
•T. D. Allen .................. :. . . . . . . . . . .

Searcy, Arkansas

,V, 0. Beeman ............................ Ft. Worth, Texas

l\lan·in A. Brooker ........ ... .... .. . New Orleans, Louisiana
l\'Pll B. Cope ..... , ........................ Searcy, Arkansas
Cllft.m1 L. Ganus ....... : . .......... New Orleans, Louisiana

.

1lr, L. M. Graves , ..................... Memphis, Tennessee
1 : eow;:·~

\V. Knepper ...................... Florence, Alabama

·:·11 '''" '" .T. 1\TcReynolds ................. Morrilton, Arkansas
c ;, ,,,· 1:• .

H

I~'

'1'. ()'l\'cal .......................... Hugo, Oklahoma

1~1''"1'·" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Searcy, Arkansas

• · : :" , ''" .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. Searcy, Arkansas
·' "'" ' ' .. 111 .. ,., 'l'li •JIIIJlllOn .. .. . . .... ....... . Searcy, Arkansas

Harding University

CLASSIFICATION AND ADVANCED STANDING
1>can Sears, Chairman, Professor D ykes, Mr. Kirk, Dr. McKittrick, Dr. Rhodes, Dr. Summitt, Professor Mattox,
Professor Miles, Dr. Basford.
CURRICULUM RESEARCH AND REVISION
Dean Sears, Chairman, Dr. Armstrong, Mrs. Bell, President
Benson, Professor Dykes, Professor Stapleton,
Mr. Kirk, Dr. McKittrick, Dr. Rhodes, Dr. Summitt, Dr. Basford, Professor Miles.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH
Professor Berryhill, Chairman, President Benson, Dean Sears.
ENTERTAINMENTS
l\Jrs. Armstrong, Chairman, Mrs. Cathcart, Mrs. Jewell,
Mr. Kirk.
FACULTY PERSONNEL
President Benson, Chairman; Dr. Armstrong, Professor Dykes,
Dean Sears.
FINANCE
President Benson, Chairman, Dr. Armstrong, Mr. Brown, Dean
Sears, Professor D ykes.
GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS
President Benson, Chairman, Mrs. Armstrong, Mrs. Benson,
Mrs. Cathcart, D ean Sears, Professor Dyk~ s.
Professor Stapleton .
LIBRARY
Professor D ykes, Chairman, Professor Baxter, Miss Score•
Dean Sears.
PUBLI.CITY
President Benson, Chairma n, Dr. Armstrong, Dean Sears, Professor Cope, Professor D ykes.
fiEGULATIONS AND DISCIPLINE ,
President Benson, Chairman, Dr. Armstrong, Mrs. Armstong,
Professor Baxter, Professor Bell, Mrs. Cathcart,
Dean Sears, Dr. Summitt, Professor Mattox.
STUDENT PERSONNEL
Dean Sears, Chairman, Professor Baxter, President Benson,
Mrs. Cathcart, Professor Cope, Professor Mattox.
STUDENT PLACEMENT
Dr. Summitt, Chairman, Professor Stapleton.
CHAPEL PROGRAMS
Dr. Armstrong, Chairman, President Benson, Mrs. Cathcart.
STUDENT LABOR
Professor Mattox, Mr. Brown, Professor L. E.
Pryor.
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llt\RD1NG COLLEGE

WOODSON HARDING ARMSTRONG, B.A.,

01:1 :rcERS OF ADMINISTRATION
AND INSTRUCTION
Cl ~OIZCE S. BENSON. B.A., B.S., M.A., LL.D.
President.

n.s .. O!<lahoma

A. and M. College, Stillwater, 1925; B.A.,
College, 1926; M. A., Chicago University, 1931;
'1.1 .•1l ., llanling College, 1932. Professor of History, Harding
~;.·>II 'f:c . l G24-25; Lecturer on Oriental History a:r;J.d Rei'ig!ons,
'I :1:11- :1~; Head of Chinese Missions, Canton, China, eleven
~ '''"'"'· l·'rt':sent position since 1936.
II :;ll ' rlin~;;

J. N. ARMSTRONG, B.A., M.A., LL.D.,
President-Emeritus and Daan of Bible.
Professor of Bible and Greek.
.K A., David Lipscomb College, 1904; M.A., Potter Bible
(.; ollq;<>, 1905; Professor of Greek Literature, David Lipscomb
(';•J i~to;;:e, 18D5-1901; Potter Bible College, 1901-05; President
'\V <":; tern Bible and Literary College 1905-07; Cordell, Christ ian
College, 1908-18; Harper College, 1919-24; Harding
C ollege, l D24-36. Present position since B36.

LLOYD CLINE SEARS, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.,
Dean.
Professor of English Language and Literature.
B.A .• Cordell Christian College, 1916; B.A., University of
01tl:t,ilnrna, 1Dl9; M.A., University of Kansas, 1921; Ph.D., Uni\'<'r"l ty of Chicago, 1935; Fellow in English, University of
Jo:a,nsa:'l, 1920-21; Dean and Prossor of English, Harper College,'
J.:tl S-:!·1; Instructor in English, University of Chicago, 1928-29.
l't••·s<•nt position since 1924.

WILLIAM KNOX SUMMITT, B.A., M.A .. Pl1.D.
Registrar.
Pt•ofcooor of Education, Director of Training Scheel.

Dean Emeritus of Women.
Professor of Speech and Dramatics.

.'

B.A., David Lipscomb College, 1915; B.A., Harding College,
1932; Instructor in Expression, Western Bible and Literary ·
College, 1905-1907; Dean of Women and Instructor in Exvression, Cordell Christian College, 1908-18; Dean of Women,
Harper College, 1919-24; Dean of Women and Professor of
Speech, Harding College, 1925-39. Present position since 1939.

FLORENCE M. CATHCART, B.A.
Dean

of Women

Associate Professor of Elementary Education.
B.A., Harding College, 1932; special work in Kansas State
Teacher's College, Friends University, and Southwestern College (Winfield). Instructor in Primary Education, Harding
College, since 1925. Present position since 1939.

C. D. BROWN.
Bursar.
Present position since 1936.

t/ "'A DELPHIA MEYER BASFORD, B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Professo~

of Biological Sciences.

B.S. and M.A., George Peabody College, 1928; Ph.D.,
George Peabody College, 193J; Instructor in Biology, Georgia
State Woman's College, 1928-29; Teaching Fellowship, Peabody College, 1929-31; Instructor, State Teachers College,
Murfreesburg, Tennessee, 'spring and summer, 1930, 1931;
Instructor, State Teachers College,v Johnson City, Tennessee,
spring, 1932; Marine Research, Marine Biological Laboratory,
Wood's Hole, Mass., summer, 19~2; Instructor in Science, Ball
State Teachers College, Muncie, Indiana, 1932-35; Instructor
in Science, Wilson Teachers C ollege, Washington, D. C., 1D3637; Assistant Professor of Biology, Ball State Teachers College, 1937-38. Present pos:tion since 1942.

1: . .'\ ., l.J nlon University, 1925; M.A., Peabody Colleg<=, 1928;
J·J, I'. t:lli\'t;r:'lity of Missouri, 1933; Research Secretary arid
J• t• ,. , 1 In~>• ln ~•t.ructor,
1 1•

, ., 11

If ,::·

lrrl• ' lll

::~

fl '!!tl

Harding University

ol'

University of Louisville. 1930-31; Survey

lll (•l: niver·sity ofl\1issouri,l932; present position

'dnco

1~10.
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BAXTER, B.A., M.A., LL.D.

I' • ,fonur of Bible and Social Science.
1: ,\ ,, T•·xas Christian University, 1917; M.A., Baylor Uni~
,.,., lty, 1~WI; LL.D., Harding College, 1938; Student-Instructor,
.'. , I>~ llk Hiblc School, 1908-11; Instructor in English, r:'horp
~' t " 1111:" Chri~tian College, 1911-1:>; and 1913-16; Dean, ibid.,
1:• 1:t . 1''; Dean and Instructor in History and Economics, ibid.,
I!II S · I~; Dean, Cordell Christian College, 1916-18; Head ot
I>• p:t rtmen t of Social Sciences, Abilene Christian College,
1:1 1:> - 2V: Head of Departmoot of Natural Sciences, ibid., 1920~ ·; : II •ad of Department of Bible, ibid., 1927-32 and 1934-36;
I' >l':;< <l<!nt, ibiJ;!., 1924-32; President, David Lipscomb College,
, ·•::>:t•l: President, George P e pperdine College, 1937-39. Pres " "1 pvsi tiun since 1940.

SAMUEL ALBERT BELL, B.S., (M.S.)
As~ociate

Professor of Biological Sciences and Bible.

B .S ., Potter Bible College, 1905; twenty-seven hours and
' 'l>!ll'OVed thesis toward M .S., University of Oklahoma ;
r.l':. duatc work, University of Kansas, summer 1924. Instructor
in Mathematics, Western Bible and Literary College, 1908-10:
I'>·Mes sor in Science and Mathematics, Cordell Christian Colt. ·;! <', 1910-18; Present position sinice 1924.
:• 11

MRS. S. A. BELL, B.S., M .S.
Professor of Home Economies.
H.S., Texas State Teachers' College, 1930; M.S., Texas
~l , ,t.~ College for Women, 1935; Instructor in Texas high
"·linols ten years; Director N'ursery School work in Texas,
1" ,, yrr~rs. Work towa rd Ph.D., Chicago, summers 1938 . 193!:t,
1:• Ill, :o IHI year 1939 -40, 1942 -43. Present position since 1937.

r:rzVIN BERRYHILL, B.A., M.A.
Director of Physical Education.
n . /\., Harding College 1934; M.A., George Peabody Colleg e.
1 :>::7 : Instructor in His t or y and Coach, Dav.id Lipscomb College-,
1:•:: 1-::1. Dil'cctor of Physica l Educat!on, Harding · Colleg e,
1 •::·: - 411, \\' nrk t oward Ph. D., George Peabody College, l iM:())': , lll " l>'lldn•: in G eo rge Pea b ody College,_ 1942:-43.

Harding University
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f:I{MINE HOUCHENS COLEMAN, B.A.
I n~tructor in Speech and Dramatic Art.
ll.A.

and Diploma in Speech, Harding College 1938.
training, Speech department of Harding College under
J\1 r s. Armstrong 1927-33. Harding Speech certificate 1933 .
G r:uluate work toward M.A., University of Michigan, summer
I :• :::).
A s sistant in Dra m a tic d e partment, Harding College,
I :•::a-3S. Also Instructor in Public Speaking 1935-38. Directed
play that won three out of a possible four state honors in Arkans as Little Theater Meet 1936. Lyceum Director and Instruclll t' in Dramatic Art, H a rdi n g College, 1938-39. On leave.
~: p<' cial

NEIL B. COPE, B.A., M.A.
Associate Professor of English and Professor of J:lurnalism.
/ '

B .A., Harding College, 1934; M.A., Louisiana State University, 1935; Graduate work toward Ph.D., Tulane University,
summer 1935; Harvard University, summer 1936; University ot
Louisiana, summer 1938; Northwestern University, summer
1939, 1942-43. Present pos ition s ince 1936.

BERNICE CUR TIS. B.A .
(,-, st ructor in Fifth an d Sixih Grades.
B .A. , H arding Coll ege, 1943; Instru ctor in P ublic Sch oo ls
of Arkansas, t wo years.

C. F. DAVIDSON, B.A.
1\:::sociate Professor. of Business Administration.
B.A., Yale Univers ity, 1n 2. Sta tistician, Fiducia ry Counsel, Inc., N. Y., 1933-35 ; S enior S t a tis tician, Argus R es e ar c~1,
I nc., N. Y., 1935-37; E conomi s t, W m . H. Combs & Co., N. Y .,
JD38 - 40; Economist, Glore, F or gan & Co., N. Y., 1941; Econvmist , I•'iduciary Counsel, Inc., N. Y., 1942. Present p osit: o n
si nce 1942.

JOHN LEE DYKES, B.A., M.S.
Professor of Mathematics.
B. A., Abilene Christian College, 1929; M. S., Oklahoma
A. and M. Co1lege, 1932. Work toward Ph.D., Oklahoma University, 1933; Univers ity o! Colorado, 1936; George Peabody
College, 1937. Instructor in s econdary schools and in Cordell
Christian
College,
1927 - 28 ;
1929-30.
Profes s or
of
l\Iathematics, Oklahoma Christian College, 1930-31; Panhandle
A. and M. College, 1933- 38 . Present p osition since 1939.
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.l ~ . l-i /\LBERrf.

I c 1 U NT WILLIAM MATTOX. B.A., M.A.
r, . ..,t.,nt Professor of Social Sciences and Bible.

l•lcl •J ~:.t.lnt

to the President.
: :.• I"J '· :, ,. f<.Jl' the Tulsa \Vorld, 1914-17; for the Tulsa
·'l i·llll o.,: , t~JI!)-22; for the National Petroleum News, Cleveland,
: ~~ ~ >· :~ ~·: ~\1 :-Lnaging Editor, Irving-Cloud Publishing Company,
, '1,,,·:~.~;<>, 1!!20-32; Editor, Shaw Publishing Company, Chicago,
t :•J :::~ - :: fi :
Associate Editor, Oil Trade Journal, New York,

1~ : ~· r;: 1 tl r

· .H~ !: >I

,,

l I:: r.;- •I t.

l;~V)lE

since

1939.

Instructor in Voice and Musical Theory.
B.Mus., Murray State 'I'eachers' College (K,entucky), 1D3S;
(: l'aduate work, University of Michigan, summer 1939; in::ll'uctor in voice and piano, private studios, since 1934; pres••11!, position since 1!t38.

tt:ONARD KIRK, B.A., B.S.

l't·•~scnt position since 1938.

1~ U 'T l·:I BETTY LANGFORD, B.A., M.A., M F.!\..
I w;tructor in Art.

'fliln1ing College, 1940; M.A., Iowa State University,
1\l ,fo', ,\., Iowa State University, 1942. Present position

1:, .\ .,

~ ·.•.: t:
~ r Ji ·~ •

I ~ 1.1g. .

nN N ~\!3 E T.

LEE. B.S .. M.A.

" l"" ·vi,or of Intermediate and J'unior High School.
1: :~: ., t<" ""'s c:ty Teachers College, 1935; M.A., North1 ,;,.,.,·sil.y, 1~4:1; Gt·aduate work, Lewiston, Idaho·.
I> '"' t .. r. !': ,·>is <; . T<laho, one year; Instructor in Public
1 n 11·1:1 J; ''it y . l'J:ili.-1D42. Present position since 1.94.:?;,

Harding University

~;ince

1~4,2.

.i /~MES HAROLD MILES, B.S., M.S.
1-' .' cc/csc;or of Physical Scier1ces.
;:;.s .. Abilene Christian CoEege, 1534; M.S., Hardin-Sim~
~ " .Es University, 1937; Assistant and Curator, Department of
;·; co icmce, Abilene C'hristian College, lli31-32; Director of
::;.:;;8;oca Laboratories and Curator, 1933-34; Instructor in
~ ··encc,
AJJil ene Christian College, 1933-36; Supervisor of
:·'ci''"'''e, Abilene Christian College Academy, 1936-37; In·;_.,.tr::ctor a.nd Director of Chemical Laboratories, Hardin-SimJnn_ns University, 1936-37; Associate Professor of Chemistry
c>m1 Dil·ector of Medical r~aboratory of Health Dept., Abilene
o:h:·istian College, 1937~39; Directm.· of Medical Laboratory.
J!J:J:J-42; Fellow in Texas State Department of Health, sum ..
·m2rs 1f,3J, 11140.

FLORENCE FLETCHER JEWELL, B.Mus.

::s.

, 11

of Modern Language and Literature.
B.A., Mount Holyoke College, 1931; M.A., University of
· ;~ tsl>IIJ' ~;h, 1932;
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1937.
I J• :; tructor in German, University of Pittsburgh, 1932-33;
i n •• : J'llctor in English and French, Pittsburgh high schools,
;~<:::·:-3~. Present position since 193B.

F'rincioal Secondary Training School.
1:.A., Harding College, 1937; M.S., University of Arkansas,
1:1; 1; Principal, Georgetown, Arkansas, 1937-38; Instructor,
~'··:!l·cy public schools, 1938-39. Present position since 1939.

1•

~

I '·~ ·cesser

E DWIN M. HUGHES, B.A., M.S.

\ nc;tructor in Music Education, Theo.ry, History, and Vocal
Ensembles, Head of Music Department.
D.A .. Harding College, 1929; George Peabody College, 1929:; 1 ; B .S ., 1831; Public School Music in Knoxville City Schools,
1:) :: t-:1;;:
Supervisor of Music, Resettlement Adt!lin!s~rntion,
, ·, 11 , b<:·rla.nd Homesteads, Crossville, Tennessee, 1936-38; State
.. r Tf\nnessce, Department of Institutions and Public Welfare.

r

!V,,\.. University of Oklahoma, 1940; In,;tructcr in
:-;, 'ences, George Pepperdine College, 1941-42. Present

i'- l.t\F.. Y McKITTRICK, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

MAE HOPPER, B.S., M.S.

Ac:;ociate Professor of Home Economics. '
'I :.8., Harding College, 1938; M. S., Texas State College for
\\'""'en, Denton, 1939; Graduate scholarship in Home Econo··
tn ies, Texas State College for Women, 1938-39. Prese!'t posi t i<'lll

of Men.

i 'J \ , , 1; e•ntral St[lte Teachers College, Edmund, Oklahoma,

L E. PRYOR, B.A., M.S.

,_

Associate Professor of Social Sciences and Edi.lcation.
B.A., University of Chattanooga, 1923; M .S., University
cf Arkansas, J 933. Instructor a!ld · principal in high school~
19~3-24, 11J27-32; present position since 1932.

B. FRANK RHODES, B.A., M.A.
tProfesscr of Social Sciences.
B.A., Potter Bible College, 1904; advanced work in Unive·rsity of Kansas, 1905; M.A., University of Oklahoma, 1920;
Professor of History, Western Bib:e and Literary College.,
two years; Cordell Christian College, four years; Thorp
;Springs Christian College, five years; Harper College, five
years; Abilen~ Christian College, one year; work toward
Ph.D., University of Texas, summer 1925, 1926; present po.s~
ti.on Bin..ce 1924.
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II~ANK

RHODES, Jr., B.A., M.A.

Po·ofcssoo· of Social Sciences.

J: .. , ,, :JI:nding- College, 1935; M .A., George Peabody Collc: :;:••c. 1!1::1: Candidate for Ph.D., University of <Californ:a, 1943.
ills1I'tt Clin· in hig·h school, Alma, •Arkansas, 1D35-3G; in Mon,.,,'. 1•VtJisiana, 1937-38.

.JUANITA RHODES, B.A.
English and Business, Secondary Training School.
B.A., Harding College 1933; correspondence worlt At.nen"'

Christian College, Abilene, Texas, 1937-38; work in B•lsim:s,;
Atlministration, Harding College, 1938-39. Present position
xincc 1939.
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.' 1:·.• IC A. WARD
I

l\f.j,

I

r

U<.lo r in

Violin.

• ;,•,dilate in violin, Cincinnati Conservatory of Music;
work Cincinnati Conservatory, the Chicago
!""I Col lege, and the American Conservatory. Student o!
1·
\ , 'J' iri!lelli, Julius Sturm, Jean ten Have, Jacques Gordon,
• 1•' 1··"· Kuzdo, Leopold Auer, and others. Director o! music,
• • , J JQ \\' ay College, three years; director of vlolfn, Galloway
• '• ·ik ;:·.::. fifteen years; instructor In violin, private studio, sev, ' t•: ,·,·:n·:;. Life membership, Arkansas State Music Teacher•'
• >·: r:"1d u:tte

,\.;.c;; n,~ i.a lion~

CATHARINE SCORE. B.L.S.
Libr-arian.

Graduate, Daichmann Library School, Oslo, Norway.
Librarian, Galloway College, 1923-30. Present position since
JQ34.

PATTIE HATHAWAY SEARS, B.A.
l nstructor in Primary Ed.ucation.

Graduate of Harper College, 1924. Special work Harding
Cnllc;:;e, 1927-40; Dietitian, Harding College, 1929-38; B.A.,
I In ,·<1 ing College, 1940. Present position since 1939.

E MMETT RAY STAPLETON, B. A., M.C.E.

STUDENT LOAN FUNDS

Associate Professor in Business Administra'tion.

r:.:\. .. Harding College, 1932; M.C.E., University of Okla1n41; Graduate Tyler Commercial College; five ' yerrrs
, x p<ol'icnce in business offices; Superintendent of schools,
! ;; ;; s .:; ;J: lnstructor in Business Administration, Harding Coll···~.t·. 1!l"S-~G. Present position since 1939.
llclln:t,

RUBY LOWERY STAPLETON, B.A., M.A.
Ascociate Professor of English.
Sccr·ctnry of Alumni, and Ex-Student Association.
Ji:.,\ ., Harding College, 1926; M.A., University of Oklahoma,
Jn~tructor

in English, Hardlng College, 1!126-27: Pub1 ii!l·... ,·.
l.)a.venport (Neb.) Journal; Instructor In English,
t: .. clqw,·i . l\ro., Jn9-30; at Maud, Oklahoma, 1931-32. \Vorl{
1 ..,,. , •,J l'h .D ., University of Oklahoma summer 1940. Present
,,,, 1•1••11 1:1:: :;- ::r.. nnc1 since 1D39. On leave.

,l:•:i l;

i\ ' l i1 \l Nr: 13URCH SUMMITT

Fourth Grades.
Course, Central Missouri State Teach-

J,, ,.,,, 11 QI•:· o· in Third .,ncl
.,,, ,

I'

lF ·1 ..to: 'l"p•: 't ir·Jin .!"!;

,.

' r;l ~

Harding University

f

\\':J l" t•(· rt:~ l~~n·.: t,

·d

!\ii ;.~:

rl !tl · i ,

lVJi s souri , sul'!lmers 1924, 1925, 1926.
102S, !-larding College, 1936Puhlic Schools, 1.924-1930.

Sllll1!11(?r

-G·ifts through the past year have enabled us to increase
own loan funds to deserving students, while other _gifts
htve been receiv-ed for -specific t y·p es of loans. This is a great.: ..: neec1e.:J assistance to worthy students, and we are hoping
.C hat men and women interested in the education of young
people will add to the f"Tinds for this purpose. The two followIng funds have been received for speci.fic purposes.
nlli'

MR. AND MRS. JI-M G. FERGUSON STUDENT LOAN FUND
'l'his fund of $500 is available to worthy students who
1:ave done satisfactory worlc in Har.ding College for at least
one term, and whose scholarship record is entireiy satisfactory. The maximum loan to any one student is $400.

STC::RLlNG STORES, INC., STl,JDENT LOAN FUND

This fund of $250 is available to deserving students who
l1ave been at least one term in H arding College, who are doing
<'..JJ :Clrely satisfactory work, and who are ' of good character.

Office of the Provost
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ENTRANCE

< r.l. .. l t o tho Dean of Harding College)

A SUGGESTION-BEQUEST
Realizing the vital need of Christian training for young
men and women, and knowing that many would lik e to share
in providing such training and in helping to meet an expens e
which is too heavy for the student to bear alone, w e offer th e
following suggestions:
I. If your heart moves you to become one of the builders
of Harding College, you might provide either by direct gift
or by bequest a fund to go toward t h e construction of s om e
needed building-a new gymnasium, a iibrary, a dormitory ,
or a larger auditorium.
II. If y ou would become one of the endowers of Hardln ,c;
Colleg~ to put its vital service and Chris tian training on n,
permanent and solid basis b eyor:d all danger of loss, yo<t
might esta blish by direct gift or b y b e quest a fund to b G
safely inve sted and held intact fore ver, who s e interest ma y
be used , for the support of the sch ool or of som e particular
department in it.
Such e ndowment gifts may be in the form of lan,ds or
other prop e rties, bonds, stocks , or other securitie s. Donors ,
if they desire, may consult the President of the college or tho
President of the Board as to the best form in which to make
the gift, or may suggest conditions which will sa,f eguard its
use for the purpose for which it ·rs given.
III. Foe bequests a comp e tent lawyer may be consult e <l
or the following paragraph may be inserte d in your will:
I hereby give, devise, and bequeath to H a rding Colleg•' ·
.a corporation existing under the laws of the State of Ar·
kansas a:H.l located in the city of Sear-:y in said State
• • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . • . • . • . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . Dollar<;
(or the following real estate or other properties ........... ,),
to be used as the Board of Trustees of said College shan
judge to be to the best interest of the instituti on.
-OR-

....... ... ..... .... ...........................
((.; ity )

(State)

• ••••••• · • · ·····•·· • ···•··•••• Age .•••••••••••

u

rdl

n. . .... . .... .... .. ... ... .................. ..
w o t·k a r e you r ea dy? ........................ .

' • ' ' ' " "'''" the following in which you have had some
' " • ,, ,. experience;undcrline twice those in which you
1, 111 t'uH siJ crablc experi ence: piano, voice, violin, band,
public speaking, debating, dramatics, basketball,
t •. , I, t nnnis, track, wrestling, school publications, others

····· ·· ··· ·················· ............................. .
..... ····· ···· ············· .................. ............. .
'It< ck the courses which you plan to pursue: Work toward
t:

A. degree?........

B. S. d egree?........

B. 1\I. degree?

Specializing in what department? .•.....•.•..•••...
! ' : ·~ -m e dical

course? ..•.•.•..

Pre-In\\" •••..••.•

•wo !"ing-? ... , .... Other professions?

. ............................ .

I hereby give, devise, or bequeath to Harding Colle'-'"<).
n corporation existing under the laws of the State of Arktns::tR and located in the city of S earcy in said State

Pre-eng!-

···························

······························
.................................

T ea ching ?., ........ ; In hig h schools? ... ,......

What sub-

•• . ... . ... .•.•. .. •.•.•. • ••.• . . , . . .. , .•.•.•••••.•....... Dollar:;
( ,,,. l ~>o f ollowing r eal estate or o t her proper ties .. . , . . ,, . ... ) .
t n ll<: ti S <'tl for th e f ollowin g p u r po ses, t ha t is to s a y: (Here
sp ~ c l ry in <l c:ta ll the purp os e or p u rposes .)

Harding University
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In uppe r grades?
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What priced room do you desire? ....................... .
Shall we

~elect

CENERAL INFORMATION

It !or you? .......•••..••••.••••. I! not, please

give at least three choices of room .•••••.••..••••.•..•.......
Have you a room-mate selected? ........................ !! so,
whom? .....••....••.••••.•••.•...•••••••.••• Shall we reserve
your rooi!l for you?..........
posit of $5.00.

It so, please enclose room de-

List below the courses you wish to take during the faD
quarter, including fine arts courses, and the extra-cu1-riculal'"
nctlvitlies in which you wish to engage.

Courses and Activities Desired
.. .. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..__. . .

.

.....

il

. . ....... ............. . . . .

...

. . .. .. ........ .. .... ..... .. ... . . . . . .._ . ..... .... .. ... .... ........ ... -.

... .. •.......... .... . ... . ... ..._" ..

•

._

0.

................. •.

e

0

••••

oO

I

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

. . .... .. ............................. ... .............. ........... . ... ....

.... ......................... ..... . . . ........... . ....... ............
... .......... ..... .. ... .. "
....•·.. ......................... . .... . ..................... ....... . .
.• t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ . . . . . . . .

.

. . ~· · ··· ······ ·· · ·· · ·· ··· ........ ...... . .... . ...... . ..... .. .. .
... '* . .... .. . .... .............................................. . .. .. .

HISTORY
l,lill"<l lnb' College, Searcy, Arkansas, is the result of rapid
• "''' l{. 'l ~;:ruwth and the consolidation of Arkansas Christian
• ··"II·••:•' of Morrilton and Harper College of Harper, :Kansas.
ll:lrpcr College was founded in 1915. In the nine years
•·r 11" wurlc it had increased in enrollment from fifty to over
fill' •••t hundred students, and had secured full junior college
•1 illll d in ~,; with the state
and membership in the American
.\ .c<rwiation of Junior Colleges. But the lack of adequate
'·"ilding-s and the fact that the location was outside the cen"''' of support impeded further progress. Arkansas Chrisll:o n College had been started in 1922 and had partly complt; i,ell an excellent administration building.
f:: y combining the two colleges with all their resurces,
the resulting institution was able to open in 1924 as a stand" t' d senior college. Being located in the very center of the
n·cat field of the churches of Christ, its enrollment in the
next ten years outgrew the college plant. Students were
<·nrolled from twenty-five states, three provinces of Canada,
and Old Mexico. ·-Dormitories were filled and an equal number were crowded into private homes in town, while classrooms became inadequate to accommodate the necei!lsary number of classes .
In this emergency the Galloway College plant at Searcy
became available through the consolidation of the three
Methodist colleges in the state. The plant, appraised at over
$500,000, was three times as large as that at Morrilton and
offered the necessary room for' a normal healthy growth for
many years. The location was equal in almost every respect,
and even superior in many ways. It was therefore decided by
the Board of Trustees to dispose of the plant at Morrilton in
a way satisfactory to the one creditor concerned and to
purchase the Searcy plant for the establishment of Harding
College, Searcy, Arkansas .

NAME
The name "Harding College" wa& given to the ini!ititution in memory of James A. Harding. It was considered a
fitting tribute to the life of a great man, who had probably
done more for Christian education, and had given more
enthw>iasm and impetus to the work than any other man of
the century. It is similar to the honor paid to his great

...... ' ... ........ .... . ................. ....... .... .. ............... . . .. . . . .. ..
"'
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co-laborer by David Lipscomb College of Nashville, Tennessee. These two schools now stand as monuments to the
memory of the two great friends who gave the most to such
work and to whom the church of the past fifty yean owes
the largest debt.

THE PURPOSE
Character And Ideals
Harding College and its sister schools are the outgrow1 b
o! the far-reaching vision of James A. Harding and Davi.'l
Lipscomb, who saw a need in the education of youth that
was not being supplied by the already established institutions Of learning.
The supreme purpose of the College is to build men and
women of character. But a vital element of genuine character
is the religious and moral nature. Hence Harding dolleg;,
teaches the Bible as the most effective means of cultivating
the moral and spiritual nature. It is designed, as these founders
expressed it, "to teach the Bible as the revealed will of God to
man, and as the only and sufficient rule of faith and practice,
and to train those who attend In pure Biblical Ohristlanlty."
Or, as It is expressed in the deed holding the property: "The
property shall be used for maintaining a school in which, in
addition to other branches of learning, the Bible as the re<Xlrded will of God and the only standard of faith and practice in religion shall be ' taught as a regular daily study to
all who shall attend said school."
Harding College is, therefore, a new type of school. Other
«roups of religionists have established splendid Institutions
of learning in which they maintain Bible departments, or theological courses, for the training of young ministers, but this
dally teaching of the Word of God, the naked Book, as the
Word of God, not to a class of preachers only, but to every
student In attendance, puts Harding College in a class by
Itself. Save its own sisters, we Know of no other such Echool.
The teachers of the Bible at Harding College studiou<~ly and
conscientiously steer clear of sectarianism or denomins.Uonlsm.
"What has God said?" is the thing stressed at Harding
College. Each Individual heart Is then largely left to discover God's meaning for himself.
The founders believe we are living In God's world and
thnt we cannot live rightly in His world except a.s we live In
lmrmony with His will and purpose. They believe the Blbl9
to hA His expressed will.
Hence the college proposes and
IUH1••rtakos to develop both the heart and the mind. While

Harding University
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11tr!ving to maintain academic work of a very high quality, the
Institution also teaches the Bible to every student.

General and Professional
Recognizing the fundamental value of a liberal education
not only in the development of character and personality but
ns the foundation for professional training, the college aims
first to give every student such basic knowledge of the arts
and sciences 8.1! will acquaint him with the richness of his
heritage from the p&.l!t and the nature of the world in which
he lives, and provide him the keys by which he may unlock
the future. It relates this knowledge, In the next place, to
such specialized training as will equip the student for a
chosen profession, such as teaching in its various fields, business in Its many forms, home demonstration work, social
service, the ministry, foreign missions, etc., or for entrance
Into the professional schools of engineering, law, medicine,
pharmacy, nursing, and others.

LOCATION
Harding College is at the edge of the foothills of the
Ozarks, in one of the most beautiful, fertile, and healthful
sections of the state. It is about fifty miles from Little Rock
on the national highway from Little Rock to St. Louis, and
is servec by the main double-tracked lines of the Missouri
Pacific from Little Rock to Memphis and St. Louis through
Ken:sett Junction, and by three local lines.
For the benefit of those who motor to Harding College,
it is three hours from Memphis; four hours from Fort
Smith; five hours from Texarkana; seven hours from Oklahoma City; eight hours from St. Louis; eight hours from
Nashville; ten hours from Dallas; twelve hours from
Kansas City; fifteen hours from Amarillo; fifteen hours
from Chicago.
The country around Searcy offers excellent opportunities
to families who want to move to a Christian school. It is
naturally adapted to fruits of all kinds. Peaches, apples,
grapes, and berry crops grow in abundance. It has for years
produced some of the finest strawberries In the South and
ships them by carloads to markets all over the country.

CLIMATE
· The climate Is 8.1! nearly ideal as one may find. The
winters are exceedingly mild-almost like spring throughout.
The temperature here has been known to fall to zero only
a few tlmelil In the history of the state. There Is abundance
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of sunshine, very little wind, and the proper amount of rain.
'I'hc summers are tempered by breezes and are pleasant. The
temperature through the summer rare~y - rises higher than
!t5 to 100 degrees Fahrenheit. There are no dust storms.

Whlle Harding College is only near the foothllls of tha
Ozarks, it is surrounded by many places of great beauty and
interest. To the northwest, the foothills lead up to the mountains which follow the course of the river and are traversed
by an excellent highway. There are many picturesque valleys and peaks. Red River is a beautiful mountain stream
bordered in places with lofty cliffs and ledges. Its sparkling
rapid<!!! and deep clear pools make a paradise for the game
fisherman. To the east are lakes abounding in fieh.
The mountains afford scores of beautif1Jl spots for outing:!, picnics, and mountain climbs, while the river, creeks,
and lakes offer the finest opportunities for fishing, out-door
swimming, and boating. Arrangements are made for every
student who will to enjoy these advantages.
Many years ago Cardinal Newman, in discussing the
location of a university, insisted upon the element of beauty
bec~use of its cultural and spiritual value in the lives of the
students. When choosing your college, why not take into
account the natural beauty of its location? It will ~ive you
priceless memories for after years.
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•CAMPUS
r;:unpus consists of about twenty-nine ·acres
' )I \\';JJking distance of the business section of town.
l. ·~a:'" l11J i!Uings are in a woodland of beautiful miks
'J,' I1c east 'half, which
is open and level, is
int r; an athletic fie.Jd, oonsisting of tennis courts,
tl•• ld, and track.
' ·~ ! i f\!!:~

SCENERY
The scenic beauty of the Ozarks is ummrpassed. Younger
mountain ranges like the Rockies are higher and more
rugged, but the verdant freshness of the Ozarks in the summer, and the rich profusion of colors in the fall, browns
mingling with gold and the deepest of reds, against a background of perpetual ~Teen, create a fairyland of beauty.

INFORMATION

BUILDINGS
'I' ~' '

" I ,.

d

b l.li-irJings ·on the campus, exclusive of ·aquipment, are
d f rom $500,000 to $600,000.

Science Ha11
Tide Is a three-story ·brick structure, one -hundred and 1!1Xrl ,, , .feet ·long, and fire-proof throughout, completed Jn 1926.
1' 11 • l,wo upper floors contain the various laboratori98 for cheml ',. _,• . pl-,ysics, biology, and home economics, teachers' offices,
"ppl_,. rooms, and 1ecture rooms. The <first fleor contains the
' ' i ',' i 11 istrative ·offices and general c'lass •roams.

Pattie Cobb ·Hal1
The girls' dormitory, named in honor of Mrs . .Ta.r<:~es A.
1-i 'l.l' <ling, is a large three-story brick building, fire-proof
•l liroughout, with room for over a h-undred girls. Most of tho
''" ' 'ms are arranged wi.th a co:nnecting bath between each two
:·ooms, to be shared by the four gir-ls together, while several
' '"oms h.ave private baths. Each room has two closets so that
'" '·ery gir! may have her individual closet. The rooms ·are
furnished with single beds. On the second floor is a completely equipped hospital apartment, the reception rooms,
·guest rooms, and a]lpartment for the matron.

Dining Hall

EDUCATIONAL STANDING

Occupying most •of the first floor of Pattie 'Cobb Hall are
the college dining halls and kitchens. These are attractively
finished with tile floors and will seat over five hundred. The
kitchens and storage rooms are fuTnished with the most
modern equipment.

Harding College Is a standard !Senior college, author;~"d hy the state to confer the Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of
S <: icnce, and Bachelor of Music degrees. Students working
out a major in any department are qualified to enter the
1':1'1lllllll,t c schools of the larger universities.
Studente from
ntl1 or >:tates, or those who may desire to teach in other states,
' 'I n s r·r; uro their teachers' certificates in nearly all states with, ,_,, " " •""lnrttlon upon the completion of the necessary profes" '''l '·' I cr•un-.. In Hardin~ CollegQ.

This immense three-story brick building, over two nundred feet long with two wings extending back at the ends,
will accommodate over two hundred boys. All rooms are
furnished with closets and most with single beds.
On the first floor of the men's dormitory are spacious
reception rooms, some class-rooms and laboratories, the library, and the postoffice boxes. On the second floo!" is the
college auditorium, and the music, speech, and art studios.

Harding University
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Tm Farm
Gymnasium
The present gymnasium is a fire-proof brick structure.
with an excellent hardwood floor, and is furnished with standard gymnasium equipment, such as parallel bars, wrestling mats, etc., as well as a basketball court.

Swimming Pool
This is a beautiful modern building, steam-heated, with
brown tiled floors, and white tiled pool. Along the walls are
dr.esS'lng rm~ms, each furnished with a; shower. It Is furnished with equipment for complete and constant sterilization of the water, which is aJso b eing constantly changed.

Power Plant

A large concrete and stucco building houses the centra~
heating plant, which is furnished with two large hig h pressure boilers with sufficient capacity to allow for future expansion in the college piant. 'l'hrough a complete circulatory s ystem it also furnishes hot water to every part of the
campus day and night.

Laundry And Cleaning Plant
In order to furnish labor for students and to care for the
laundry and cleaning for the entire school, the College operates its own laundry. It is completely equipped.

"Grey Gables"

This three-story frame structure accommodates th~ piano
practice rooms, apartments for teachers, and light housekeeping rooms.

The President's Home
The President's Home is an imposing two-story modern
colonial structure completed in 1940. It is completely insulated
and attractively finished throughout.

"Deanery"

This hand~;ome two and a half story English style cottage of native stone, erected, partly through contributions by
Dean and Mrs. L. C. Sears, ls used as the dean's home.

The Cottages
A group of three frame cottages and one small brkk cottag-e are used for teachers' home!'!. Three of these are steamh.,a.t.ed from the central plant.

The Workshop
This is a large brick structure equipped for machin e wor\{,
'' " rp <;n lf!rlng or manual training, plumbing, and scenerY Jcsign_

Tile college farm of forty acres near 'the campu~ is furoi>,!H)(l with a large farm home and dairy barn and accom"'·•\J :J. tes the college dairy.

'Benson Field
excellent athleti-c field is being developed on one
"'C I.ion
of the campus.
It .has a baseball diamond,
''"·<-'k, pi ts for ·pole vaulting and jumping, .and tennis courts.
hn ;cdclition to t'he day courts, 'there are ·three concrete tennis
QU r ts .
An

AUDITORIUM AND 'STAGE
The auditorium and stage are equipped with a ·view to th~
.r~t)c·cls of the -dramatic arts, speech, and ·n.ne arts •departmen·ts.
l' il e acoustics are excellent and the stage is furnished with
•t;,·et·ything rreces s a ry for successful J>roduct1ons. The dra·•m :ttic club ·has created several different sets of stage scen·'' '"Y both interiors and exteriors, together with practical
' toors, windows, stairways, etc. The stage ls equipped with
2lectric devices for rather elaborate lighting e'ffi'l'cts, fncluO.!ng spotlights, fioodlights, and foot and border lights with
·rlifferent circuits for ·different colors and with dimmers for
<!ach circuit. The ~ntire equipment makes it possible to pro·:'l uce satisfactorily and with great naturalness, plays or scenes
requiring un-usual .lighting -effects, setting or costumes.

LIBRARY

The libra~y at the present time contains <ove·r 1'8;000 volumes besides periodicals and bulletins. The selections have
been made with the utmost care. There are almost no gifts,
:and consequently nearly every volume if' in the shelves because of its actual value. The reading room is supplied with
<the best works of reference, including stan{}ard -en<!yclopedias
such as the Brit-annica, the Americana, the Catholic, New
International, the Jewish, Hastings' Encyclopedia of Religion
and Ethics, Shaft-Herzog, etc. ; scientific dictionaries and
~ncyclopooias; the Dictionar:v of National Biography; numerous historical works, and works dealing with languages. fine
arts, travel, exploration, etc. A more detailed statement of
'the works for scien~. English, and other departments will be
found with the description of tli.e courses of each department.
About fifty periodicals related to the work of the various
departments come to the library regularly. The library i,;

111 ;.; an<l p:,l inting .
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provided with the Reader's Guide to make the periodicalsmore usable. It contaiRs a.fso tbe United States Catalog sincelg99 a.n6 other bibliog.raphica:l works. 'llhe entire li"Gra.ry is
ea.refully catalOged' by tlte D'ewey decir:n&l s-ystem, and a
triplicate card index m.akes aU material instantly available.

LABORATORIES

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

The school maintains standard laboratories- J!o11 ebemistry.
biology, physies-, and home eeenomic&.

.

Chemistry ;

CHAPEL
·

The chemistry laboratory is furnished with equi)l>ment and'
apparatus va;Iuedl a:t approximately $7,000.0&. Besides thestandard chemistry tables, which are supplied with water
and gaa, the laboratory has an electric drying oven, electric
furnace, accurate balances, gas hood, distillery; calorimeter,
an{}. supply room :for chemicals and equipment. It i& thot"oughly equi-pped for all advanced courses offered, and for commercial analysi-s of ores, coal, minerals and water.

Biology
The biology laboratory is one of the best eqal.!IPf:d 1D
the state. Approximately $7,000.00 worth of equipment has
been installed. It Ia furnished with standard biology tables,
high-powered, double-nosed microscopes, binoculars, the best
make of dissecting miaroscopes, a large compound balopticon
with hnndr-eds of prepared slides, a microtome for preparing
additional slides, dissectable torsos and other models and
castl!l, s&eletons, life histories, and colleetions of birds anti
insects.

Physics
The physicl!l laboratory Is well furnished for the course•
offered. It is not the plan of the college to offer a tnajor in
physics at present. It is to confine its work in this department to beginning courses, but for this purpose it has an
excellent equipmertt, valued at about $3,500.00.

Home Economics

,

The horne economics department has equipment valued at
over $7,000.00. The foods laboratories are furnished with standard tables with hardwood or white tile tops. Each table is
equipped with electric stoves or gas burners, and electric and
gas ranges and ovens are supplied for general use. Coolti-n g
utensils are of aluminum and graniteware. An attractively
furnished dining room Is arranged with everything needed

for service, J.nctu.ding sev-eraJ sets qt 1Ushes .af dJtfe.rent
od•lgns.
The clothing .and textile laboratories are fumiShed wtth
etl\ndard cutting tables, work -cabim.ets, sewing machines,
tlttlng room, -€t-<:.

One ~f the -chief features of the sc'h\001 :Is the dafiy chapel
~ercises. The chapel talks are int-ended to prepare the student
for dealing sanely with -the problems of life, to develop
right idea1s or manhood and womanhood, and to impart a
o('Jesire for accomp1ishing greater things. Every student Is
-cxpected to attend chaJrel. We believe that the conscientious
etudent wiTI oorive more from the 'Chapel talks than from any
regular course of study.

MONDAY NIGHT MEETING
Each Monday night the school ·com-es togethr.ll' for -the
purpose of dlscu.ssing some Bible topic. All boarding stu·
dents are expected to come, and the general p·.1blic is cor·<Hally invited. In these meetings are discussf,d all question~
~f Interest to Bible students and growing Chrlsttans. Three
ends are sought in the meetl.n~the development of young
men as public workers, the teaching of truth, and the cultivation of .sPirituality and consecration.

JAMES A. HARDING DAY
The first James A. Harding Day was observed in February,
1926, by students, teachers, anu friends of Harding College,
in grateful memory of the service rende~d the cause of Christian education by him whose name our college bears. By vote
of the assembly the day has been made an annual event. Since
that time it has been observed in April, Brother HardJDg's
birth month.

HOMECOMING DAYS
Two homecoming days for alumni and ex-students are
held each year, one on Thanksgiving and the other on the
Wednesday before the closing of school. A business and social
meeting is held to which all ex-students are cordially invited.

THANKSGIVING MEETING
Each Thanksgiving the school has a meeting to which aU
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ft·iends of Christian education are invited. A number of able
speai'c,t·s nre a:lways sec ured, and the meetings are rich in good
ihing•s. Friends will provide homes for all who come. If you
h:tv<:: never visited the school you should come to this meeting
and get acquainted with the work that is being done.

/

SCHOLASTIC STUDENT ACTIVITIES

All scholastic clubs and organizations for the promotion
of student activities must receive a permit from the scl,ool.

THE HARDING FORENSIC LEAGUE
A club for training and practice in public speaking and debate is open to students interested in debating . The coaches in
debate sponsor the League.

INTER-COLLEGIATE DEBATING
Harding College has established an excellent record in
intercollegiate debating. Since 1931 Harding debaten have
won first place in the state tournaments, in junior and senior
ciebate, nine times, second place twice, first place once in the
Mid-South tournament including all surrounding states, and
first and second places in the Championship Tournament including championship teams of the South. This means sixteen
championships ;n eleven years.
For students preparing for law, or for the ministry, or !or
general public work, this activity offers unusual development.

THE CAMPUS PLAYERS
At the close of the session 1925-26, The Campus Players,
the "dramatic club of Harding College, was organized. Membership in this club is open to both teachers and students.
The club is a self-governing body, under the general supervision of the faculty. Fortnightly meetings are held, in which
the elrama is studied and one-act and full evening plays are
pmcluced.
A valuable addition to the work of the club is the course
in the designing and painting of stage scenery. Anyone who
•·xpects to direct play5 needs a course of this kind.

THE CAMPUS PLAYERS OF THE AIR
Hu.rding College broadcasts a weekly educational and
r·••IIlll':'l program from the studio on the campus by remot61
• •·• •I•·· •I ···ver ~tation KLRA, Little Rock. Actors, poetry readers,
,.,,. ,,"""· :J tHl continuity writers, announcers, technicians and ex-
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•.w • ni,•~··H In sound effects make up the personnel of the
' ,,., I" In,y c, t·3 of the Air. This group works in cooper-.l.tt•m
I t ' '''' .\ Cappella Choir, the Glee Clubs, the Speech Choir,
1>1q i ~,; department-in fact with any department In putting
' , 'i •':Ill'! qn the air. Original plays, written by members of the
I·· , ,,'•"·' ·s ancl the Campus Playet·s of the Air are broadcast
' '' I i •"e to time. A new recording machine was installed
1: I· ' I ~ !'. l 940. The group is sponsored bY Mr. Kirk, Mra.
rt•··• l••ong and Mrs. Cathcart.

COLLEGE LYCEUM
S i11ce 1928 the Players have sponsored and, with the aid
..or · >t,I1er fine arts departments, have given an annual lyceum
'''·" ·:;;e of five numbers of unusual excellence.
In 1934-35 the Players undertook the remodeling of the
• •.•ll t·ge auditorium and stage. All revenue from the lyceum
· "'"·~e went to retire the obligation this group of young people
' .. o l< for Harding until it has been completely liquidated.

WORKSHOP PLAYS
Each year a series of workshop plays are given in which
··:Hnpus players direct the plays and work out all details of
l"""duction including costuming, creating of scenery, staging,
" nd often the writing or revision of the play.

STATE SPEECH FESTIVAL
Each year but one since the organization of the Arkansas
Little Theatre Association, the Campus Player5 have either
entered a play or been host to the annual State Tournament.
In the tournament of 1936 the Campus Players' production
won first place honors both as the best performance and as
the best directed play. In 1937 the Players again won first place
in the state. Since 1939 this tournament has been changed
to a Speech Festival with no winners designated.

A CAPPELLA CHOIR AND GLEE CLUBS
The Harding A Cappella Choir of men and women and the
Men's Glee Club and Women's Glee Club are three of the outstanding musif al organizations. The glee clubs give programs
both at school and at many other places throu:ohout Arkansas,
and other states.

ORCHESTRA
The orchestra is one of the special activities of the college.
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.All students of the school ilrterested in the work wre invited
to bring their instruments and take !lldvantage of thi!! splendid orchestral training. Only the best orchestral material is
studied, and the experience gained helps students-. to prepare
to fill profitable posftlons in professional orchestras, or tO'
direct orchestraJ W&rk in scho&ls. One hour each day is devoted to both sectional and full rehearsals. SllveraJ
public concerts are held throughout tile year.

BAND
Another enjoyable and valuable organizatio-n is the college band. Students who own any kind of band instrument
should bring it with them. Those who have never played in
a band before can secure the necessary group and private
instrnctfo:'l from the director. Those who wish to join the
Harding band and do not own instruments sl!ourd wait until
they come and try out with til€ director before selecting and
purchasing their instruments. The director can give them
helpful suggestions.

HONORARY AND SOCIAL CLUBS
All honorary clubs and organizations must rec&ive a permitfrom the school.

Social Clubs
A number of clubs combining In varying degrees both
social and literary activities have been organized in order to
give every student an opportunity for the best social development. The clubs for young women are the Woodson Harding
Comrades, established in 1926, the Ju-Go-Jus in 1926, Las
Companeras in 1933-34, the Mu Eta Adelphians and Ko Jo
Kais in 1935-36, the GATA's In 1938, and the Tofe'bts, Alpha
Thetas, and Las Amigas in 1939.
The men's clubs are the Cavaliers, established in 1929,
the Sub-T's in 1929, the T. N. ~.'s In 1833-34, the Koininlas in
1934, the Lambda "Sigmas In 1935, and the Tagmas in 1937.
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uther times through the year. The purpose of the society

I• to encourage superior scholarship with high moral attain-

tnonts.

ATHLETICS
Extravagant athletics is not considered in keeping wttll
1111' best interests of earnest and profitable school work. It
I• our purpose to keep athletics within such bounds as to
r"ta.ln it!! full value as an agency to maintain a healthful
condition of the body while the mind works. We believe
•t udents as a rule enter college to gain a mental discipline
anc1 a certain amount of useful knowledge, rather than to
become athletes. On the other hand, a wholesome and enJoyable system of exercise for students is a valuable asset
to the accomplishment of the work required by conscientious
teachers. The general relaxation through Interest In a game
has much value in breaking up nervous tension prevalent
among hard-working students.
For this reason all forms of athletics except football are
sponsored
and
encouraged.
Because
football
makes
such heavy demands upon the students' time, and has
been found so Injurious to health and so expensive to maintain, it has been discontinued. In its place regular schedules
of intramural sports are arranged between classes and clubs
during the fall quarter, and every student is given an opportunity to play. This plan has proved much more satisfactory
than intercollegiate football, and has allowed a. geater emphasis to be placed upon those sports that can be carried
into later life as a source of recreation and health.
All the athletics of the college are under the direct supervision ·of the faculty at all times. No shtdent whose grades
and deportment are not satisfactory will be allowed to participate in any contest. No language unbecoming a Christian
Is allowed on our grounds.

Basketball
This major winter sport is encouraged and a large number of students take part in the Intramural contel!ts.

Alpha Honor Society

Baseball and Softball

Membership in the Alpha Honur Society is limited to
those whose :schDlarshlp is of the very highest excellence.
Only a limitt:d number may be admitted from each junior or
senior class. Moral and social qualities must also be of
similar excellence. Meetings of the society are held annually
at the alumni homecoming during commencement week and

Both of these sports are supported, and softball is a. regular
part of the intramural program In the fall and spring.

Harding University

Tennis
Three concrete courts for tennis have been provided, and
the m11.nagement heartily encourages this health-gfvin~
€xercise.
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"'""dlngly .successful. They ·helped in the construction o.f the
ll : .. M<>nri Pacific Railroad, the Rock Island, ~d the Missouri
"'"I Arl>ansas, and built Highway 67 through White ·County..
fi• ·m later was instrumental m orga.nizmg one '6f the banks
•utd ln building amd financing other businesses a;nd ;public -ser-

Horseback Riding
The colleg-e provldelt hGrses for those who w18h th11!1 form.
of healthftl'l· exercise; The Equestrian €lub was orga;nized !Ill
1939 for those· especiwlly interested, but all students, no matter
whether mem·b ers of the club, have the pl'i:vilege ol! riding.

v i<'l'S .

The Booth famiiy 'have always felt a res:ponsibi.llty in ·en,... ,,·n.ging any movement for the public welfare. Through their
lnt<•rest in the 'educatian ot young ;penpla they ·have established
1he Memorial Scholarship.

SWIMMING

This most healthful and d elightful E>f sports is m~de possible all winter lvng by the beautiful ste3!IIl-heated swimming:
pool on the' C31lllJlUS". Instructors are arranged to tea'Ch swimming to tnose wh<l wish to Lea.Tn l:t. The time is divided be~
tween the young men and young women, so that the pool iS'
accessible· to J;oth every day tn· 1!he weel!<. No :J:JWteQ swimming 11; allowed.

HONOR SCHOLARSHIPS
Hardi:Jlg College gr.ants regularJy to the valedictGrian of
·<'Rch North Oen.tral or class A high. school a scholarship of
·~I '>0, half of which may be appliied on tuition ea.e h of the
two successi¥e years fellowJng gradua.Uen. To ~e sa.lutaJtorian it gra1:1ts a scholarship of $Hl0, half of which may be
:1pplied o.n tuition each ·of the two following years. With the
•·ash d.iscouut permitted on the balance -of the tuttion, the
am ount stili due, ·. exc1usive of the scholarship each year, woU:M.
:t>e for va1edictorians only $60, for salutatorians $80.
For Class B schools with gradua:ting classes numbering
twenty or more the san1e two scholarships are granted. For
-classes ~f less than twenty the valedictorian scholarship
is reduc ed to $100, half of which may be applied on tu1t1on
.aac·h of the two successive years.
For Class C schools <lnly the valedictorian scholarship
of $106 is granted, half of which may be applied on tuition
-each of the two ooccessive years following graduation.

TRACK AND FIELD'
'!'rack and o!heF field sJJorts are enc&urage{).

SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES
THEW. J. CARR SCHOLARSHIP
'l!'be W . J. Carr Scholarship was foumled by a gift of
$'2,500 from W. J. Carr of Junction C'lty, Arkansas. The
interest on the above sum pays the regular tuition on one
s tudent each school yea'r.

ELIZABETH J. COUCHMAN MEMORIAl_. FU~

This fund of $'940.00, the interest from which 1s apphed
on a schola:r:!!hip for some :rtudent each year, was ma:de possible through the generosity of Mrs. Elizabeth J. Couchman
of Winchester, Kentucky.
There are so many deserving students who need aid, and
to Invest in these students ts eo worthwhile a work that
Harding College Invites others to follow these examples.
For suggested forms for wills, see page 15.

BOOTH BROTHERS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
This scholarship covering the regular tuition of one student each year has been permanently endowed by gifts from the
Booth familY of Searcy. It will continue perpetually through the
future of the ii!Istitu~fon.
The donors of this scholarship endowment are among the
best known families in Searcy. The father having moved to the
county from Tennessee in 1852 began a successful farming
and livestock business. Later the firm of Booth Brothers was
or~anized and rapidly established a reputation for integrity,
ho~esty, and strict business responsibility which made it out-
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PRESS CLUB MEDAL IN ORATORY

J

The Press Club -oiffers a medal each year to the winner
'in an all-college oratorical contest. The winrrer in 1935 was
'LeRoy Miller; in 1936 Owen Pearce; in 1937, William Medearis; in 11J3'8, James Warren; in 19'39, James McDaniel; in
1 940 Dennis Allen; in 11l41 John Sands, 1942 Weldon Casey.
In the women's division the medal was won in 1938 by Miss
Doris H ickman, in 1939 by Mabel Dean McDoniel, in 1940 by
Marie Brannen, in 1941 Mildred Leasure, and in 1942 Charlene
Foreman.

SCHOLARSHIP MEDAL
A scholarship medal is conferred ·each year by the Alpha
Honor Society upon the graduate with the highest scholarship record.
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DISCIPLINE
For discipline we appeal to the hearts and consciences of
our students and depend much upon the Bible study and teachIng·. Love and justice are the moving principles of our government, regulations are as few as possible, and we demand
only that the students do right. If after patient ef!ort we cannot reach a student in this way, we advi!'ie him to go home.

SOCIAL REQUIREMENTS
Non-Students
It has been the custom to permit worthy young men who

are not members of the student body to enter into the social
life of the college. This is a custom we are glad to continue
under proper conditions.
All young men who are not students of the institution
must be presented formally to the matron. It shall be
necessary tlmt they present at this introduction letters of
recommendation from the minister of the church which
they attend regularly. This recommendation must testify
concerning the moral character of the young man.
Any young man who is thus permitted to enter the social
life of the college thereby pledges himself to obey all social
reg·ulations of the school. Any young man who violates this
pledge will be promptly excluded.

Local Students
The college management has the general oversight of
local students on the grounds and in the buildings and at all
other times when participating in college activities.

Boarding Students
All boarding students are required to room in our student
homes unless they stay with relatives in town or work for
their room and board. All such cases must be apprOVGld by the
president of the college.

Secret Marriages
The contracting party or parties of \" secret or unappr~v
<eu marriage taking place wrthln the student body of Hardmg
Coll<•gc will be excluded from the college and all credits earned
\\'i l. hin th::tt year will be cancelled.
,\ ny student-preacher aiding such marriage by pe~forming
t '"1 c<'I'l'mony shall be dealt with similarly.
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Tobacco
·• ~ •>

who are directly responsible for the influence on
···. •1111!18 and in the buildings of Harding College believe
~ '· T11,. 1,1se of tobacco in any form is injurious to the user. It
"''\' ""''pose therefore to discourage the use of tobacco in
"'' "' {ty that we can. We have a deep interest in those who
" ~ q uired the habit of using it and desire only to help
"' \l Ull the habit. But if they WILL persist in the use of it
!l >.> i.S t that they must use it so as to throw around others
i< · 1.SL possible temptatiop. Hence, the use of tobaccu on
'" '~ ll <» ge campus and in the buildings is strictly forbidC:en
'' '" r• L in the rooms of those who use it.

HOLIDAYS
will not be permitted to leave for home. to spend
" ".1' l1oliday until the school adjourns for such holiday, unless
l c t•<a by written consent of their parents. Even if on~ obtains
;.J " " " permission, his absence from his classes will be unex' " ''" d and will count with other unexcused absence~ in lowe,·~ tullents

l :J Y, his grad€s, deducting from his credits, or excluding hirn

t' ,•,m his course. Similarly any class missed because of a
l:lf~o return after a holiday will be unexcused and will count
•~ above. Parents should note this well and not encourage
,;iudents to miss classes at such times.

CLASS ABSENCES
No class cutting will be tolerated. When a student misses
,-, I'ecitation in any class, he must present to the registrar a
~ atisfactory excuse within two days after he returns to the
class.
The following regulations apply to absences:
1. \Vhen a student has three unexcused absences from
any class, he shall be dropped from the course by the instructor. He may be reinstated only by the recommendation
of the registrar and the payment of $1.00 fee.

2. Any student who has ten unexcused, absences from
all classes and chapel shall forfeit one hour of credit; twenty
absences discount two hours of credit, etc. These absences
need not occur in a simgle class but may be t!Jte total in all
classes.
3. If, in the judgement of the committee, any other measures may be more effective in d6la!ing with any individual
student, it shall be at liberty to add to the above penalties or
to substitute others.
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CLASS CHANGES
No student is permitted to change or leave a class without the approval of the dean and the teacher In charge of
the class. After the first two weeks any student changing
a class will be charged a fee of $1.00.
Any class dropped without t~e approval of the dean will
be marked F, and this grade will be entered in the reeord
of the student.
No class changes will be permitted after the fourth week
of any term. Any class dropped after that time because of
failing grades will be marked F.

EXAMINATIONS
Examinations will be given regularly at the. close of each
term and during the term at the discretion of the instructor.
No student is excused from these examinations. In case a
student misses an examination for any cause, he may secure a
special examination by applying to the dean and paying the
instructor fifty cents examination fee.

REPORTS AND GRADES
Reports will be sent to parents or guardians at the end
of each term. Should a student be doing unsatisfactory work .
a report ~o this effect will be sent to the parents at any time.
The rank of the student will be indicated by letters as
follows:
A is the highest grade, 90 to 100.
B is good, 80 to 90.
C is fair, 70 to 80.
D is the lowest passing grade. 70.
Is "Incomplete." lt implies nothing as to t.he qualitY
of the work, and may be removed by completing the
work ~f the course.
E is "Conditional failure." It may be removed by l'lassing a satisfactory examination on the course.
F is "Failed." Credit for the course may be had only by
repeating it In class.

TRANSCRIPTS OF CREDITS
Each student is entitled to one transcript of credit with·
out charge, but a fee of $1.00 will be charged for each addi·
tlonal cgpy.
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INFORMATION FOR NEW
STUDENTS
HOW TO REACH US
The two main lines of the Missouri Pacific from Little
Rock to Memphis and from Little Rock to St. Louis pass
through Kensett, which is less than four miles from the r.ollege campus. Fourteen passenger trains stop at Kense tt
daily. A branch line of the Missouri Pacific runs several
trains each day from Kensett to Searcy, and students may
stop at the coi'ege station. Students arriving at Kensett on
trains not connecting with the Kensett-Searcy locals will be
met by college cars if they have notified the college on what
train they will arrive. Students who have not notified the
college on exactly what train they w!ll arrive may telephone
from the station and they will be met promptly. Students
coming from Memphis can make connection with the b us at
Bald Knob about 9: 30 p. m.
Students from western Oklahoma may ~ake the Rock
Island to Little Rock and transf~r to the Missouri Pacific.
Students from northwest Arkansas find a direct route over
the Missouri and Arkansas line from Eureka Springs through
Searcy.
In addition to the train service four buses pass through
Searcy each day from Little Rock to St. Louis, six from north
east Arkansas to Little Rock and one ~aily from Memphis to
Searcy.
Student:!! will be met free at the opening of each term.
But fifty cents will be charged per student for trips at any
other time. Fifty cents will he charged for delivering trunk•
from the station to dormitory rooms at any time.

EXPENSES
The expenses outlined below are for college students only.
Expenses in the academy are outlined in the aca demy catalog.
It Is our desire to keep expenses at Harding Cp:lege as
low as possible consistent with efficiency.
The boarding student can meet all school expenses for
$403.50 to $430.50 for the year. This includes regular tuitio~.
term and medical fees, room and board. The resident student
can meet all expenses for $173.50 for the year.
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Personal Expenses

Fifteen il<lurs and the Bible is a fwl course, and should
-one take more work, one is charged $3.90 :for i!&Ch term hour
above the fifteen and Blbk!l.

In estimating school expenses the following facts should
not be overlooked. Young people .at home spend money tor
clothing and incidentals; hence such things should not be
considered a part of the school expenses. If students are
free to write checks on their parents for any amount they
wish to spend~ their expenses will be much greater. It is
impossible for us to control spending without the help and
encouragement of parents.
Parents who wish their children to make bills with the
merchants In town, having their bills sent home for payment,
should write directly to. the dean about the matter. We are
doing everything in our power to pr<Jvent making of unapproved bills. During the past, the merchants and parents
have cooperated heartily with us, and we have together
helped students to keep their personal expenses low. We ask
parents to continue their cooperation in the future.

TUITION, FEES, AND ROOM RENTS
The school year of nine months (thirty-six weeks) Is
divided into three terms of twelve weeks each.
The expenses are paid by the term and at the beginning
of the term. This is required because the school must have
the money due It to give efficient service, and parents can
arrange for one expense account more easily than the school
can arrange for many.
No part of tuitions, fees, or rents will be refunded and no
deductions are made for late registrations. Students should
enter at the beginning of a term .
.A. student who withdraws of his own accord 'd oes not
thereby place the college under obligation to refund tuitions,
fees, or rents. Expelled students forfeit all tuitions, fees. or
rents.
in ca s es of protracted Illness, a transferable certificate will
be Issued for all unused tuitions and rents. Under no circumstances will fees be refunded.

REGULAR TUITION AND FEES
Tuition, College (each term) ... · ~ ...... . ................ $50.00
Entrance Fee (payable by all students each term) . . . . . . 3.00
Activity Fee (each term).............................. 3.34
Llhrary Fee (each term) ......-. . ................... . . . . . 1.50
Medical amd Hospital Fee (each year).................. li.OCI
Oradu.atlon Fee (covering diploma, cap and gown).... . . 7.50
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SCHOLARSHIPS FOR PREACHERS
Preachers and young men preparing to preach, who actually make -this the!!: life work, are granted scholarships
-covering half the amount of their regular tuition. Thili reduction amounts to $75.00 tor the year. Such students are
,.equired to sign a. note for this amount, which becomes due
lflv.e years .after they have left school, if at that time they
have ceased to give their time to the ministry. l'f, however,
they are actively engaged in preaching, the notes are
-cancelled. N'o young man who uses tobacco is entitled to this
-consideration.

FREE MUSIC. SPEECH, AND ART COURSES'

Much ~f th~ class work in music, speech, and fine arts requires no fees additional to regular tuitions. These cultural
-courses should be included In every student's program of work,
and by a removal of all special fees we hope to make them
avai'able to all. Tuitions are charged only for private instruction.

SPECIAL TUITIONS AND FEES
Piano, Voice, Violin, Art:
Two private lessons a week, per term .......... . ... $20.01>
One private lesson a week, per term. . . • . • • • . . • • • • . li.Oo
Class Instruction (divided equally by· 2 or S) per class 24.00
Voice (for High School students only), 2 lessons a. week 15.00
Speech (private lessons), each term:
Mrs. Coleman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . • • • • • . . 20.00

ROOM RENT
Rooms for girls, with private lavatory, $'19.50 up, a term;
with bath shared between two rooms, $24.00 a term; with
private bath, $30.00 a term. Prices vary according to location.
Rooms for men range from $15.00 to $22.50 a term, depending upon size, location, and conveniences. Single rooms
can be had for $24.00 up.
All rooms are furnished approximately alike, most of them
with single beds unless the double is preferred.

RESERVING ROOMS
All students away from home, either boarding or light
housekeeping, are required to room tn the colle•e dormitories
and apartments. The only exception to this requirement
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ill with students who have relatives in town with whom they
may stay. In each such case permission must be secured from

the president of the college.
Since new students do not know the location of rooms.
they may make their reservations by specifying the price of
the room they desire, and we will make the best selection
possible for them. When they arrive, if they so wish and if
anot)1er room is available, they will have opportunity to
change the selection. Floor plans of the dormitories, showing
location, size, and price of rooms, will be sent on reQuest.
Every reservation must be :accompanied by a deposit of $5.0().
In case the student is prevented from coming, the reservation
deposit is refunded, provided request is made to the college not
later than two weeks before the opening of the fall term. The
reservation fee is returned at the close of the year minus any
breakage or damage to rooms or furniture, or is applied on
any balance still due the school.

FURNISHINGS FOR ROOMS
Each student should bring with him pillow, pi!low cases,
eheets, and at least enough cover for a bed in winter, towels,
and such other articles as he may desire. In addition
to these thing,; the occupants of a room are required to furnish window shades and electric light bulbs. Our experience
i.; that these articles receive treatment that makes them very
~pensive to the college. Our only recourse from this useless
expense is to make this requirement. We find that when a
student payB for such articles but of his own pocket he treats
them with more consideration. Students are encouraged to
bring any pictures, rugs, pennants, or other furnishings that
will make their rooms more attractive and homelikQ.

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
Students are allowed to bring such electrical appliances
with them as irons and hot plates, but a fee large enough to
cover the cost of opera.ting them will be charged.

DORMITORY LIFE
One of the superior advantages at Harding College is the
clormltory life of the institution. At much cost and keenly
ft>lt responsibility student homes are maintained that a ra.re
home life may be given our students.
This phase ot. school life has been studied perhaps more
E'&rl!tully o.nd more thoroughly than any other branch of our
work. It h!U! been our object to compensate, if possible, for
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the loss a child sustains in leaving his own home and entering a boarding school, an~ we are prouder of our accomplishment along this line than of almost any other of our underto.kings. To throw around our boarding students a safe influence without making the home a "prison" to the young
boy or girl who has been brought up in the lax home life of
today is really a difficult undertaking. To give to the students a home life that has in it the care, protection, and
training that ought to be in every Christian home and at the
same time make it attractive to the student is really an art.
While we fall far short of what we should like to do, we have
so far succeeded that, after observing our care of the girls
entrusted to us, many parents have frankly expressed the
conviction that our dormitory is better for girls than their
own homes-homes, too, that are as carefully directed as can
be found in the country.
Our student homes are steam-heated and thoroughly modern. and since these advantages are given at less cost than
they can be had anywhere else, all boarding students are required to live in the school homes until they are full. So we
request no arrangement! be made for boarding save tht:ough
the faculty of Hardln2: College.

MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL SERVICE
In 1927 we installed for the first time in the history of
the school a health department. A small hospital was furnlshed and a graduate nurse was secured to care for the
students. This service has been extremely valuable. Many
students who are not physically strong when they come grow
strong under the care and advice of the nurse.
This service has now been greatly extended. A fee of
$5.00 a year is charged each student, and for this small fee
he receives the following service:
1. A complete medical examination covering eyes, nose,
throat, teeth, lung-s and chest, blood tests, urinalysis, etc.
2. Complete medical and surgical attention for all emergency or acute illnesses, such as influenza., broken bones,
infections, operations for acute appendicitis, eto.
3. Complete hospitalization in our infirmary.
4. The constant service of o. trained graduate nurse.
5. Constant attention and help regarding diets, thoug-h in
easEls where a epecial diet ma.y be quite expensive the
student will be e:xt~ected to pay the difference between
this cost and his regular board.
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Each student i& required to h a.ve smallpox vacclnat.loiJ>
before entrance.
The above service does not eover medica;! attentions
for chronic illnesses and matters that should have b e eill
attended to before entrance-. Thu.e it would ~~t include thefollowing:
1. Treatment
o! tuberculosis or long-time contagiousdiseases. Tests and thorough examinations will be givelll",.
but in actual eases the student will be asked to transfer t<>
a sanat~rium where pro per and long-time treatment caD
be giv61l'P.
2. It would not cover tomlilectomies, or treatment of
chronic hay !e-ver or asthma, or ehn>nic glandular troubles.
Th ese chronic cases will have the constant care of the nurse;.
but medical atten~iO'll will have to be paid eepa.rately from
the fee:.
3. It does not cover drugs and serums or biologicals, exteniJ.ive e:xaminations, or X-rays. The nurse and doctors
will advise rE'garding the necessity of such extensive service, but the cost will be ln addition to the fee.
'l'he service, however, wllich is included within the fee Ia
worth far more than iii! cost. A thorough medical elllUilination,
such as is given every student, would ord·inarlly cost from $1&
to $15. A single operation for acute appendicitis would cost
from $75 to $1Z5. The conlltant attention of a graduate nurse
together with hospital privileges is usually outside the reach
of the ordinary family. Yet all this Is covered by the medical
and hospital fee und servico,l. Students may select their own
doctor, but all such service must be arranged through the nurse.
The school will not ·be reswnsible fer any medical service
arranged for by the student alone.

THE COLLEGE CLUB CAFETERIA PLAN
The College Club is a co-operative organization in which
both students and teachers receive their meals at cost. The
cafeteria plan is used and each student may make his own
choice of meats, vegetables, desserts, ect. The deposit of $20.00
per month (four weeks) is expected to cover the cost of all
meals. Should the cost bQ less, each student will receive a refund o! the balance of the deposit. Those desiring additional
food, or special items not on the regular menu for the rlay.
auch as tee cream, pies, cakes, and other delicacies available.
may secure these also by paying the cashier !or them at the
time.
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Htudents who pay the board by the quarter deposit $60.00
•• the beginning of each quarter-a total of $180.00. Students
Wleo pay by the month deposit $20.00 at the first of each
-.•hool month-a total of $180.00.

EXPLANATION OF THE POLICY OF THE
COLLEGE CLUB
The fo llowing articles set forth the general policy of the
club:
1.

hence:

The College Club is run on the co-operative plan,

No one makes a penny of profit from the board.
Each student has a right to help form the policy of the
<'lub in regard to the kind of food served, the amount of food,
and th e general cost.
2.
3.

4. In case the cost of operation for the year exceeds
the deposit, such excess shall be paid in ten days after the
operative cost has been announced. 5. In ca s e of loss, the whole club shall be res ponsible,
and such lo!ls shall be borne equally by all the members of thP
club.

6. Club members may bring visitors to the dining hall
by paying 30 cents for their meals.
7. All club dues are based upon the school month of
four weeks and NOT upon the calendar month .
8. Members of the club who withdraw before the E'nd
of the school year are c harged a $1.00 withdrawal fE'E'.
9. All unus ed deposits are refunded at the ope ning- of
the next school year.

10. The President of the college is the chief executive of
the club.
11. The college bursar shall collect and disbur:;;e the club
funds, and shall keep a complete account thereof.

TOTAL EXPENSES FOR THE YEAR
The following is the exact amount the stude nt will need
for the year for his regular expenses.
Minimum Maximum
Tuition . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . .\ . .. .. .. . . ... $150.00
$150.00
Entrance fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.00
9.00
Ac"tiv ity fee
··· ··· ····· ··· ···· ····· ····· ·· 10.00
10.00
Library fee . ... .. ... .. . . . ... . ..... . ...... . . 4.50
4.50
Medical and Hospital fee . . .•.. . ...... . ..••
5.00
6.00
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Room rent .....• . .. . ... . . ......... . ... .. .. 45 .1}0
:V~eals (deposits) ..•.. . .. .. . . • . . ..•. ....•.• lSO.OI}

72.00
180.0()

Total for year . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . $403.51}
Total per term ....•.... . ...... •. 134.50

$430.5 0
143.50

SPECIAL AIDS TO STUDENTS
EMPLOYMENT
The school is especially prepared to offer a large amount
or work in order to help deserving students cover varying
arriounts of the regular tuition. Accordingly students who
must have work in order to help meet expenses at college
may freely make application for work.
The college also has facilities whereby a student might
work one half qay and go to college one half day; or work
through one term and then attend college a term, thereby
covering total cost of board, room, tuition, fees, and laundry.
According to this plan a student, however, could not carry
a full load of college work. On the contrary, it would require
about six years to complete the ordinary four years of college
work, but the student would have the advantage of having
worked out his board, room, tuition, fees and laundry while
securing his education.

WORK SCHOLARSHIPS
Students granted working scholarships or any amount
must realize that they are assuming an obligation to pay t he
specified amount in faithful service.
The responsibility i~
their own to see that they render the service required. Shoulrl
they fail to do so the amount of the scholarship is due In cash .
The student should also recognize that such scholarship
Is a special favor extended to him, and in return he should
be willing to uphold at all times the ideals of the school. Any
~ tud ent granted a working scholarship who persistently violates regulations or disregards ideals of the school will have
his scholarship revoked.
It Is strongly urged that students not apply for more w ork
than is absolutely necessary. To work too many hours may
pb,c e the student at a disadvantage scholastically or cause
ltn even more serious loss of health.
Any student who works

Harding University
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,., I il:tn three hours a day must limit the number of his
• ·; i1<)Urs .a ccordingly.
\\',,·king students sbo·uld bring witb :them 11utficient chang.. r ~ nitable work clothes, such as overalls, to supply thel:r
.,,, " needs. 'The cerlege does not furnish such article&.

LOAN FUNDS
l11st ea.d -af work it is often advlsa.b1e to "Secure a loan for
f I'",,., of the tuition or other expense. This is true of those
· II " <·xpect to 'find employment the following summer or yeaT
L will enab1e them to begin repaying the loan, or those
il:tve such security or endorsements as will make the loan
t'•Jr a longer period. We bave at our service four \lifferent
CunllS ·r rom whiCh asslstan·ce can be granted worthy
: ••ol•·nts -ap to ·a maximum or $300 a year, or a total of $1000
U ''"";;·h the four-year college ·c ourse. Applications for such
I! l! l: d:mce must include evidence of the need and the relia, -II i 1 .' ' of the applicant. Information ~an be obtained from the
1 ···~s i<lent or Dean.

PLACEMENT SERVICE
F'or the purpose of aiding graduates and other deserving
-1 ll •i<'nts to find employment the college maintains a regular
, d;o •;\)ment service. Students who desire teaching positions,
· ,,. t>ositions witb commercial or industrials firms, f!l<lo their
· · '"li'>le>te credentials in the registrar's office, and' theae are
J,,•,,ught to the attention or prospective employers. The effort
I•• mn.de to flnd the kind of position for wblch each student
1" host qualified.
While this servic~ is intended primarily
f, ,,. the student it Is also available for former student:!! and
t<illrnn!. In order that Its value may be as great as possible
I t i.~ requeS!ted that all available openings for teache1'8 or others
loo reported to the office as soon as known .

A CONFIDENTIAL WORD TO PARENTS
The school cannot do the work It should do without the
,., ·•>peration of parent:!!. For the first few weeks of every
;•• "r. and after visits home, students a.re often homee!ek.
~\'·~ A.!l want our children to love their home and would be a
lllllr• ~isappointed if they were not homesick. But with the
l'~<) rtrty welcome they will receive from the older students,
' n<l with the beginning of active work, they will soon become
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happy and contented. It never helps students to recover for·
the parents to stay with them. Such a course usually results
in the student's returning home or in his gett1ng a poor start
in his work.
Do not encourage your children to come home for any
holiday before the regular time, or remain longer than the
time appointed. Should the student be of "B" or "C" scholarship, it is' very probable that those absences would cause the
loss of .an hour of credit and injure the student's interest ii11
!1is worlc Constant visits home often cause a feeling of restlessness and homesickness, cause a student to lose interest in
his work, and ruin the entire year for him.

WEEK-END VISITS WITH FRIENDS
Our many years of experience have taught us that weekends spent away ~rom the college with friends are often very
detrimental to the student. For this reason we require the
written consent of parents or guardians before we permit
students these privileges. Such permission must be sent diNctly to the college officials.

SPECIAL BIBLE LECTURE WEEK
For the benefit of our own students, especially those who
are already preaching or who expect to preach; for the benefit
of preachers, elders, song leaders, and Lord's Day Bible
School teachers in this state and neighboring states and
for all others who may be able to avail themselves of this
advantage, a special series of Bible lectures is offered during
the Thanksgiving week each year.
It is c.ur purpose to bring to Harding College for
special short course outstanding men in the brotherhood
have something to offer which we could not otherwise
We want younger preachers and Bible stu!!ents to have
vantage of the Glxperience, wisdom, and knowledge of

TEACHER'S CERTIFICATES ·
Teachers' certificates of various types are issued by
Education to students whCJ fulfill
' ,.,~ uirements for such types.
The following curricula are designed to meet these
'lllirements. They are in harmony also with the most
., H.nced theory and practice in the training of teachers.

'~' l:.~.le Department of

the
the
read-

I . THREE-YEAR ELEMENTARY CERTIFICATE
This certificate is based upon the completion of one year
.;,r college work, including not less than nine hours of edu, :T~ I. ion. It authorizes the holder to teach In non-classified or
•''""s C and D schools.
The following courses are required for thlB certificate:

Fall Term
Term Hours
l,llology 101 .............. 41
l;:d ucatlon 102 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
!.~ ""·

Sc. 101 ....••....••.••

a
a

1'1''·

Ed. 120

3

t :nglish 101 • • . • • • • • • • • • • •
.......•....

Winter Term
Term Hourtl
Bioi. 100 .......•.••••••••.
Education 10·6 . • • . . . . • • • • •
English 102 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Music 114 .••.••••••••••••
Soc. Sc. 10Z . . • • • • • • • • • • • •
Ph. Ed. 101 • . . . . • . . • . • . . •

3
1
3
1
I
0

16'h

Spring Term
Term Hours
Art 110 ........ . .. •• ••.. . 3

this
who
get.
a!!our

Education 104.. . .... . . . . . 3
English

103

•. . •• •••••. .

English 120 . • • • • • • • . • • . . •
So~.

s·c.

3

4i

103 .••••••••••••• I

most outstanding preachers.

16!

The lectures deal with vital problems facing the church
and the individual Christian and are of great interest not
only to our &udents and friends but to all preachers and

!Jl:!hl " class, in addition to their other work.

leaders in the church.

II , FOUR-YEAR ELEMENTARY CERTIFICATE

Announcements will be sent out during Octobf>r of the
specific course for each year, and imformation will be gladly
given on requesi: at that timQ.

This certificate requires the completion of two years of
!f·~ II<:J;"e work, inetudlng not less than 18 D.or more than J4
tnr•rn hours in pMIIfessional coursea.

Harding University

It is understood that all students take at leut gne dally
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The following curriculum shows the required profell8ional!
a.nd subject matter courses for this certiffc&te:

Ed. 108 · Methods in Nature Study

FIRST YE.A.R

The first year follows the same requirements as those for
tbe Three-Year Elementary Certificate outlined above.
SECOND YEAR

Sprint Term

"•II Term
Term Hou:rs
Education 106 • • . • • • • • • 4l,!a
English 106 • . • ... . • •• . • • S:
History 101 • . • . • • • . . • • . . • 3
Ph. Ed. 135 . . . . . . . . . . • . • 3
Sp·eecb 1()-l • -..... •• • • • • • 2"

Term
Ed'ucatioo 103 • • • • • • • •
Engllsh lOft ••• ; •••••••
History 10% • ••••••••• •
8,peech 102 • • • • . • • • • .
Elective . . . . . . . . . • . .
or Education 14~ . • . .

15~

Houre
3 3
8" S.
3

~

2

2:

5

H

16 15%

Winter Ttrrm
English 107 • . . . • • • • • •
History 103 • • • • • • • • • •
Ph. Sc. 10~ ••• • .•••••..
Ph. Ed. 13~ • . • • • • • • • •
Elective . .• . .. .. .....
or Education 140

3
3

8
3

4~

4i
'

3

3
3

lSi 16!
Only 4lh hours of directed teaching is permitted for this
certificate, but this may be taken during any quarter of the
sophomore year.

III. SIX-YEAR ELEMENTARY CERTIFICATE
In addition to the requirements under II above, this / certificate requires the completion of the four-year college course,
Including not less than 24 nor more than 36 hours in professional courses and the specialization in certain subject
matter areas. The requirements of the junior and senior
years are ru; follows :
I. Professional Requirements:
Term Hours
Ed. 240 Directed Teaching . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 4'lh
From the following: . . . • . • • • • •• . • •• . . . 1-11

Harding University

·s

Ed . .204. Tests and M<easuremeDts, .... 3

II.

Ed. .llOS Adolescent Psycllology • . 3
Speoilll-ization Requirements:
.A. In addition to the work of the freshman and
sophomore years listed under II above, the followina' seneral background -eourae. are requJre4:
Art 111 Public .School .An
8
Music 242 JIII.usic Education
3
Home Ec. 100 (for Women)
li
liifst. 205-~06 Presidential
Admin!str&tions .. , .• , . • fO
Geography 101 or 115 . . ... . ........ '3
Eng. 210 or 211 A.meri{l&D Litera.tUTe • 5
Pol. Sc. 206 • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3
Science electli~ (for women 4 ho1U'B)
(for men 9 hours)
Math. 110 Socialized Ma.th.-........ 4i
B. In Gne area of speciallzaUGn, such ae EngUab,
history and social sciences, music, art, or natural science, the student must complete • total
of from 27 to 36 hours, Including the work listed
in the general requt,rements above.

VI. JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CERTIFICATE
This certificate requires the completion of two years or
college work, Including not less than 13.6 nor more than 23.6
term hours in professional courses.
A student expecting this certffi<:ate must select at least
two areas in which he will specialize tor teaching. The
following combinations are approved:
English • . . . . . . • . . Latin, French, or Spanlsh
English . . . . • • • • • . . • . . . • . • • • • • Social Science
Mathematics . . • . • • • • . . • . . . • • • • • . • • • • Science
Mathematics . . . • • • • • • . . • . . . . Social Science
Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Social Science
Home Economics . . . . • • . . . . • • • . • . . • . . Science
Home Economics . . • • . . • . • . . . . • Social Science
Public School Music . . . . . English and Speeoh
In his selected groups the student w111 be expected oo
coniple!e at least the number o:r hours Indicated below:
Term Hours
English .•••.....•••••••.••.•••••••.•••••• 18
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llofathematlo• •.•••••••• • •••••••••••••••_. . .. t
Science:
Biology •••••••••••..•••...••.•••.•••• 12
General Scleuce • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 12
(Including not less th3111 4i hours each
In biological and physical sciences.)

Education :126 . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Latin, French, or SpanJ•h • . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • 18
(Three hours may be deducted for each
high school unit In the chosen language; maximum deduction 9 term
hours).
Social science • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • . • • • 21
EYropean History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4!
American History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4!
Three of the following . . . . . • . . . . . . 12
Economics, Sociology,
Government, Geography.
PLAN OF SELECTION
The courses should be seleeted aa nearly a• posalble In
the followiDB order:
FIRST YEAR
Term Hours
English 101, 101, 103 .... . ......... ..... ......... II
Social Science 101, 102, 103 . .. . • . .. .. . . . • .. • . • . 9
Biology 1Q1 . . . .............. . . . ..... .. . •. • . . . .
4%
•Speech 101, 102 • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • . • . • • • • • • • . • • • • 4
Physical Educat!Qn 1ll0. .. . .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. • • .. 8
Physical Education 101 . • • . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • . . 1
Physical Education 130. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . • • .. .. ... . 3
D.eetives (not education) .................. ·. . . 15

49%
&ECOND YEAR
Term Hours
Physical Science, 100 .......................... 4~
Bnclish 1G5, 1(}6, 107 • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . 11
History 101,1(}2,103 • • • • • . • • • • . . • • . • • • • •. • • • • • . 9
Educa.tlon 102, 200, 205 • . • • • • • • • . • . . • . • . • • • • • • • • 9
Education 160 . • • . • . . . . • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . 4!
One from the following: .. .. . • • • .. . • . .. • • • .. . . 8
Education 224 • . • • • . • • . • . . • . • • . • • • . • • . 3

Harding University

Education 227 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • 3
Education 228 • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . 3
Education 230 • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • 3
Physical Education 20ti • • • • . . . . • . . . . • • • • . . • • . • • 3
10

Electives

i2
•Required unless exempted by entrance tests.

\

VII. HIGH SCHOOL CERTIFICATE
This certificate, valid in both junior and senior high
achools, requires the completion of a four-year college course,
Including not less than 24 nor more than 40 term hours in
professional courses.
In selecting his major and minor departments, the student
ehould consqlt the approved combinations given under the
junior high school certificate. The following table indicates the number of hours needed for teaching in each group:
COM~ERCE

.... . ..................... . .... . ..
Including the following:
Business Ad. 102-104 • .. .. • .. • • • • 12
Business Ad. 105-107 • • • . • . ... • • • . . . 9
Business Ad. 108-110 . . • • • • • • • • • • 12
Business Ad. 200 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4
1
Business Ad. 211 • • • • • • . . • • • . . • . • 4 1,2
Business Ad. 216 .................. 4%
English 110 ...•... • ...... ·. . . . . . . . . . 3
Geography 1111 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . 3
ENGLISH .... . ... . . . . . . .. ............... . ...
LATIN;' FRENCH, SPANISH ......... . .. ... ...
(Three hours may be deducted for each
high school unit in the chosen language,
but maximum deduction nine hours.)
MATHEMATICS .. .... ... .. . .. ......... . ......
PHYSICAL EDUCATION' .. ...... ........ 27 to
SOCIAL SCIENCES . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Including:
European History. or 101, 102, 103 .. 9
American History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Social Science 101, 102, 103 ......... 9
Government. Economics, or Geography S

48

27
27 .

22.5
36
36

4
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SCIENCE .........•........................... 36
To teach in any one field-biology,
physics, or chemistry-12 hours are required in that field.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION .............. 27 to 36
Requirements in this field are
given with description of courses
in the department.
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . 45
Applied Music . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 18
(To be distributed in fwo fields, piano
being one)
Appreciation, Hdstory, and Literature ... 9
Theory ......................... 12 - 13%
(Including Harmony, Sight-Reading,
Ear Training, Fonn, and Analysis)
Conducting and Ensemble ........ 3 - 4%
APPLIED MUSIC.
Requirements the same 9$ fqr the certificate in Public School Music, except that
at least 13¥.! hours must be taken in the
particular field in which the certificate
is dElilired.

;~

PLAN OF SELECTION
.The best plan for the selections of courses is given in the
tcllowing outline:

FIRST YEAR
Term Hours
English 101, 102, 108 • • . . • . . . . • . • . • . • • • • . . • . . . • 9
Speech 101, 102 . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • • • • 4
Elective (not Education) .•.•..•.•••••• ; • • • • • . . 32
46

SECOND YEAR
English 105, 106, 107 .......... . .... . . .•.. . .... .. -9
Education 102 . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . S
Elective ...•.•............. .. ..... . ... . ••... _. • 38
60
THIRD YEAR
Education 200, 205 .....••...••....... '.. . . ....•.• 6
Education 201, 202, or 203 ...................... 3

Harding University
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Elective . . . . • . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41
liO

FOURTH YEAR
Term Hours
Education 250, 251 ...................•.......... 9
Of the following, one or more
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Elective

• . . . . . • . . . . . 3-6

220 • .. .. • • • • • • .. • • • • • • .. •
224 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
226 • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
227 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
228 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

I
3
8

230 · . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . • . .

3

3
3

232 .... .. .. . .... .... . . .. 3

35-38
50

VIII. HOME ECONOMICS CERTIFICATES
Since the certification of teachers for Smith-Hughes positions in high schools is confined to only one or two institutions
in each state, Harding College cooperates with this teachertraining program by offering all the courses leading to such
certificates with the exception of the methods and supervised
teaching. Students may receive the Bachelor of Science in
Home Economics and then transfer to an acceptable graduate school and complete the requirements for the SmithHughes certificates at the same time they receive their M. ,B.
degrees. Such students will also be qualified fo.., home demonstration work. Or they may transfer at the end of their second or third year to one of the institutions selected for such
certification. The following, however, are the requirements for
the Smith-Hughes certificates in home economics:
HOME ECONOMICS:
Term Hours
Food and Nutrition ••••••..••.•..•••••...•••... 18
Clothing and Textiles .. . . .. . . . . .. . • . .. .. .. . . .. 12
Home Management Residence . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 3
Child Development (This may include
Child Psychology) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Family Relationships . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Home N'ursing . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
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Household Economics • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . 3

ARTS AND SCIENCES
ADMISSION

(; ollege of Arts and Sciences is planned to follow
"" . ""'JIIetlon of a standard high school cgurse of fifteen
I:) a unit is meant a course of study pursued for
l"'ri<His a week through at least thirty-six weeks, each
• • • 1t" 11 on period being ~t least forty minutes in length and
" l:o IH>ratory period at least eighty.
: ' I lid •11ts from accredited high schools will be admitted
'' n ros <
· ript properly signed by the superintendent or prln' . ' ~~ udents from unaccredited high schools may be ad". , 1 hv exan;ination, or by passing an in~elligen ce t est as
~ ·l 1 t t1w t1 below.
1 1,..

61
RELATED SCIENCE AND ART:
Elementary Design ..............• : . . . . . • • . . . . . 9
Costume Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . • 3
Home Planning and Equipment . . . . . . • • . . • . . • . • 4i
House Furnishing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . 3
General Chemistry .........•...•....•••••.••.• 12
Organic and Physiological Chemistry . . . . . . • . . . 6
General Zoology or Human Physiology . . . . . . • • 4!
HousehJ:>ld Bacteriology . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . • . • . . 6
Sociology . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

ARKANSAS STUDENTS

61
EDUCATION:
Educatidnal or Adolescent or Child Psychology ..
Adult Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Special Methods in Teaching Home Economics ..
Supervised Observa.tion and Student Teaching ..
Principles o! Secondary Education . . . . . . . . . . . .
Technique of Teaching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tests and Measurements ..................••....

9
3
3
H
3
3
3

ACADEMIC AND ELECTIVES:
English ............•..........• . •.•..••..••••• 9
English . or Modern Language .......... .. .. .• .. 9
Journalism . . • . . . . . . • • • . • . • • • . • . . . • . . • • . . • • • • • • 4!
Additional Electives • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 34

56!
Complete Total •.........••....•. 192
PLAN OF SELECTION
The best l'lan of selection, together with complete_ requirements for the B. S. 1n Home Economics, will be given preceding the description of courses in the department.

CERTIFICATES FOR OTHER STATES
APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATES
t'tm1ents desiring teachers' certificates in this or other
sla,l«s are charged a fee of $1.00 for the preparation of the
:·oppliG:Jtion.

:accordance with the uniform entrance requil·ements
•" 1•11~ <1 by the colleges of the s tate, students f1· om Arkanlo i;;IJ schools should note well the following instru <'tiO:':·•:
1.
Applicants from all hig!1 sc hools should ·write th e ci0a11
.r r lle college for a blank c ertificate of entranc e, have it
1 1 "i"''·Jy tilled out
and signed by their superintendent or
• o'lllcip:tl, and return it to the dean as early as po ss ible. A
" '"i •;<' will be sent them of the acceptance of their ap,. JI, ·ation, or of any conditions to be met for entrance.
2. Applicants from unaccredited schools and student~
. , ltloout sufficient high school credit may be .admitted in
111

1111•<· f'

ways:

Applicants eightsen years of age or older whOSE"
""! t'ance units have been reduced to not less than "th irteen.
l'o~ll. less than fifteen, may enter by passing an intelligence
(1)

I t"St.

(2) Applicants under twenty-one years of age who co m~
t' o•vm unaccredited schools or who have insufficient high
'" ' hool credit, may be admitted by examination.
(3) Applicant!! twenty-one years of age or older, wh0
o·o me from unaccredited schools, or who have insufficient
.. 1· no high school credit, may enter by passing an intelligenc e
t.Pst or by examination.

STUDENTS FROM OTHER STATES
Students from accredited high schools of other states wi!l
he admitted b'y transcript without examination . Th oP~'>
from unaccredited high schools or those who have insufficient
hi.:;h school credit may be a dmitted as explained und er
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No. 2 above. All transcripts should be sent to the regi~trar
before the date fixed f0r enrollment and classification.

but lack some of the above requirements will be allowed to
work out these requirements in their college course. For
•·xumple, if a student has no foreign language in the high
11chool, he will be allowed to take nine additional hours of
language in the college for each deficient URit in the high
school. At the same time this work will count in fuU
toward his degree.

ENTRANCE :PROCEDURE AN'D TESTS
In order that the best possible guidance roay_ b~ given in
the s election of courses to determine where each s-tudent
v.eeds to strengthen his preparation, and to fino out the sp e eial fields for which the student is best qualified by interests.•
abi<ity, and previ&us training, a ser!.es of tests and c :mferences are ·held with all entering freshmen during the first.
and second days of the registration period. Registration for
freshmen is complete only after these diag nostic tests. A
fee of 50 cents is charged each student to assist in meetingthe expense of this self study.
Students entering from unaceredited h!~;h sc~ls or applicants without high school credit are given their entrance
tests also during these two days.
PRESCRIBED ENTRANCE UNITS
The following courses will be required for admissiot:~ tO>
the College of Arts and Sciences:
3 units
English ... . .... . .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·· ·
1
unit
Algebra .. . ........... · · · · · ·· ·· ..... ··· ·••• ·•·
Plane Geometry ............. · . .. . · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 unit
American History .... . ...... · .. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 unit
Laboratory Science ......... . .. .. .......... · . 1 unit
Elective .. ....... . ....... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · & units
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 units
Note 1. Laborat ory science may be sat!.stied b y physics
1 unit, chemistry 1 unit, biology 1 unit, bot a ny 1 uni t, zuology
1 unit, or by 1 -2 unit each ,of b o tan y or zoology, prov!deu e a ch
<:ourse was accompanied by 160 minutes of laboratory w o rk
each week.
Note 2. The requirement of algebra 1 unit and plane
geometry 1 unit may be met with 2 units of correlated
mathematics.
Note 3. Two years' w ork (two l essons a week) in music
or public speaking count one unit. In art and drawing one unit will be allowed for fi ve p eriods of ninety ,minute!> each week for thirty-six weeks.
DEFICIENT CREDIT
Students who ba~e their fifteen units of high school work
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ADVANCED STANDING
Credit will be given for collegiate work done in other
standard colleges upon approval of the Committee on Advanced Standing, provided that the applicant presents proper
credentials of his work from his college.

REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREES
The college confers three degrees: the Bachelor of Arts.
Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Music degrees. The requirements for each degree are given separately below.
BACHELOR OF ARTS
The degree or Bachelor of Arts requires the completion
of one hundred ninety-two term hours of college work, together with a scholarship record of two hundred twenty'
honor points. At least forty-five hours must be completed in
residence, twenty of which must be in the student's senior year.
Should a student enter with advanced credit from another
college, the number of honor points required of him shall be
i:~ proportion to the number of colleg& hours carried here.
DEFINITION OF TERM HOURS
A term hour of credit requires one hour of recitation or
lecture per week tor twelve weeks. Each hour of recitation
!s supposed to be accompanied by not less than two hours of
preparation. In laboratory courses two or three hours of
laboratory work Is equivalent to one hour of recitation.
DEFINITION OF HONOR POINTS
For each grade of "A" the student is awarded three honor
points for each hour. Similarly a grade of ''B" counts
two points for each hour. A grade of "C" counts one point
for each hour. A grade of "D" is passing, but counts no
honor points. A grade of "I" allowed to remain on any course
is failing and detracts from the student's record one point for
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each hour. A grade of "F" detracts from the student's recorcl
l wo points for each hour.

with no foreign language must complete twenty-five hours 1n
Those entering with a single· unit of language and
c-untlnu!ng the sam.e language must complete t"Wllnty hours in
••ullege.
3. Twenty-two hours must be taken in groups IX. XII,
and IV combined. At least ten hours 0f this reQuiremellt
tniiKt be in -either group XII or group IV in laboratory
~uurses. Five hours may be In group VIII.
4. At least nine hours must be taken in group XIU.
5. At least five hours must be taken in group III.

PLAN' OF WORK
The work of the college is planned to follow the major
elective system with certain modifications which will safeguard the interests of the student, and is divided into thirteen groups as follows:
I. Ancient Languages and ~ittlratures.
Including Greek and Latin.
1( Art and Architecture.
IIi. Bible and Religious Education.
IV. Biological Sciences.
V. Business and Economics.
VI. Education and Psychology.
VII. E ·n glish Language and Literature.
Including Public Speaking and Journalism.
VIII. Home Economics.
IX. Mathematics.
X. Modern Languages and Literatures.
lncluding Spanish, French and German.
XI. Physical Education.
XII. Physical Sciences.
Including Chemistry and Physics.
XIII. Social Sciences.
Including History, Sociology, PoUtical Science
n.nd Geography. ·
PRESCRIBED WORK
During the freshman and sophomore years each student
wili be expected to com;plete as much as possible of thP f0llowing prescribed work: all of which must be finished before
the end of the jurtior year:
1. Eighteen hours in English, consisting of English 101103 and 105-107, required of all freshmen and sophomore students, except that students working for the B. S . degree are exempt from 105-107. Speech 101-102 are required of all who do
not pass the placement test in speech with sufficiently high
scores.
2. Fifteen hours In a single foreign language above the
entrance requirements of two units in any language are required of students majoring in biological or physical sciences,
and is urgently recommended for all others who expect to
"nter gra<'lua te schools. Majors in these departments entering
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c•ullege.

JUNIOR AND SENIOR REQUIREMENTS
At least sixty term hours within the total required for
the Bachelor's degree must be taken in courses numbered
200 and above, and these must be taken in the junior and
11en!or years only. Any 200 courae taken by permission earlier
will count as a ,lOG course. Senior students taking freshman
courses will be discounted one-fifth of the credit for each
<:ourse.
Not later than the beginning of the junior year each
student is required to choose a department in which he deelres to specialize, and In which he shall complete not less
than forty nor usually more than sixty term hQurs, as the
head of the department may specify. At least twenty-five or
these hours- must be in courses not open to freshmen and
sophomores. Each etudent should advise with the head of his
<:hosen d!)partment as to the selection of courl!les within his
department and In other departments.
With the advice of the profe"Ssor in charge of the department in which he is specializing, th~ student shall choose two
. other departments, in one of which he shall complete not
less than thirty and In the second not less than fifteen houri!! .
Student!!! who enter with two or more years of college
<:redit from another institution will be expected to follow
the requirements outlined above as fully as possible. Those,
however, who enter with three full years of college work may
be releaaed from the major requirement If it should be impossible to arrange their work to meet it.
Additional work may be required of candidates for graduation as a penalty for improper conduct. No student will
he graduated who is gu!lty of any grmss offense, or who has
failed to make satisfactory arrangement for his fees and
tuition.
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ELECTIVES

n••O to cover four years of intensive study, not only in
. .blovlng a high degree of proficiency in the major subject,
ht llhlo in attaining an understanding of the theoretical and
lllhl'tlc principles of Musical Art. The requirements are set
;lltrlh fully in tJ:{e Division of the Fine Arts.

Aside from the required work of the freshman and sophomore yEars, and the requirements for specializing in his
chosen department, th!) student is at liberty to elect such
'ourses as he may desire. The following regulations govern
the selecti.on of all elective and required courses:
J. No student may be enrolled in any subject in advanre
of any other which he has yet to take and which is offered in
the schedule.
2. Dul"lng the freshman <nd sophomore years not more
than thirty hours may be take1. in any one department.
:l. No freshman or sophomore may carry more than ten
hour~ in any one group a~ -one time without special perm1Siil1on.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE .
The degree of Bachelor of Science also requires the completion of one hundred ninety-tw _, hours of college work, together with a scholarship rec.wrd of two hundred twenty
honor points. At least forty-five hours must be completed in
1 esidence here, twenty of which must be in the student's
~enior year, Should a student enter with advanced credit the
number of honor points requir<:d will be proportionally ret!l!ced.

During the freshman and sophomore years tAe student
must meet the requirements in English, foreign languages,
social science, and Bible that are required for the Bachelor
of Arts degree, with th& exception of English 105-107.
He must select at least foui" sciencas <•u~h H physl.os,
chemistry, mathematics, botany, zoology, physiology) in two
,.Jf which he must complete fifteen hours each and in two
others ten hours each before the end of the junior year.
A total of one hundred term hours of science must be completed In the following groupings: fifty hours in one group
and forty in two other groups combined ; or forty hours in one
.o:roup and fifty in two other groups combined.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS
The curriculum for the Bachelor of Science in Home Economics is listed in the department of home economics.
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
The course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Music is
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AMOUNT OF WORK
Three majors of work with an additional course in Bib :e,
totllllng fifty hours for the year, is the normal amount of
.-ork allowed each student. Students who carry such a course
lrllly enroll in one fine arts department, such as piano, art,
expression, or voice, without credit; those who carry more
U·an one of the fine arts courses must limit the amount of
lht>lr regular work accordingly.
Students who work more than three hours a day for exl"•nses will not be allowed to carry a full schedule of colleg£>
work.
Sophomore students whose grades for the term Immediately preceding have averaged B may carry eighteen hours
but receive no credit for Bible.
Juniors and seniors whose grades for the term immediately preceding have averaged B may carry eighteen hours
v.·lth Bible accredited.
But it is never wise for students to carry the maximum
load . It is far better to carry the minimum and achieve a
high scholastic record. Students who work for their school
expenses should limit their courses proportionately. To carry
II fnl! load under such circumstances is ruinous both to health
and to habits of thoroughness.

COURSE NUMBERS
The meaning of the numbers given to college courses is as
follows:
1. Courses numbered from 100 to 199 are primarily for
freshmen and sophomores. They may be elscted by juniors
and seniors with the advice of the head of their department.
2. Courses numbered from 200 upward are open only to
juniors and seniors.

SECONDARY TRAINING SCHOOL
A complete high school is maintained as a unit of our
teacher training system for the supervision of teachers in
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·
th e f acu lty and administra.tioo
s econdary education. While
.
are separate from and Independent of the college orgamzatlon ,
it works in co-operabion w it:p. the educatton depar~ent
,_ pu.....,_,..
..,..actice the best educabonaf
or t h e- college ...
...... ., •-to
.....
...
meth od's. The !aculty (}f the Secondary Trafnlng School is
enrolled in the Hlgb School Catalog , which is published .a s the
July Bullet!~. It will be sent to any address ~n request.

ELEMENTARY TRAINING SCHOOL
The Elementary Training School is maililtai:ued on the
grounds for two purposes: First, to serve ~ a labor~~ory
for the Department of Education in the traimng of effiCient
teachers and in working out problems in eleme~tary school
methods and practice; and second, to give .a limited num~er
of children the finest training it is possible .for us to give
them in a model elementary school. The training scho~l
includes the entire eight grades below the academy. It. is
under the general direction of the department of education,
but each grade is also under an experienced and capable
teacher, who conducts all the work, and assists the students
who may do practice teaching in the department by suggestions and criticisms of their plans and methods.
The faculty for the Teachers' Training School is also enrolled in the Academy Section.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
I. ANCIENT LANGUAGES AND
LITERATURES
The work of this department is designed primarily for
U1oae who wish to gain a knowledge of GTeek for the purlit•••· of Biblical study.

GREEK
101. 102. 103. ELEMENTARY GREEK 15 Hours
A study of the gnl mmar and s y ntax of the Greek la n•unge together with its literature. In the first course the
regular conjugations of the Greek verb are mas tered and th,•
epistles of John are read. The second course continues tht>
r•·o.mmar with further readings from the J\"ew Testament.
The third course finishes the remaining portions of the grammar, and covers the gospel of John and as much as possible
ur Mark. Fall, Winter, Spring. 9:00. Armstrong.

104. 105. 106.

ADVANCED GREEK

15 H ours

The ~hree courses contain a further study of Greek grammar and syntax together with systematic work in Greek composition and continuous vocabulary reviews. In the first
course the gospels of Matthew and Luke are rea d. In the
second, the shorter Pauline epistles are begun, a n<l in th .;third the remaining Pauline epistles are covered with thcexception of Romans and the two letters to the Corinthians
Fall, Winter, Spring. 11 : 30. Armstrong.

II. ART AND ARCHITECTURE
The study of art is a valuable aid to mental <liscipline
and to the development of taste and general charac t er. It
Is des irable that students take the regu~ar cours e. which will
be modified to meet the demands of those taking art for home
decoration. Outdoor ske tch ing , when practicable. will be ;:;-; ·.'e n
throughout the course.
The annual Art Exhibit is one of the most important
social event~ . No work is allowed to be taken from the college until after the exhibition.
Stuc'ents who int en<l to specialize in Art are advised to
take En g lish as their first minor and French as their second
minor. Th eir courses must include Art 218, 219, 220, (Art His61
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tory) in addition to the practical courses in Art, as required,

0ohll", proportion and balance are stressed. Winter, 2: 15-4: 15,

which shall include 101-106 and 2(}1-203 or th~ equivaJent.

w.. 1<'.

tr2

101. ·102, 103. FREEHANP DRAWING

9 Hours

Freehand drawing in charcoal, pencil, colored chalk and
watercolors, of still life objects, geometric solids and casts, te
learn the principles of delineation in outline and in .light and
shade. 9:00 and by appointment. 8 hours studio work per
week.
Fall, Winter, and Spring.

Fee $2.

118. APPLIED DESIGN
Prerequisite ll'i';
ellnlng and color.

3 Hours.

A continuation of 117 in fiat pattern de-

Executing designs

for rugs, linoleum,

Wall paper and textiles. Spring, 2:15-4:15, W., F. Fee $2.

120. MECHANICAL ORAWING I

3 Hours.

A course in freehand drawing in charcoal and pencil of

104, 105, 106. INTERPRETATION
OF FORM

•till life, geometric objects and outdoor sketching. Fall. 11: 30.

9 Hours

Continuation of interpretatioR of form rendered in full
light and shade, progressing into more difficult arrangements
and subjects. Study of the head and costumed figure In
cha~coal, pencil, lithographic pencil. Still life li!tudles in
watercolors and oils.
Landscape sketching.
Composition,
perspective problems, memory work. 9:00 and by appointment. Eight hours 'studio work pe: week. Fall, Winter and
Spring.

110, 211. 212. PUBLIC SCHOOL ART

9 Hours

These three courses are planned to take care of the needs
of those who intend to teach in the Public Schools. The first,
course 110, covers art for primary I!ITades: elementary drawing, freeha.nd paper cutting, study of color begun, clay modeling, water color, crayola.s. Fee $2. The second course, 211, f~r
teachers of intermediate grades, covers intermediate handiwork , fabric painting, gesso, wax modeling, etc. Fee$2. The
third course 212, fo:r teachers in upper grades, includes advanced handiwork, drawing and water color painting. Course
110, Spring, T ., Th., 2:15-4 : 15; 211, Fall; 212, Winter. Fee $2.
Twice a week in two hour periods, for each of these courses.

113. 114. 115. COMMERCIAL DESIGN

9 Hours

Practical application of art to commercial needs, including lettering and the designing and executing of advertisments, Fall, Winter, and Spring. 2:15, T. Th. S . Fee $2.

117. ELEMENTARY DESIGN

3 Hours

A course especially for home economics students designed
to giTe the application of art principles in every day life.
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toJ . W. F. Fee $2.

3 Hours

" 121. MECHANICAL ORAWING II.

Shades anci shadows, perspective, elementary design, and
wm·kfng drawings. Class of four required. Winter, 11:30, M.,
\\' ., !!'. Fee $~.

122.

3 Hours"

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Continuation of 121. Ortginal designing, working draw·
lnga, and rendered executions, in various mediums, of prob·
lc>ms adapted to the architectural field. Spring. 11:30. M., W.,
F., Fee $2.

201, 202, 203. ADVANCED PAINTING

9 Hours

Portrait study in charcoal, lithographic crayons, colored
· l'hnlk and in oils. Still life and landscape painting in oils and
watercolors. Study of other mediums if desired. Composition,
c•nlor theory and design as applied to d~corative painting.
1:1 5 and bY appointment. Eight hours !Jtudio work per week.
Fall Winter, and Spring.

205, 206. 207. PORTRAIT AND MURAL
PAINTING
9 Hours
Portrait in color, decorative design in original creations
for wall hangings other than easel pictUI.'\ElS. Theory of Delllgn a.nd Composition contin'!led. Mural painting. Fall, Winter,
and Spring. 1: 15 and by appointment. Eight hours studio
work per week.

21 0. ADVANCED COSTUME DESIGN

3 Hours

Prerequisite, Art 117, Art 118. Art principles applied
to dress designing. Sketching original designs; application of
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color to individual problems in distinctive dre_ss. Fall, !f: 0~.

Jnurnalism all the above courses together with

those

::vr.,

h•·mlletics and Christian Teaching are offerell.
Students desiring to major in Bible and

Religious

W., F., Fee $2.

218.

HISTORY OF ART

3 Hours

in

Painting in ancient, classic, and mediaeval times; and the

Education must oomplete not less than forty nor more than

Italian. Practice in interpreting selected examples. Fall. 10:30,
~ .. W.,F.

•Ixty hours in the department, including 212, 213, 214, 230, 240,

219.

HISTORY OF ART

3 Hours .

French, Spanish, Dutch, British, and American painting.
Winter. 10~ 30, M., W., F.

220.

HISTORY OF SCULPTURE
AND ARCHITECTURE

and ten hours of additional 200 work.

They IIUist also select a.

•econd major im which they must complete_ from forty to
tltty hours.

It is recommended that English, Social Sciences,

Jllological Science, Journalism, Public School Music or Speech
he the second major. It wouhi usually be wei! to include enough

3 Hours

A survey of the great periods of sculpture and architecture
with an analysis of the difference in types. Spring, 10: 30, M.,

w.,F.

PIDDLERS CLASS
Wednesday P. M. from 1:15 to 4:15 there will be given an
opportunity for any who are not already enlisted in an art
class to come into the Art Studio and work without obligation
to conform to any form of criticism. They may work in any
medium they may bring. The only obligation is the fee of
$5 per term. This Fiddlers' Class is designed to help som~
one to discover himself in Art.

ooucati-on

to

meet

the

mlnimwn

tea.ching

requirements.

Related courses recommended for majors in the department
1nclude Religious .Journalism :!U, Greek, Speech, Debating,
and Education 102, 163, and 265, Educational, Child, and
Adolescent Psychology,
The library oontains a faik-ly large collection of the best
works deal~ng with the Bible and Biblical history.
Besides
a number of thl! standard commentaries, it has Hasting's
Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, the Schaft-Her.zog
Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge, Schaft's Church History complete, together with a number of other monumental
works; the works of the early Fathers, the works of Campooll, McGarvey, and others of the restoration movement;
the Millennia! Harbinger, the Catholic Encyclopedia, the JewIsh Encyclopedia, and many other valuable works.

III. BIBLE AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
So deeply do religious thought and ideals enter into the
social structure and development of all peoples that no man can
understand the world in which he lives without a knowledge
of its religious foundations. The work of this department is
adapted to the needs of four classes of students. For the
student who wants the cultural and scriptural values to be
derived from contact with ' the greatest spiritural teachers.
the courses in Bible and religious literature introduce him to the profoundest tlrinking of men and to much
of the greatest literature of the world. For the student who
wishes to prepare himself for leadership in religious and social
work the courses not only in Bible but in Christian education
and history m.re designed. For the student who plans to devote
his life to prea.ching, to missionary work, or to religious
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101.

L BIBLICAL LITERATURE
MATTHEW
1 2-3 Hours

A study of the first gospel as to its historical situation,
content, and purpose. Attention is given to the geography.
history, and customs of Palestine in the days of Christ. Outline and memory work, but the main emphasis is upon interpretation. Fall., 10:30, 11:30, 1:15. Armstrong, Baxter.

102. ACTS OF APOSTLES.

1 2-3 Hours

A study of the establishment and development of the
church under the leadership of the apostles. Analytical outline of the book and geography of the Roman Empire. Emphasis upon the missionary zeal of the early Christians, especially of PauL Winter, 10:30, 11:30, 1: 15. Armstrong, Baxter.
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W3.

HEBREWS

l Z-3- Hours

A careful stlld-y of the historica-l sitl!lation and the doctl>inal oon~nt of the treart.ise to the lii'6bl"ews. A s-pecfaJ
effort is made to sho~ the su-periority of the New Covenant
tn ~its !!'Jl)ftit amlf wo11kin§S over the Old. P~~~ra:llel readings<
from the Law of Moses. Spring, 1().:·30-, I1~3G., 1:15. Annstrong~
Baxter.

104.

THE PENTATEUCH

1 1-3 Hours

A study of the inspired account &f the beginning of things,
ef the Patriarchs, an& of the Law. Tbe :Cive books f>f Moses
are studied. as· closely as time permits. The book of Deuteronm~y iso em:fl'ha:siz-ed espeeia:lly as a devotional strldy.
Fall'.
10: 30, :Beff.

105.

THE HEBREW NATION

1 2-3 Hottrs

A s tudy of Israel's history f rom the feeble begiDnings
llli.der Josiiua to t he Babyfonian captivity . The proph ets of
Uris period are studied .In thetr 11roper b ilrtorlcal aettingThroughout this interesting period of -Bible hisrtory. replete
w'it.:& striking men a:nd women, God is held u p as the most
fn:ter estlng being ot tTtec:t a:II. His mtitu de t owards ma:n in.
\ his ·desperate struggle with sin, which is the supreme question of the a:ges, fs str-essed continually. Winter. 10': 30, BelL

106. RESTORATION AND INTERBIBLICAL HISTORY

1 2-3 Hours

- A s tudy of Jewi!ih h ist ory from the com ing out of Babylon
to the birth of Christ. Ezra, E sther , Nehemiah, D anie] and
mom o! t.be book s of the Apocryph a are s-tudied. The proph e ts
who wrote dll'I'ing this time of the R estoration are read in
thetr prop er connection. Co!Jalderable attention is also giv en
i o the contemporaneous history of Babylon, Perala, Greece
and Rome. Spring. 10:30, Bell.

201. JOHN

1 2-3 Hours

A close study of the fourth gospel by analytical outline,
memory work, and hlstorioal interpretation. Specia l e mphas is Js p laced upon this goepel as the exponent of the spirit
of Chris tian ity. Prerequisit e : Bible 101-1 03. Fall. 10:30. Rhodes.

202. ROMANS

1 2-3 Hours

A careful study of the ep1atle t o t he R om ans by analytical
outline and doctrinal content. A close following of the development of the theme of the book. A thorough grasp of the
argument and teaching is sought. Winter. ).0: 30 Rhodes.
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203.

FIRST AND SECOND
CORINTIDANS

1 2-3 Hours

A coasideratiom tOf the toumding and historical connections

tOf the >Chmc.h at Corinth. A t&pl:cal eutline and an intel1P1'6tlltlon of Paul's Cor.inthian epistles. The many fundamenta'l
l>rlnciples and practical lessons ot the :Jaeo-ks are emphasized.
Suring. Hl :·110. Rhodes.
-

205. LIFE OF CHRIST

l 2-3 Hours

The course ccm.sis·ts of :a. comparati¥e study o.f John and the
•:rnoptic gosp-els. An attempt is made to arrange the events
Jn the life of Christ chronologically so that the student may
get as full .and orderly a. conception of the development of his
JlersbnaJ minimry as possible. The sermons, miracl'es, and
JJar:a.bles are studied especially, in order that the teachings of
J.he Lord may be ett;tpha.sized. Fall. 1;15, Baxter.

206. SHORTER EPISTLES OF PAUL

2 Hours

First Thessalonians, S-econd Thessalonians, Galatians, the
Cour "Pris~m Epistles" (Ephesians, Philippians, Colossia!'ls
:and Philemon), and the three "Pastoral Epistles" (First Timo.th,y, ':I'itus, and SEcond Timothy) are taken up in the Grder
ln which they were written. Historical setting, cor/elation
with the author's life, and teaching of each book are gon-e
lnto closely. Wint~!;. 1:15, Baxter.

207. GENERAL EPISTLES :

· 2 Hours

·
An intensive study of the letters of Jam-es, Peter, John,
and Jude. Historical setting, peculiarities of style, doctrines.
and spirit of each are emphasized. Spring. 1:\15, Baxter.

216, 217, 218. ORAL INTERPRETATION
OF THE BIBLE
9 Hours
A course using the Bible and three books of the Apocrypha
as basic material. The scholars of the world are a.~d that
the Bible is supremely great literature, yet when we open our
ordinary versions we look in vain for lyrics, epics, dramas,
essays, sonnets, and orations of other great literatures of the
world; instead the eye catches nothing but a monotonous
uniformity of numbered sentences, more suggestive of an
Itemized legal instrument than of what we understand Ill!
literature.
HencQ Moulton's Modern Reade~s Bible, the
English Revised Version printed in modern literary form, is
used as a basic text for this cmi"rse. Fall, Winter, Spring.
J.II. W. F. 18l30, :Mro$. Armstrong.
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

U. RELIGIOUS HISTORY
ACTS
I 2-3 Hours:

Growth of the church during the first half century. Same
as Bible 10Z. Wir.rtl'!'r, l~::ro, 11:30, 1;15. Armstrong, Ba:rter.

104, 105, 106. OLD TESTAMENT
HISTORY

1 2-3 Hours:

Same as Bible 104, 105, 106 above. Fall, Winter, Spring.
!6:3{), Bell.

-

'

2!0. LIFE AND TEACHING OF PAUL

3 Hours

The life of the Apostle Paul and his teaching considered
in relation to his Jewish and Gentile background and his competition with Jewish and pagan thought. Fall, 8:00, Baxter.

21 2. RISE OF CHRISTIANITY

3 Hours

The growth o:f Christianity from the first century to the
beginning of the great ,reform movements of the fourteenth
century. Readings in the early church Fathers, and the influence of the barbarian invasions and pagan thought. Fall.
1o: 30, Baxter.
l

213. THE REFORMATION PERIOD

3 Hours

:Oevelopment of Christianity through the great reform
movements of Wycliff, Luther, Calvin, and other religious
lea.ders before the eighteenth century. Winter. 10:30, Baxt~.

214. CHRISTIANITY IN THE
MODERN WORLD

3 Hours

A study of Christianity from the beginning o! the eighteenth century to the pr~sent. This includes the Wesleyan
revival and the restoration movements of the nineteenth
century. Spring. 10:30, Baxter.

224. GEOGRAPHIC AND SOCIAL
BACKGROUNDS OF CHRISTIANITY 2 Hours
A study o! the geography of Palestine and the related
areas together with the social conditions and customs whil:;h
aid in an understanding of Christian thought. (Given 1942-43)
aid in an understanding of Christian thought. Spring. 8:00,
Baxter.

220. OUTLINE OF CHINESE HISTORY 5 Houts
A survey of Chinese religious thought and political developments. Same as History 220. Fall. 2:15. Benson.

Harding University

III. RELIGIOUS TEACHING
. 108, 109. PREPARATION OF
SERMONS

69

3 Hours

An Intensive study of many fundamental doctrines. Same
Religious Education 107, 108, 109. Fall, Winter, Spring• Armstrong.

'20. COMPARATIVE RELIGION

3 Hours

This course includes a study of the origin, teaching and
hits of the chief world religiGns (Confucianism, Buddhisrr. .
t'aolsm, etc.} in comparison with each other and with the
C'hrlstlan religion. Winter, 8:00, Baxter.

J32. HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN
THOUGHT

3 Hours

A s t udy of the development of rellgious doctrines, w ith

ntlon to the
par ticular situa tion ., ou
ot whdc h
h ' tl.rose, the values which they intended to s ecur e. and their
• • l1 Li on to the t eachi"ng of t he ' ew T estamen l F a ll. 8:00,
· • ter. (Given :).943-44.)

240. CHRISTIANITY AND MODERN

THOUGHT

3 Hours

A study of the relation of the Bible and Christian teaching
to contem porary s ci en tific and social thinking. (Given 1943-44)
Winter. 8:00, Baxt er.

242. THE BASIS OF CHRISTIAN FAITH 3 Hours
An examination of the basis of Christian faith in relation to
the philosophies of Pantheism, Materialism, Agnosticism,
Jdealism, and Naturalism-an evaluation of fundamental
Christian truth. Spring. (Given 1943-44) 8:00, Baxter.

IV. CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
107. 108, 109. HOMILETICS
3 Hours
A course in. the preparation and delivery of sermons, including the materials for sermons types of argument, adaptation of the subject to times and needs, and a survey of the
Old and New Testaments for subjects and materials for
11ermons. Outlines for serm<>ns are constructed and practice
Is given in preaching both in and out of class. Fall, Winter.
Spring. 8: 00. Armstrong.

250. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM OF
THE CHURCH

3 Hour~

This course is an· introduction to the study of thf' E>duf':.tlonal work of the church, including the responsibility, the
aim of its work, direction and supervision, the preparation of
the teachers and their relatlon to pupils, grading and classifi-
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cation, c\lr:riiuluio, agencies and methous,
adminis-tration. Fall. 9 : 00. B ell.

Q~;,.,nization an:d

251. PSYCHOLOGY, OF RELIGIOUS
.
TEACHING

In this course a study is made of the capacities and needs
A ,study is also mad~ ·as ' to ,wa)(s .: bY whic:h the church can
proper:y . develop these spiritual capacities and meet these
o; piritual, needs• .The pupil w~ll be followed i.n his growth
f·r om infancy to maturity .and t h rough adulthood. His capacities and needs will be studied during each period of developm ent. and methods of meeting theee n~eds successfully w!U
be considered. Winter. 9: 00. Be'il.

3 Hours

This is a study of the nature, character, q-qaliffcations, and
technique of the. successful reliii.ous teacher. Jesus is ac~
ccp :ed as the standard, the Mast er Teacher, and ah effort is
made to understand the nature bf his approach, his method of
te;:~ch ing:, and the power of his Influence, and to apply these
prin ciples to present day s ituations.' Spring. 9:00. Dykes.

2515 . MISSIONARY TECHNIQUE

3 Hours

This is a study of the work of the different missions on
<·riental fi elds, including a study of their methods, both pas t
an d present. Healt)l probJem.s and living conditions on the
foreign fields are also studied. Spring. 8:00. Benson.

IV. BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
The courses In biology have been organfz.e d to meet the
needs of those students who desire to obtain some knowledge
of biology as a, part of their general educatioR, those who need
it to satisfy the requirements of other departments, and
those who desire to specialize in this field of science. '
The department occupies four rooms well equipped
for undergraduate courses in botany, zoology, bacteriology,
a nd physiology. The library contains a large number of '
stai)dard reference works e.nd periodicals dealing with the
various phases of biological science.
Courses 101, 102 . and 103 are generally prerequisites for
all advanced courses, exceptions being noted in the proper
places. Students desiring to major in Biology must complete forty-five hours. Courses 101, 102, 11}3, 201, 202, and 209
are required of all majors. It is advisable that students
specializing in biology obtain a broad scientific foundation including work in the related sciences, and a
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n&dlng knowledge of French or German. They should
plan to take courses in ma.themat!~s. chemistry, physics, ~nd·
other allied sciences. Premedical stude;;_ts · should plan to
take courses 102, 103, 201, 202, '209; additional courses are
cresirable.
The Journal Club is a study group for the review of
ourrent scientific literature. Attendance is required of science
majors; ofhers may attend if they wish. The club meets once
I. week throughout the school year.

••ry

3 Hours

of the lJUPi.ls of the> cbureh from. the viewpoint of Christianity.

15 2 THE MASTER TEACHER

OOURSES

100. CONSERVATION OP NATURAL
RESOURCES ·

3 Hours

nequired of all teachers. Covers the eonservation l)f Fte
•oil, forests, wild life, minerals, water power, and other n a tural resources. Wintar. M . W. F. BelL

lOI.

SURVEY IN BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCE
.

4 1-2 H,:u:s

This course, required of all prospective teachers ;s
designed to cover the field of biology from t):l e cul~tt~l
etandpoint, with emphasis upon fundamental principles · such
as resptration, assimilation, r eproduction, etc. Lectures
will be given five times a week, but students will be ex- ·
pected to attend and report on laboratory demonstrations
and outside readings. Fall. 8:00, 2:15. Snow or Pryor.

~03 . ANIMAL BIOLOGY
10 Hours
Th1s is a continuation of freshman b.l.ology with detailed study of the properties and activities of protoplasm.
the structure and physiology of the cell, and a survqy of
the phyla of the animal kingdom. Lectures aRd recitations
M , W. F. 8:00 ; Lab. T . Th. 8 :00 to 10::00 or 3:15 to 5 : 15.
Fee $4. Winter, Spring. Snow or Pryor.

102,

104, 105.

GENERAL BOTANY

10 Hours

. An introductory course in Botany to give the student
fundamental principles regarding the structure, function, and
reproduction of representative seed plants and a study of
the classification of the plant kingdoms with a study of
representa tive types from the algae to the sood plants. Lectures and recitations M., W., F., 1:15, Lab. T., Th., 1:15-3:15
Fee $4. Fall, Winter. (Alternates with 201. Given 1943-44.)
Snow.

106. GENETICS

3 Hours

A study of the laws of heredity and their application to
plant and animal breeding. Prerequisites: Biology 103. Lectnres and recitations
W ., F., 3:15. Fee $2 . Fall. Bell.

M.:
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COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATE
ZOOLOGY

4 Hours

An in tensive and comparative study and dissection of sue 1
vertebrates as dogfish, necturus, turtle, pigeon, and cat will
be made. Preret;(uis!tes: Biology 101, 102, and 103. Lectures
and recitations W., F ., 10:30; Lab. T., Th., 10:30-12:30. Fee $4.
Fail. (Alternates with 104. Given 1942-43.) Pryor.

~OOLOGY
4 Hours
A continuation of Zoology 201. Lectures and recitations
W., F., 10:30. Lab. T., Th., 10:30-12:30. Fee $4. Winter. (Alternates with 105. Given 1942-43.) Pryor.
'

5 Hours

This course will give the student an introduction to the
insect life of this region. It will include a study of structure,
classification, life history, and habits of insects and their
economic importance. Prerequsites: Biology 101, 102 and
103. Lectures and recitations M., W., F., 10:30. Lab. T'., Th.
10 : 30-12 : 30. Fee $4. Spring. (Given in 1942-43.) Pryor.

204. ORNITHOLO{JY

3 Hours

Designed to acquaint the student with the biology of birds.
Lectures are devoted to anatomy, physiology, and classification
of birds. Some extra time is required for field trips through
which the student becomes familiar with local species. 9:00.
T ., Th., S. Spring. (Given 1943-44 alternating with 210) Snow.

206. HUMAN ANATOMYPHYSIOLOGY

5 Hours

A study of the structure, function and relationship of the
v~ious parts of the human body. Attention will a~so be
given to physiological processes of the human body. PrE>requisites : Biology 101, 102, and 103. Lectures and recitations M.,W., F ., 3:15. Lab. T ., Th. 3:15 to 5:15. Fee $4. Fall.
Snow.

208. FIELD ZOOLOGY AND ECOLOGY 5 H9uts
A study in identification and classification of the principal
animal groups of this region This course will also include a
study of the relations of these animals to the physical and
biological condtions under which they live. Prerequisites:
Biology 101, 102, and 103 and: junior or senior standing.
Lectures and redtations T., Th., 3:15. Lab. M., W., F., 3:15
to 5: 15. Fee $4. Spring. Snow.
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VERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY

5 Hours

A course dealing with tile fundamental facts and processes
. . .elopment, the cell and cell division, maturation, fertilin, 8.1\d cleavage_: Emphasis will be placed oc tm!! frog,
and pig. Prerequisites: !!G1 and :!02. Lectures and
tlons M., W., F., 3:15. Lab. T ., Th., 3~15 to 5:15. Fee $4.

3 Hours

ANIMAL MICROLOGY·

202. COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATE

203. ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY

DESCRlPTION OF COURSES

course desigtted to teach the student to prepare
•oope slides and to interpret histological preparaEmphasis is placed upon a few simple and eshed techniques rather than a. variety of difficult pro"res. Fee $4. Spring. ~~: 00. (Given 1942-43 and alternate
.) Snow.
A

1I. 212. GENERAL BACTERIOLOGY

6 Hours

An introductory course in bacteriology dealing with the
• nrphiJiogy and physiology o! the most important groups of
t r ia. Prerequisites: Biology 101-103, or consent ot the
truc tor. Lectures and recitations M., W., F., 11: 30; Lab. T.,
1 , 1: 15-4: 15. Fee $4 Deposit $2. Spring. (Alternates with
101. Given :1943-44.) Snow.

227. TEACHING OF SCIENCE

3 Hours

A practical course in materials and methods !or teaching
&he sciences in junior and senior high schools. Attention is
•lven to the curricula, to specific aims, to methods of
vitalizing and clarifying subject matter, 8Jld to testing results.
~equired of all who plan to teach science in high schools.
Lectures and recitations M., W., F., 9: 00. Winter. Snow.

240. BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

3 Hours

Open only to juniors and seniors majoring in biology. The
•tudent selects or is assigned a ptoblem which will acquaint
l:im with research methods. Winter or Spring. By appointment.
Snow.

V. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
AND ECONOMICS
The work of this department meets the needs of three
classes of students: those who desire a business training tliat
will qualify them for secretarial, accounting, or administrative positions in the business world; those who plan t !>- teach
business courses in high schools or commercial colleges; and
th ose who wish a general knowledge of business procedure as
a single phase of their college work. Those majoring in tho
department for the Bachelor's degree must elect Economics
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
201 also, and those planning to teach commercial.

subjec~

in high .sch9ols must elect !28.
Minor

teaching fields

•I also be selected ·as a minor'. · If this is history and

recommended

for

are

teachers

qistory, and ~~clal sciences, Engiish, and mathemat'ics.

For

those planning for secretarial work English and speech,

I •clences it should inclu.de 10 hours of American history

rave

or

and

st:udent

use,

includip.g

bookkeeping ;rnachi:nes, etc,

t):le, eomptometer,

N:on~credit

dictaphone,

instruction and prac-

tice are given on all,machines. ,

SECRETARIAL COURSE

SECOND YEAR

Fall Term

Fall Term

. Term Hours
101 ... . .. . . .....•••.. 3
~ lOZ •••.•••••••••••••• 4
A. 105 ...............•.. 3
sc. 101 .. ·....... ..... s
h, 101 ...••• : • ••..••.• 2
I E. 100 ••.•••..•••.•... .. 1

Term Hours
Eng. 105 •.••••••••••••••• II
Bioi. 101 • .... .....•.•...•• 4t
B. A. 108 ...•.••• , • . • . • • • • . 4
:S:istory 101 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
P. E. 1~0 ..•..••...•..• .. 3

journalism are recommended.
· V~il:ms types of equipment' are furnished for instruction

ot elective history.
FIRST YEAR

17lh

For the one-year secretarial course the following is the
suggested plan Of selection:
Term Hours

Term Hours

B. A. 102 .................. 4
B. A. 105
Eng. 110 .. .. .......... ....
~ng. 101 . •..•.••••••.•••••
Sp. 101 ....... .....• ...••..
P. E. 100 •. •.. . . •.. • •••. . ••

3
3
I
!
1

B. A. lOS ...,.••••••••••••••
D. A. 106 ................
B. A. 100 .•......••...•••.•
Eng. 102 ....•.•..•.•.•.•••
Sp. 102 ......•....•••••.•••
P. E. 101 ••.......•. , •..••

4
3
S
3
2

a
I
1

11

Spring Term
Eng. 103 ...•. ....•. . ...... 3

B. A. 104 ....•.•.•...••.•.• 4

16

COURSE FOR TEACHERS
and working toward _ the

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, the following
Is the euggested plan of selection. A second teaching field

Harding University

3
4
3

16

Term Hours
B. A. 104 . . • , .• . ... . . ...••• 4
B . A.107 •............•.•••. 3
B. A. 101 ........... .. .. .. 3
Eng. 103 . .. .
.. . .. ...... 3
Elective ...•...•..... . ..... 3

teach

102 . ...... ...... .....
A. 103 .••••.••.•••••••
1. A.106 ..................
'loc. Sc. 102 .. .. .. .. .. .. • •
lpeech 102 ••••••••••••••••
p, E. 101 .......•..•••••••.
l.n •

1

Spring Term

For those planning to

Winter Term

Wintw Term

Wi·n'ter TM'm

Fall Tkrm

B. A. 107 .......• . ......... 3
Soc. Sc. 103 . • • • . • • • • • • . . • 3
P. E. 130 ..•....•.•••... 3

Eng, 106 .....•••••••••• ,, II
B. A. 109 ...........•. . •. •• 4
History 102 ....... : ..... :-. 3
Bioi. 100 .. ..... , ........-, I
Elective ...• . ...... ...... .• 3
16

Spring Term
English 107 •.... , _.••• ; ••.
Ph. Sc. 1.00 . • • . • • • • . • • • • •
B .. A. 110 ...••••••.••.•••
History 103
,

3
4!
4

..... ........ . 3

Hi
16

THIRD YEAR

FOURTH YEAR

B. A. 200 ......••..••...••. 5
B. A. 111, 216 ...••.•••.•.• 9
Geog. 115 ••••••.•••.•••. . 3
Ed.
102, 200 ........... 6
Science & Math . .. . . • • • . . 9
B. A. (Elective) .•...••..• 10
Ph. Ed. 205 . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 3
Home Ec. 100 or Elective .. 5

B. A. (Elective) . . . . . . . . . 5
Ed. 228 .....•....•••••••• 3
Ed. 201, 202, 204, or 205 6
Ed. 250, 251 . . . . . . • . . . • . • • . 9
Elect.i ve in minor . . . . . . . • 15
Economics 201, 202, . . . . . • 9
English 110' .............. 8
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

50

50
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l. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
100, 101. SECRETARIAL ACCOUNTING 6 Hours
A course of college level designed especially for secretarial students and for those who intfnd to do advanced work
in accounting, developing the fundamental principles in
keeping the books of professional, personal service, mercantile,
and manufacturing enterprises. Winter, Spring. 1:15. Stapleton.

102, 103, !04. STENOGRAPHY

12 Hours

Courses 102, and 103 cover tire fundamental principles of
Gregg shorthand. During tne first term special emphasis is
placed o:p accuracy in reading and writing shorthand. Speed
and accuracy are st~essed during the second term through
much dictation and transcription. Course 104 meets fiv~ days
a week for clas• instruction and three days per week for
laboratory work in actual office practice and secretarial ,trainIng. A speed of 120 words per minute is required for cre:iit
for the third term. Fee for spring term, $3.50, unless taken
concurrently with typewriting.
Fall, Winter, Spring. 8:00.
Stapleton.

105, 106, 107. TYPEWRITING

9 Hours

Accuracy, together with speed, is stressed from the very
beginning.
Requires a thorough technique in the typing of
letters, telegrams, manuscripts and theses, copying rough
drafts, tables of contents, bibliographies, outlines, programs,
tabulations, legal work, and various other business forms most
commonly used. A very high degree of accuracy is demanded.
Students are required to master a speed of thirty words a
minute for the first term; forty for the second term; and fifty
words per minute for the third term, if credit is expected. Fee,
$3.50 per term. Fall, Winter, Spring. 11:30 3:15. Stapleton.

108. 109'; 110. PRINCIPLES OF
ACCOUNTING

12 Hours

A very thorough course in accounting theory and practice
in relation to single proprietorship, partnership, and corporation. In addition to study of practical records much attention
is given to making and interpreting statements from the
managerial standpoint. The student is made familiar with
business forms and vouchers by the use of practice sets using
business papers. During the third quarter a careful study i~
made of records for manufacturers, cost, and departmental ac-
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. ling. Prerequisite: 100, 101, or high school boekkeeping~
Fall, Wi11.ter,
ng. Class M., W., 1:15. Lab. T., Th., 1:15-3:15. Davidso.n.

1 11m ore standing, or permission of instructo•

115. COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY

3 Hours

This course deals with the natural resources of the counand their relations to commerce and business. It covers
business developments of outstanding nations. Attention
I property, and fiduciary relationships. Much time is de' !I to the study of actual cases and the opinions pronounced
these faetors as fundamental to industrial and comdevlopments of the United States. Spring. 3: 15.

INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING

5 Hou;:s

Designed to train the student to analyze problems and
tlllly the acceunting principles involved. A series of graded
problems is used to illustrate the form and oontent of a
"-lance shee~, statement of profits, analysis of profits, appUcation of funds, capital expenditures and depreciation poliOies. installment Sll.les of personal and real property, consignlllents and ventures, branches and agencies, foreign exchange,
aonselidations, accounting for corpus and income, accounting
on liquidating basis contrasted with "going concern'' basis.
l'rerequisite: B. A. 110. Fall. 11:30. Davidsen.

201. INTRODUCTORY COST
ACCOUNTING
An introduction to the study of cost

5 Hours
accountin~.

The first
halt of the cour&e cevers ~ethods of finding the cost of specific orders or lots. The second hal.f covers the fundamentals of
process costs, accounting for by-products and joint proooets,
estimate casts, standard costs, an<t cost probl&ms of department stores. Attention is given te the bookkeeping procedure
necessary to accomplish correct results, also on acquiring familiarity with the uses of the forlJis more commenly utilized
In cost accounting. Prerequisite: B. A. 110. (Given in 1942-4;1
and alternate years.) Winter. 11:30. Davidson.

202.

AUDITING PRINCIPLES

5 Hours

This course covers both theory and practice of auditing,
discussion being supplemented with problems, questions and
specimen working papers such as are appliea.ble to balance
sheet audits. The detailed subject matter covers the auditing
procedure involved in connection with cash and cash funds,
receiva:bles, inventeries, investments. deferred charges, capital
assets, intangible assets, liabilities-both actual and oontingent,
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212 . BUSINESS LAW

accounts sh0w!ng net worth, closing of an audit, and pr
tion of audit reports-. PFereqmsite: B . .A. 200. Spring. 11:
Davidson.

203.

INVESTMENTS

'3 II

Principle!!' governing the proper inve!rtment of Pflrll on
an'd institvtional funds. Prerequisites: Busfness Administra-.
!ion 10'S and E1conomics 201 or tru;:en concurrentfy. Otrer. .
194"2-43 and a:rte·rna:te- years. Fa:n 8: 0&. Davidson.

104 . . FEDERAL INCOME TAXES

5 Hourt

A general course in federal income taxes. Particular emphasis is laid on the current law and the preparation of income
t!-x returns for indiViduals, partnerships, corporations, and
tid uciaries. Among the topics covered are: analysis of tran•·
a:ctions, eon&truetlve l.'e~ipt, earned income, sales and exchanges, ca:pital gains and losses, invento-r ies. depreeiatloD,
in·stallmenlt sales, involuntary conversion, dividend distributions. Prerequis ite: B. A. 110. (Given in 1943-44 and a.Iter·
· nate years.) Winter. 11: 30. Da videon.

206.

STAT1STICS

5 Hours

This c&urse deals with graphic presentations, frequency
distributions, averages, meas-ures of skewness and variatioP .
fnd'ex numbers, analysis of time series, Hnear and non-linear
c·o rrelation. (Offered in 1943'_-44 a:nd alternate y ears.) Winter.
8: 110'. Davidson.

207.

PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING

5 Hours

'l'he place of marketing in our economic structure; an
analysi!j of the present marketing st~uctures by functions,
institutions, and commodities. Prerequisite: Economics 20'1.
(O~ered 194:f-44 and in alternate years.) Spring. 8:00. Davidson.

208.

MONEY AND BANKING

'

5 Hours

Money, coinage, paper, curreney, bi-metallism, gold and
silver production, monetary standards and price levels, domestic and foreign ex<'hange. History and principles of banking.
with special attention to the Federal Reserve System. (.OlferP.d
1942-43 and alternate years.) Winter. 8:00. Davidson.

210.

CORPORATION FINANCE

5 Hours

Study o! the different types of securities by which capItal is PJrovided for business corporations; the valuation, promotion, capitalization, financing, consolidation and reor~ani
zation of such corporations. (Offered 1942-43 and In alternate
years.) Spring. 8:00. Davidson.
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9 Hours

11 principles of the law of contracts., agency, nego-

'ILitrurnents, partnershil!IS, -cerporatioHs, personal and
"''Ju•rty. and feduciary rE!lationships. Much time is dalo the -study of actual cases and the opinions pronounced
c•uurts in deciding them. Fall, Winter. Stapleton.

OFFICE MANAGEMENT

4 0 Hours

practical course for secretaries and prospective businE'ss
• • dealing- with methods and techniques of office
llt. ThrougiJ.o\lt the course emphasis is given· to the
duties, and function of the office manager. Prerequisite:
n r standing. Spring. 10: 3G. Stapleton.

ACCOUNTING FOR FOOD
CONTROL

. 5 Hours.

An elemenitary course for majors in Hom~ Eeonomics
• are preparing for management of tea rooms, cafeterias
dlnfng room2 of hospitals or other institutions. A brief
" of principles with practice sets illustrating current
11 s of accou:&ting used In these enterprises. Although
Is no prereq11isite for the course, it is strongly recom111 •d that those enrolling for this work shall have had at
a term's wOTk in bookkeeping or accounting. A knowlof t y ping· will be advantageous. Spring 11: 30 (Offered
1 -~4 . ) Davidson.

228. TEACHING COMMERCIAL
SUBJECTS

_ 3 Hours

A thorough and practical course in methods of presenting
uommercial subjects In high schools, with special emphasis on
the teaching of shorthand, typwriting, bookkeeping. Required
ttt students who expect to teach in the field of ltusiness edul'ntlon. Fall. M., W., F. 10:30. Stapleton.

250. DIRECTED TEACHING IN
COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS

4 1-2 Hours

May be directed teaching in shorthand, typewriting, or
bookkeepiig. Required for the commercial certificate. Prerequisite or corequisite: Bus. Ad. 228 and junior standing. Fall,
Winter, Spring. Time arranged by appointment.

II.

ECONOMICS

201. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS 4 1-2 Hours
The basic principles of economics will be emphasized
threugh this course, and will be applied as far as possible
to specific problems. Fait. 9:00. Davidson.

Office of the Provost
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202. CURRENT ECONOMIC
PROBLEMS
A careful study of the problems most vital at the present
tiime. The effects of war and reconl!ft:ruction on production.
wages, employment, distrioution of income, money, domestic an<.!
foreign trade, and the relations of government and business
will be some of_ the topics diSctr!;sed. Winter. S: 0&. David!!on.

205. - AMERICAN ECONOMIC
'HISTORY

5 Hours

Attention is given to colonial agrieulture, industry, and
trade. After 1789, the main liDes of study are banking,
I transportation, tariff, the development of tll.e 11atural resources, the rise of manufactures, a:nd the expansion of corporate methods in industry and trade, ;with special attenti-on
giYen to the history of American labor. Spring. (Offered 194243.) Davidson.

III. RELATED COURSES
The f()!lowing courses closely related to the bu.siness field
are recommended for those specializing in the different phases
of business administratiolt.
Art 113, 114, 115. Co~mercial Design 9 homa.
Speech.
Journalism 203. Advertising. 5 hours.
Journalism 225. N-ews Photography, 3 hours.
Math\ 111. Mathematics of Investment and Insurance. 6
hours.

VI. EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY
Courses in the department of education and psychology
are designed to meet the needs of those preparing for the
teaching .p rofessien in its 'Wlrious fields and for those who
plan to do administrative work in education.

ELEMENTARY SPECIALIZATION
For students :!'Ianning to specialize in elementary teaching the requirements for the fonr-year and six-year certificates have been given in a previous section. In addition to
the~e requiremments, however, the C!!-ndidate must commplete
the following:
Professional Courses:
During the junior and senior years the following courses
in education: Ed. 103, 108, 204, 205.

Harding University
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1 of Specialization:
During the j'Unior and senior years the student must
1 1 o-ne field of specialization in which he will complete
Dll.jor of work. The suggested fields, together with the
ulrements in each, above the miltimum set forth f-or the
rtltleate, are as follows:

1. English (including Speech and Journalism).
Twenty hours selected from the following:
English 219 or 211 American Literature; 215 The
Romantic Period; 216 The Victorian Poets.
Speech 101, 102 Principle>: (unless previously
taken) 2411, Z02, Oral Interpretation; 205
Play Prod,uction.
Journalism 201 Elements of Journalism.
Z. Social Science (History, Political Science, Sociology).
Twenty hours selected from'·the following:
Geography 101, or 115 . . . • . . . . 3 hours
History 205, 266 . . . • . . • . . • . . 10 hours
History 201, 202 . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 hours
History 207 . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . 3 hours
Pol. Sc. 200 ........... ,. . . . . . . 3 hOUrs
3. Science (Biology, Chemistry, Home Economics, Mathe·
In& tics).

Twenty hours selected from the following:
Biology 102, 103, Animal Biology; 104, 105
Botany; 203 EconomicEntomology; 206Human Anatomy-Physiology.
Home Ec. 101 or 111 Clothing; 121 Textiles;
204 Child Development.
4. Art.
Twenty-four hours selected from the following:
101, 102 Drawing; 103 Painting and Sketching; 105 Still Life Painting; 117, 118, 20fi
Design; 218, 219, Z20 History of Art.
6. Music.
Twenty-four hours selected from the following:
121, 1:!2, 123 Elementary Theory; 111, 112,
113 Sight-singing, Ear Training; 114, 242,
244; 204, 205, 206 History and Appreciation;
207, 208, 209 Applied Piano or Voice.

I
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COLLEGE
DESCRIPTION

I . ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
102. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
3 H ur
study of the ba!Sic facts and
ha vior ; the development and growth
lea rning ; the learning process ; and
the prineip!es of behavior and the
Pi"Oblems of the class-ro om teacher.
Summitt.

principles of humam Me
of man's equipment f•lf
the application o! boU•
laws of learning to tht
F ee $1. Fall. 9: 00, 11:80.

103. CHILD PSYCHOLOGY

3 Hour1

A.

A study of the principles of tQ,e development of the norm•l
child with practical application to the problems o( the clasll•
room teacher. It includes a study of motor development, emo•
tiona! development, development oi. meanings.. imagination,
\'e r~al learning, s ocial development, etc. F6e $1. Winter. 8:00.
Summitt.

104. INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING 3 Hours
An intensely practical course in methods of teaching In
primary and elementary grades, together with obs erv ation •f
claso;roona work. It is designed to prec ede courses in pra ctice teaching, and should give the student a definite wo rl{i n ~
knowledge of proc edure and t echni.que. Spring. 9:00 . Summitt.

105.

MATERIALS AND METHODS IN
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

An integrated course
of study, a ssignments and
r ected observation in the
part of the course. Winter.

106. MATERIALS AND METHODS IN THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
4 1-2 Hours
A study of the newer methods of teaching social studies,
arithmetic, science and nature study in the elementary
schools. The student will become acquainted with the philos·
ophy and practices of the integrated program. Several Integ.
rated units will be ·produced and stuaied. Fall. 3: 15. Summitt.
<~ . nd Pryor.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

6 Hours

Description of courses will be found iJI. the Art department. 110 Spring : 2'11 F a lL 2:15-4:15. T .. Th., McCull ough.

114. 242 . MUSIC EDUCATION IN
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

6 Hours

Description of courses will be found in the School of
Mu~i c. 242 Fall. Q: 0; 114 Winter. 2:15. Kirk.

Harding University
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COURSES

3 Hours

MUSIC EDUCATION

M•lhmls in public school music for the high school. Spring.
I< 11'1< .

.JUVENILE LITERATURE

4 l-2 Hours

·rlption of the course will be found in the English
"'"'•nt. Spring. 8 :00. Cathcart.

. DIRECTED TEACHING IN
ELEMENTARY GRADES

4 1-2 H ours

A l>'•;;inning course closely integrated with t'oe theory
and requiring at least sophomore s tan din g .

0. 241 . ADVANCED DIRECTED TEACHING-ELEMENTARY
9 Hours
Jl<'commended only for seniors specializing in the field
e4ucat1on. Juniortil admitted by sJ)eeial perion.

•ll~mentary

2oo.

II. SECONDARY EDUCATION
TECHNIQUE OF TEACHING IN
SECONDARY SCHOOLS

3 Hours

In this course are carefully studied the llt"u blems that are

ff>rullar to the junior and senior high schools. Attention is

3 Hours

covering less on pla nnin!';'. units
m otivation , with the formation
training school is an essential
8:00. Cathcart.

1 10. 211. ART IN THE

OF

.. voo to or ganization, aims, and functions, programs of
etu!ly, and aoctra-curricular activities, but special atention is
r,l\·• ·n to the teaching problems. Winter. M., \V., F. , 11:30.

tlummitt.

20 I. PRINCIPLES OF SECONDARY
EDUCATION

3 Hours

A study of the fundamental principles underlying secon•lnry education. Special attention is given to the adolescent
period. Includes a study of' the pro~am of the studies, methods of organization and administration, and the relationship
of secondary education to both elementary and higher edu cation. F ull. M ., \V. , F. 2 :15. Summitt.

202.

THE TEACHER AND SECONDARY
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
3 Hours

The probl ems of secondary school a dministration from tlo e
poin t of ,-iew of the classroom teacher. Winter . M ., W ., F ., 2 :15 .
Summitt.

204.

TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

3 H ours

A study of the construction and use of achievement exa minations with major emphasis on tests in the secondar:V
fi eld. Fee $1. Spring. T ., Th., s ., 11:30. Summitt.
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205 . ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY

DESCRIPTION

3 Hou

A study of the developmental behavior of boys and glrl1 t1
tlte ~een ag~. Problems characteristic of this age involvlfll
PhYSical, soc1al, emotional, and intellectual deTElopment will
be studied with a view to helping the teacher maintain pro~
treatment of the learner during this
important period of
growth. Fee $1. Spring. 11:30. Summitt.

224.

TEACHING ENGLISH

3 Houre

~ examination· of the aims, methods, and materials of
high school English. Various problems and difficulties found
in English teaching are studied. Required of those plannln•
to teach English. Same as English 224. Fall. M., w., F., 1: 15.
Sears.

226.

TEACHING THE SOCIAL
SCIENCES

3 Hours

A course in the methods and materials for the teaching of

history and the social sciences in high school. Required of
those pianning to teach the' social sciences. Same as History
226. Fa' ! M. , W., F. 2:15. Rhodes.

227.

TEACHING OF SCIENCE

3 Hours

practical course in the aims and methods of teaching
high school sciences. Required of those planning to t~ac; 1
science in high schools. Winter. M., w.. , F. 11:30. Snow.
A

228.

TEACHING COMMERCIAL
SUBJECTS

3 Hours

A: course covering methods and materials for cemmercial
subjects in secondary schools. It precedes practice teaching

in commerce, and is required of those who plan to teach commercial work in high schools. Fall. T., Th., s. 10 : 30. Stapleton.

230.

THE TEACHING OF
MATHEMATICS

3 Hours

Reasons for teacl:iing, and general and special methods
of teaching mathematics in secondary schools. Current prob- .
lems aJld selectea topics ar€ discussed. Open to experiencec!
teachers and to juniors and seniors. Fli!ll. M., W., F. 2:15.
Dykes.

150. DIRECTED TEACHING IN
SECONDARY SCHOOLS

4 1-2 Hours

beginning course in directed teaching in the junior
high school field. It Is closely related to the tlaeory courses
and requires sophomore standing.
A
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251. ADVANCED DIRECTED
TEACHING-SECONDARY
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9 Hours

A t'ourse designed for seniors completing the require-

tor teaching in secondary schools. Juniors may be adby special permiss1on.

ENGLISH, SPEECH. AND JOURNALISM
I. ENGLISH
Oesldes some historical maps, the equipment for this dell nt is the college library, which is provided with the
ot all the standard English and American writers and
1 tlons from fhe great writers of other nations; wit-h
rous biographical, critical and historical wo:rks, including
Cambridge histories of English and American literature;
h t~ Variorum Shakespeare; with the standard periodi1 , and wit)! many works of more general lnterst.
Stud•omts specializing in this department must complete
r -four hour&, including 101-108, which are required of all
hm en; 105-107; Shakespeare (201 or 202,) Chaucer 2013, and
rn r lca.n Literature (210). •ren hours in speech may be counttoward the English major, which should include Speech
101. Students are also urged to acquire a. reading knowledge
of French or German durtng their course.
Those who expect to teaeh English in high school must
IDolude 224, and at least five hours in speech.

101. 102. 103. FRESHMAN
COMPOSITION

9 Hours

study of the principles of composition with written WOFk
throughout the course. Special emphasis is given to the sentence, the paragraph, the mechanics of writing, and vocabulary building. Exposition Is treated in the first term. Required of all freshmen. Fall, .Winter, Spring. T., .Th., S. 10 : 30,
11:30, 2:15. Lab. 2:15.-4:45, See. "A.'' T.; "B." W ., "C" Th.;
Coordinates· with Speech 101-103. Cope, McKittrick.
A

105. 106, 107: HISTORY OF ENGLISH
LITERATURE

9 Hours

A comprehensive survey of the growth and development
of English literature from the earlieE<t times to the present.
Masterpieces ot both prose and poetry are studied. Fall,
\'linter, Spring. 11: .30; 1:15. Cope or Sears.

110.

BUSINESS ENGLISH

3 Hours

course covering pratical Engllsll ullage, including
grammar and punctuation, as applied to busines;s correspendence. Fall. 1:15. Stapleton.
A
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120. JUVENILE LITERATURE

DESCRIPTION' OF

4 1-2 Hour~

SHAKESPEARE

NOVEL

CHAUCER

10 Hours

5 Hours

A study of Chaucer's language and literary art. Some
:ttention is given to changes and development of the English
•anguage through this period, and to Chaucer's social background. Prerequisite: 101~103, 105-107. Spring. 8:00. Sears.

SURVEY OF AMERICAN
LITERATURE

210, 211.

5 H

Spe · 1 t d
ours
ma s u Y is made of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron,
Shelley, and Keats in an effort to interpret their thought and
art in its individual achie¥ement and in Its relation
to the spirit of the period. The shorter poems are read with
close attention along with selected passages from longer poems
and related prose. Fall. 11:30. (Offered 1943-44 and alternate
years.) Sears.

216. VICTORIAN POETRY, 1832-1892 5 Hours
Th1s course gives special emphasis to Browning, Tennyson,
Arnold, the Rossettis, Swinburne, •and Morris, but includes
also a number of the minor poets. The shorter poems are given

~00-~~a.nd~~~n~a.n~~~~~~
thought and art of each writer, but selections are also read
from the longer poems. Winter. 11:3(}, (Offered 1943-44 and in
alternate years.) Sears.

Harding University

MODERN DRAMA

5 Hours

A study of the major contemporary dramatists of Eng-

mt, America, Ireland, France, Germany, Norway, Russia,
1

ln. Italy, etc. Attention 1s given to the change~ in drall technique brought about ·oy Ibsen, to the one-act play.

•" I to present tendencies in the drama.. Lectures and parallel

11:30.

(Offered 1942-43 and in alternate

POETRY WRITING
10 Hours

A· comprehensive survey and study of the historical back~round, the development, and the significance of American
uteratu:e from its beginning to modern times. Lectures and
cla~s d1scussions, daily readings, and weekly papers are reqmred. Fall, Winter. 11:30. (Offered 1942-43 and in alternate
years.) Cope.

215. THE ROMANTIC PERIOD.
1798 - 1832.

5 Houis

This course includes a study of the English novel from
to Meredith. Attention is given to the rise and develop• l of the novel and to the different types of fiction from
adventure stories of Defoe. and the histbricai novel or
II, to the realistic novels of Hardy. The course is critical
well as historical, and novels representative of various
1
and movements are read. Spring. 11:30. (offered 1943-44.
I In alternate :Years.) Sears.

A ~tudy of Shakespeare's genius and development as a
dramatic _artist. Attention is paid to the general form of
~lizal:)e:han drama, and collateral readings from contempora.cy
d.·amatists are required. Prerequisite: 101-103 105-107 F 11
'.Vinter. 8: 00. Sears.
'
· a •

203.
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I. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH

A study of the various types and sources of children'•
li<e1·ature. Extensive reading is done to acquaint the prospecovc teacher with the wealth of the material, and the beat
methods are demonstrated in the teaching of literature to
e 1'ildren. Spring. 8:00. Cathcart.

201, 202.

COURSES

2 Hours

A study and practice in technique of versification and
"'etry writing. Attention is given to different genres,
rhythm, imagery, figures, and tropes. Some attention is given
10 Interpretation and appreciation of poetry. Daily reading
1D poetry and daily practice in poetry writing are required
In this course. Spring. W., F. 8:00. Cope.

222. ADVANCED COMPOSITION

5 Hours

The first half of this course will be devoted h1 the compo8ltlon of all ·rorms of magazine' writing except the short
1tory, drama, and poetry. The second half will be given to
1hort story writing. The course wiii emphasi:~:e technique
And ~tyle. Spring. 9:00 Cope.

224. THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH

3 Hours

An examination of the aims, methods and materials ot
high school English. Various problems and difficulties found
In English teaching are studied. Same as Education 224.
Fall. T., Th., s. 1:15. Sears.

II. SPEECH
The work of the department of speech is adapted to three
classes of students: those who wish to cultivate refinement in
manners and speeoh, those who wish to develop ease and
power as public speakers and readers, and those who desire
the technical and practical training that will make them
eff&ctive teachers of public speaking, expression, dramatic
art, or Englisli.
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Those p lannmg to Sl)eclalize
degree lliUSt Com plete f orty teon
eluding 1.01, 1 02, 120, 201, 202, 204,
in the speech choir, toge ther
l.ncl ud! ng Engl:ish 202 and ~2ll.

in speech for the Bachelor'e
hours in the de.Partment, In•
or 205, a.nd at least one Y••n•
···nth a minor in English,

Special students who do 'not wish to complete the rc.>·
quirements for a degree but desire to specialize in speech
alone, Will be granted a Diploma i n Speech. Such student"
mus t complete at least forty h ours in the department includinll'
t he r e qu ired courses listed above, together with thirty hou,·s 1
11
English, including 202 and 220. Since the diploma is a certlricate of proficiency, however, the amount of work must necessarily vary with the i ndividual.

... 105.

FUNDAMENTALS OF ORAL .t. H
INTERPRETATION
,. . ours

An Introductory and fundamental course in the oral mter-

11 n of the printed page, including pronunciation, enunlun , tone, phrasing, rhythm and bodily expression as
11 ~ of interpretation.
Prerequisite: 101, 102 . Fall, Winter.
... Th ., 1 : 15. Mrs . Armstrong.

106. LITERARY ANALYSIS AND
IN'TERPRETA TION

2

112. 113. 1 .1*'4. PCBLIC SPEAKING

2 Hours

H

m~rs
The fundamental principles of analysi11 and interpretation
. . applied to various forms o! literature. Attention Is given
to ehu.racterization. Open to those who have had 104 and 10li.
•••·lng. T ., Th. 1: 15. Mrs. Armstrong.

Equipment for t h is department includes an excellent library
every course ; the Campus Players' workshop, in
Which every type of costume and s tage s e enery :is designed
aud produced; the wardrobe, which. includes all c ostume
created from time to time; an excellent s tage with unusua l
lighting and sound machinery; comp lete sou n d-r .e cor ding and
transc ription equipment for u se in the s tuliy of pronunciation
an d voice quality and in radio prog rams; and complete radio
and PUblic address equipment for. program and class use.

The laboratory method is used, speeches by tbe students
ht!Jng attended with round table discussions and lectures by
lobo fnstructor. The aim of the course is to lay the foundation
tur a direct, forceful manner of speaking and to help tbe student to think .and speak freely and well before an audience.
l'I'N'equisite : 101, 102. Fall, Winter, .Spring. T, T}:J, S . :9'.(}0
~Irs . Armstrong,

101. 102. PRINCIPLES OF SPEECH

J 20 . a. b. c. INTRODUCTORY
DRAMA TICS

co~ering

4 Hours

A practical introductory course, ba sed upon diagnostic
tE's ts of individual dif ferences . It inclu d es correct pronunciation, introductory phonetics, dev elopment ..of distinct utteran ce, voice improvement, and speech in relation to everyday affairs. No tuition or fee. Courses 101 and 102 are
required of all students unless exempted by entrance tests.
Fall, Win t er, Spring. T., Th. 10:30, 11: 30, 2:15 . Mrs. Armstrong.

103. INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC
SPEAKING

2 Hours

Studies in the technique and practice of the sbort speech:
the announcement, the introduction of a speaker, the speech
of welcom e, the response to welcome, the speech of presentation a nd of acceptance, tbe nomination speech, the after
dinner speech, the sales . talk, etc. This course is one of the
most Practical courses in the curriculum of the speech department, and while it is not prerequisite to Speech 112, the
student strongly advised to take this preliminary course.
Spring. \Y.. F., 10:30, 11 : 30., 2 :15. Mrs. Armstrong.

Harding University
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DES<CRIPTION OF COURSES'

,

H

· o~r6
An interpretatio& of one-act .and f,WJ.-.evening plays, With
•pecial emphasis on character presentation, ba.la.n~e in groupJn~ . setting, and atlllosphere. Students are reqmred to _apCI<' ar in ri.umerous and varied ro,l.es in .regular p~:oduct~o~.s
tmder the d.irecUoa ot the instructor, some of the productw~s
tieing glvelil. priv.ately befor.e the group, others ib&tng given ;t!il.
the workshop annual toul'nament, while others are used for
the major activity of the College Lyceum. kl!lpllcants for
this course m .u et be appreved -by the klstructor. The course
.runs each quarter. Two to six hours cr.edit. F,all, "Winte.r.
:Spring. 3:15, 4:15.

J24.

FUNDAMENTALS OF
MAKE-UP

l-

5

2 Hou:

Th is is a laboratory course designed to 1)repare t e
:Student to do ila.tlsfactory work ·in simple ·p ersonal make-up
tror the stage and in the mlllke-up of others. .students ar-e
Tequired to observe and gain actual experience .In the -make-up
.of casts fOi" workshop and Campus Players productions. FE'e
sa. Required of all speech ·majors and of all special students
before .cer.tificate . or.d~Jl).oma will .begranted. Fall. W., F., .2:1.5.
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DESCRIPTION' OF COURSES

125, 126. DEBATING

4 Houra

Enrollment in this course will be limited in order to g iv"
more intensive training. A text is used as the basis of the
course, but work will consist largely of actual debates. ~~all.
V\Tinter; T., Th. 3:15. Sears.

201, 202, 203. ORAL INTERPRETA-'TION

OF POETRY AND DRAMA

6 Hours

An advanced course ln the ihtel1)retation of different
forms of poetry, the analysis of plays and character roles
together with their actual presentation in single lmpersona~
tions or in group produdions. Fall, Winter, Spring. T ~ Th., S.
9:00. Mrs. Armstrong.

209.

MAKE-UP

91

2 Hours

An advanced course giving special attention to character
lnakc-up. Advised for all speech majors. This course may
lie substituted by permission for the required course 124 by
•ttulonts who have learned by practical experience fundarnenlalll of make-up. Fee $2. W .• F., 2:15. Mrs. Coleman.

210. 211. RADIO SURVEY

6 Hours

A course open to junior and senior students who have had
120 and, by permission, to other juniors and seniors who haveunusual dramatic ability. Fall, "Winter, Spring. 3:15.

A theory and laboratory course In radio including voice
adllpta.tion, radio announcing, experimental work in the creation of sound effects, a study of types of programs and the
tochnique of program c.onii;tru.ction, continuity and script writIng, and the actual broadcasting of ttD.lshed programs. Radio
IIIJUipment includes a late model recording machine, a
public address syt;tem, two microphones, and a. growing 11ound
c•l'tects library. 210 Spring. 211 Fall. M., W., F, ll:3(l, Mril.
Armstrong.

205. a. b. c. PLAY PRODUCTION

212. RADIO DRAMATICS

204. a. b. c. ADVANCED DRAMATICS 1-5 Hours

l-5 Hours

An advanced course in the actual coaching and production
of one-act and full evening plays. The course covers the
general principles &f staging, lighting, C03tuming, make-up,.
and interpretation of roles and the play as a who!.e. With thesuggestions an.d criticisms of the instructor the student is alIQwed to work out complete deta.ils for the drama:tie- production,.
train the actors, Elesign the costu-mes and. setatngs and direct
and snpervise the 1ightirtg, stage effects, and make-up~
Some of these :productions are given pl'ivate}y before thedramatic club~ others are given publicl;y at intervals or arereserved t9r the workshol' tournament. It is designed togive ,the student? a. thoPiilugh JH'eparatio.n fur- (}rgan:tzing andl
directing dramatic activities in high schools or eo.mmunlties-.
Fall, Winter, Spring. 3:15, 4:15.

20.6, 20.7. ADVANCED ARGUMENTATION

4 Hours

An a:dva.nced course in which the principl'es of argumentation are applied to speech and debate. F&ll, Winter;.
w·., F,, 3~15. Sears.

208.

PHONETICS

3 Hours:

An advanced course in which the stud'ent is required to·
make accura;te transcriptions, not onty of good American and'
:British speech, but of the dialectal and provincial speech of'
the campus. Required of all speech majors. Fall. T., Th .. s.,.
9': M. (Offered· 1942'>-43· and: in: years a:lte:rnating with 22!).) J.\lfra
.c?..riJl.IS.t.t:onll:}.

Harding University

3 Hours

A practical course in the technj.qtte afld pmc.ti.ce of writ~
•ng and ,resenting om the I;adio or~inal ,wketches and dr:a.mas,
nnd the adaptation of stories and play$ tor ti).e .air. Wintl')r,
i\4 ., W., F . 11: 3Q. Mrs. Ar;uJ.str(mg.

216, 217,218. ADVANCED ORAL
INTERPRETA T10N

'9 Houn

A enurse wsing the Bible a-nd three books of the Apocrypha
.n:s basic >materiat. The ofldholars of the world ,are ,a.g.r.eed that
.che Bible is a supremely great literature, yet when we open ou!'
•'>rdinary versioru;, we l09'k ill va1:n -for the 'lyrics, epics, drama-s.
.essays, sonnets, ·and oratioRs of othct" grea:t 'literat'til'El8 of the
world; instead the eye caJtches ~otMng but a. monotolllous
:uniformity .of -nUlil:be2;ed sentenoes, mor~ auggestlv.e ef rua
itemized legal instrume.tt than of what we ander.sta.nd aa
Ulterature. Due to tll.is fact, M.o.li'l.ton•,s .Modern Readers Bible.
the English \Re.vl.sed Version -printed in modern literary form,
'is used a.s a ·basie t~t for this iCouree. Fa.M, Willter, and
~prlng. 'W., Th., F., S., 16:39. M:r.lil•. Ar.mst-rOIUl"-

TII. JOURNAL1SM
·The -work of the depoartment of journa1lsm 1s adapted -tg
'the needs of three c'la.sses of students: 1:h(}Se Who plan to make
journalism their life work, those who need -a practica.1.
'iknowledge -ot journalism in connection wlth another chosea
'Profession, -and those ·J\lho .deah:;e .a.dY.a.J)Ced ;wollk .in CJ:Ba.t!l!\11
.:wrlti~:~g.
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Journalism eith,er as a major or a minor field may wtl
be combined with English, the social sciences, businesll •4•
ministration, or speech.
Those specializing in journal•
ism as a profesSion are urged to take as m uch work in :Sn I
a nd s o cial sciences as llOSSl b le for background. Thos e pr IJ
ing for adv ertising and p u blic:ity wor k should combine
journalism, psychology and commer cial art. Those p la.nnln
to t each should complete enough social science, English,
business to make two teaching fields, and must eleet
:Diecessa.nr courses 1n education.
· Forty b ourn or journalism are required tor a majo ,
thlrt y hours for a. m inor. Sophomor es may register !or 101
b u t ot her cours es ~e o~ to junior s and senio rs only. J ourn a:l.ism 19.1 or 201 is p r erequ isit e ifor a.ll other courses exc
U2 and 222. Conrees 201, 212, and 222 may be counted a1t
English sredit. Home econ om ics maJors should take either
201 or .22a; 202 may be taken by tho.s'e having <!- year of credl
:l;n high scb ooL
As special equipment for the department, besides the
library, the college has a complete printing and photographiC'
plant, In which students may gain practical experience In
n ewspaper editing, make-up, prlntl.l!lg, and news photography.
T he department als o publish es the coll~e weekly, maintain!!=
the Eress Club and a. pobllefty- bureau which contril:mtes
a r ticles t o various s t a:te papers, and assists i:R planning college
ulletlns and cl:rculars.

101.

or

201. INI"RODUCTION TO

JOURNALISM
5 Hours
An exam.inatio.n of the broad fleM ot journalism, and. ano
l.'l!qu!ry int o Gpj)O~tunities in the V a&-iOl!S branches Of the
profession. Exercises on rea:dlnt;< newspapers a.nd 1lllderstandr
illg the }lr@blems o.t th& press, botlh metropolitan and rural.
ElDen to so11homores. Required tor aJt furthe:r s t ud:y ih joornal'!sm . Fall. !t: 00. Cope.
202. REPORTING NEWS
5 Hours:
Fundam entals of g-athe ring and writing n·ews. EXercises in•
news· v alues and J.D. WPiting new s f ot"' e-very department of the·
newspaper. Winter. 9:00. Cope.

5 Hours
203 . ADVERTISING
A sunrey of adv e r tising m ethods a-nd med1a ; J)FO'blems ill>
selling a nd t he psyebology of a dvertising. S pecial attention
ifJ. l;ive n. to D..ew.spa.Per and magaz!na techniques and practice~
Harding University
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COURSES

""' eourse .may be adapted to the needs of the students.
. . . inll.

U: OQ·.

Cope.

I·•··rh"HISTORY
OF JOURNAL:IS~ced
development of newspapers
IS

.

from5
.

c~~!~
.

th
t 'rhe newspaper is studied m relation to
tlnu•~ to
e presem . .
.
olitical development .
"'• American economlC, soctal, and p ..
• '"
t f gures in American
ll""""'' attention is given to the grea l
..umon.lism through outside readings and term papers. Fall.
t ·nn. Cope. (Given 1943-44.)
G
5 Hours
ITIN
206.!'re ED
d"
headline writing,
paration of good copy, copyrea mg,
.
ak
news values, reader interest, promot10n,
dt~nl< work • m
eup,
·
consideration is
cl editorial problems are studied. Special
11 t wn dailies and
•'''!•n to editorial practices on .the sma o
~· ··••\<li es. Winter. 9 : 00: Cope. (Given 1943-44.)

.l'

llo

EXTRACURRICULAR
2-5 Hours
.
JOURNALISM
.
.
taff w ork on school pubhcat10ns
.
f
Credit may be given or s
t
urlller certain llmitations. Confer with head of the departmen .
LIGIOUS JOURNALISM
3 Hours
of special interest to those preparing for the
.
rk An examination and study of
tnlnistr y or other churchb7-oty. media used by local churches
magazines and othQr pu 1c1
.
bd btl individuals. The writing of religious artlcles for ~u
an
. f the press are conslderlication a nd the preparation of copy or · .
.
.
d
ed. Various problems of r eligious journal:~m are ~~scusse '
n.nd spe&ial lecturers are invited to deal With spe cial topics.

ll2~ !~se

Winter. 8 : 00. Cope.
222

SPECIAL ARTICLES; FEATURE
5 Hours
.
AND SHORT STORY WRITINs;
kinds of
Study analysis, and criticism of the var10US
.
ine 'and newspaper feature articles. The course Will
:~::asize style and technique. Short story writing wiil be
.
th last half of the cours e.. Students are exstudied durmg
e
"d red
pected to write for publication, I!Lnd. markets are consl e
.
. 0'0 Cope. (G1ven 1943-44.)
.
s a me as E ngl 1s11 222 · 9 · ·

3 H~urs
NEWS PHOTOGRAPHY
225The fundamentals of photography, developing 'and prmtuse of press photoi>;raphic equipment, and
.
tng en1argmg,
1 b · t y
'
.
t died both by lecture and a ora or
standard ·techlnques are 8 u
.
r the student
work. A distinct program of work IS set up. f~
ete un.der conditiO'IlS slmllar to actual
to follow and Compl
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DESCRIPTION

press work. Laboratory equipment and press cameras are
available, but the student is expected to own a camera suitable
for work in the course. Fee, $3. Fall. 8: 00. Cope.

VIII. HOME ECONOMICS
The department of home economics provides fundamental
background information

and a

basis

for

many vocational

phases of home economics. Students desiring home economice

OF COURSES

95

Winter Te·rm

Winter Term
Term
Kngllsh 102 .. . .. .. .. .
Home Ec. 101 .. .. . . ..
Art 117 ..............
Soc. Sc. 102 . . . . . . . . . •
or Cl).em. 10~ . . . . . . . .
Speech 102 ............
l'hys. Ed. 101 . . . . . . . . .

Hours
3
5
5
3
3
3

3

5

2
0

0

16

11

Term Hours
Home Ec. 112 .. .. .. .. 5
5
Chern. 102 ..... , .... 5
or Soc. Sc. 11l2 .•.•••
8
Language ............ 5
or IDnglish 1()6 ..... .
3
Hist. 102 ............. .
3
or Elective
3

for the sake of their own homes, or those planning to do Interior decoration, institutional managing or buying, or to go intc· industrial fields or social service may complete their entire

Spring Term

each state, however, students who are interested in teaching or
in doing home demonstration work may complete the requirements for the Bachelor of Science in home economics !Jere
and transfer to a graduate school of home economics for one
year, receiving their certificates for teaching at the same
time they receive the Master's Degree. Or they may transfer at
the end of the second or third year and receive their certificates at the same time they receive their Ba.ehelor's degree.
Students desiring the Bachelor of Arts degree with a
major in home economics must complete the requirements
outlined on pages 51:1-58 forthe degree.
BACE;ELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS
(For those planning to teach Home Economics)
FIRST YEAR

SECOND YEAR

Fall Term
Term
English 101 .. . . • . . . • .
Home Ec. 102 . . . . . . . .
Soc. Sc. 101 ..........
or Chem. 101 . . . . . . . .
Speech 101 .. . .. .. . ..
P. E.120 ..............
or P. E. 100

a

3

5
3

5

2

5
2

3

1
1~

Harding University

Term
E~glish 103 .. .. .. .. ..
Home Ec. 121 or 114 ...
Art 118 ..............
Soc. Sc. 103
or Chern. 103
Phys. Ed. 130
or P. E. 1~2

..........

u

16

Hours
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
3
0
1

3

3
3
5

li

17

3

15

Fall Term

FOURTH YEAR

Term Hours
Art 1!10 ................ 3
Chern. 201 .............. 6
Home Ec. 201
or 212 .................. 5
Ph. Ed. 205 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Fall Term
Term Hours
Bioi. 206 .... ... . ... .. ... 5
Home Ec. 212, or 201 . . . . . 5
Journ. 201 .... ..... . ... ... l'i

15

17

Term Hours
Home Ec. 111 . . . . . . . . 5
5
Language, ....•..... 5
or Eng. 105 . . . • . . . .
a
Chern. 101 .......... 5
or Soc. Sc. 101 . . • • • •
I
Ed. 102 .........••..• 3
3
or P. E. 120 . • . • • • . . • .
3

Term Hours
Educ. 103 ................ 3
Educ. 206 .........•..•..• 3
Home Ec. 213 or 222 .... 5
Home Ec. 223 or 220 ...... 3
Elective .. • ......... • .... 3

l'l

17

18

Term Hours
Home Ec. 114 or 121.. 3
Chern. 103 ........... 5
or Soc. Sc. 1113 .... ..
Language, ............ 5
or English 107 . . . . . .
P. E. 130 . .. ... . .••.. .•
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

THIRD YEAR

Fall Term
Hours

17

Spring Term

course here. Since the certification of teachers for SmithHughes high schools is confined to one or two institutions in

15

Winter Tercn

Winter Term

Term Hours
Home Ec. 222 or 213 . . . .
Home Ec. 220 or 223 ......
Educ. 231 or 227 . . . . . . . .
Educ. 202 ................
Elective .................

5
3
3
3
2
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Spring
English 106 • • . • • . • • • •
Biology 211, 212 . . • . • •
or Home Ec. 204 . • • •
P. E. 130 ............
Elective • • . • • • . . • • . .

Spl'ling
Spring Term
Term Hours
5
Home Ec. 204 ..... ... 5
Home Ec. 202
5
or Bioi. 108-9 .... . . .
6
Education 205
3
3
Home Ec. 211 or 221 .. 3
3

........

16

Spring Te.rm
Term
Home Ec. 224
E:ducation 204
Biology 108-9
or Home Ec. 202 . . ..
Home Ec. 211 or 221..

17

Hours
3
a
3
8
6

5

3

3

15

14

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE lN' INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT
The course leading to the Bach eior of S cien c e in Institution Management is design ed .for those who wish to prepare
for positions as dietitians or lood directors. It does D.ot lead to
teaching, but those who plan to teac h 'may, if they d esire,
elect any of the courses in institution management.
.
.Alter -the comllietion of this course the lJQtantial food
director would be eiegible to apply fo r a graduate training
course in an institution approved. by the American Dietetics
Associa:tlon. Th1;s is an in ternship of service in a hospital or
no n-hospital fo od service institution covering a per iod of nine
to twe!.v e months.
The most economical plan for selliction of qourses is a.s
follows:
FIRST YEAR

SECOND YEAR

Fall

Fall

Term Hours
English 101 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Chemistry 101 . . . . . . . . . . 5
Sociology 101 . . . . . . . . • . 3
Home Ec. 102 . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Ph. Ed. 100 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 0

Term Hours
English 105 . . . • • • . . . . . • • • 3
Home Ec. 111 . • . . • . • . . • 5
Educ. 102 .•.....•.•.•. .... 3
Speech 101 . . . . . • . . . . • • • • 2
P. E. 120 ................ 3

16
Winter
English l02 ..... . , . ...... 3
Chemistry 102 ...... .. • .. 5
Sociqlogy 102 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Home Ec. 101 . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Ph. Ed. 101 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0

16

Harding University
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16
W ·inter
Term Hours
English 106 ...... •• . ..... 3
Home Ec. 112 • • . • • • • • • • • • &
Speech 102 . • . . . . . • . • . . .. 2
Bus. Ad. 100 or Elective . • 3
Elective. ... . .. .... . . .. . . ... 3

16

······ ········
··········

3
English 103
6
Chemistry 103
3
Sociology 103
Home Ec. 114 or Elective 3
2
Elective

·············

.................

16

I
6

I

3
4

6
3
5

16

16

THffiD YEA!\
FOURTH YEAR

Fall
Term Hours
Chemistry t201 • • • • • • • • • • i
Home Ec. 212 • • • • • • • • • • . • 6
Elective •. • .•••••••••••••• &

Fall
Term Hours
Home Ec. 235 • • • • • • • • • • • • &
Economics 201 ......... .. 4·%
Biolegy 206 . . • • . • . • • • . • . . B

15
Winter
Home Ec. 223 . . . . • • • • • • . .
iiome ~. 222 .•••••••.•.•
Educ. 10:t . • ... . ••••..••.•
Elective ••••••••• u • • • • • •

Sprlft(l
Home Ec. 202 ••• , ••• • I
Home Ec.' ~ ••..•.•• 6
or Biology 211, 212 • . . •
Home Ec. 221 . . . • • • I
or Educ. ll05 • • • • • • • •
Bus. Ad. 220 • • . . . • • • li
er Chem. 21ll

18

a'OO.

I
5
S
I

Winter
Home Ec. 236 . . . . • • • • • . . . 5
Home Ec. ·213 .•.......... 5
Elective ... . .... .. ..... •••• &

16

......

I
'
I

:I

Sprirtg
Home Ec. 237 . .......• 5
Educ. 205 ... . ........ S
or Home Ec. 2.21 . . .
Chern 211 ..•........ 3
or Bus Ad. .220 . • . .
El.ectl:ve , .. • • • • • • • .. • .6

5
~

5

.a

11

INTRODUCTION TO PERSONAL
AND HOME .STANDARDS
5 Hours

A practiea.l lecture-demonstration oolirse intended to de<Velop .a cQ:nscioolsness Q/. Sit!Ulda.rd.s an d goG.d t as t.e
in dress, personal grooming and hygiene, nutrition and physi-cal fitness. A1rm; to help tlae student oa.C(jmre sueial po ise an!!
-a wholesome, refilled personality , a nd optimum health. Scheduled conferelii>Ce!l tor giving specific aid ·With 1n~ividual pr_o-btems. Required of all college freshmen and soi)homore girls
.except horoll .ecoJ:tomios n~ajor,s. FB-11. JI:U:S.
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101.

CLOTHING AND RELATED ART
CLOTHING
5 Houu

Prerequisite, or corequisite, Art 117 .
materials, simple designing, and garment
em-phasis on the selection of the wardrobe
individuals. Construction of garments t:rom
materia.1s. Fee, $3 Winter. M., W., F., 9:0fi;
10:00. Miss HoJ)per.

Ill. CLOTHING

The selection of
construction with
and suitability to
cotton and wooh-1•
Lab. T~ Th., 8 : 00-

5 Hours

Prerequisite, Home Economics l&l. The selection an :l
use of designs and , finishes suitable for tailored wool and
linen and silk afternoon and evening problems. The alterations o:f patterns, fitting problems, pressing, and budgeting.
Fee, $3. Fall. Leet., M., W., F., 11:30.; Lab.. W~ F., 3:15 5:15...
Miss Hopper.
Hour~
A study of consumer prool-ems ill: the· choice, cal'e, a.nd cos.t
of various fabrics.
Facts <>f proouct..ion, and marketing:
J?rocesses to give skill in recognition of fabrics and in evahlating materials new and old. Spri.ng-; 1k3&. Miss HG!pper.

121. TEXTILES

3

201.

5 Ho•ns:

ADVANCED CLOTHING

Prerequisite, 111. The seleetion and constru.cHon of cl~th
ing suitable foJt infants a.nd sml!Jl chiltlren. Tse development
ot origi:nal, simple d40Jsigng thro-ugh dra.ping, flat patter,.
work. Fee, $3. Fall. t:15; Lab., T., T.b ., 1:1!5-3':'15. Miss :Hopper:.
~Given 194~-44}~

211. HISTORYOFCOSTUME DESIGN 3 Hours:
Prerequi,site, .Art 117. A study of development of costume~hrough
past g~ner&tions. to the present time, The deslgDJ
:principles and: their appliea.tien t<> celtH' a.nd. figure types
with special emphasis on lndivid'tlad figure a.nd color analysis ..
The develoJ~ment of original' dress designs for various oC~'"
stons·. (Given- 184~-48 an<t in yea,rs alternatblf:' with' 221.) Fee..
$1. Spring: 2:15. Miss Hopper.

2'13.

HOME PLANNfNG AND
DeSIGNING

99
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5 Houm

Prerequisit&, Art 117: .A study of the, home ftom tfie sw.nd point ot· utility; beauty, and economy, ineluding hQusfng standares, :plans; erevations, and some landScaping. A brief survey of styles of' dt>mestfe architecture and fUrni~hin!'!'R anti'
their a-pplic~tion to present day pla-nning and' fiJrnfshihg:
File, $,1. Wtnt.er:. 1 ~1.5. Miss Hopper, (Gi~en: 1!14.3-44 )...

PERIOD FURNITURE

221

. 3 Hours

~ study of the styles of interiors and furniture trom
•~odent to modern times in relation to their present day us::~

t11•ccia1 problems in interior decoration . (Given. in 19:~;44 ;iss
ting with 211.) Fee, $1. Sprmg. 2. .
In years alterna
Uopper,

FOODS AND NUTRITION

l 02. FOOD SELEC'~ON AND

~~~ ~!~!!~ering

5 Hours

p~epara.Uon b:l~

A
the selection,
utilization of tbe more common food matenals and
nlanning and ta.ble f!ervice units. Fee, $3. Fall.
aroun d me al ." 00 M
BelL
· 0~ Lab. T., Tb., S:0&·1u;
'
rs.
Leet. M ., W ·• F ·• 9 ·

112.

FOOD BUYENINGTAND MEAL
MANAGEM

5 Hours

Prer~uisite. F6ods '1.0~. A stu~y .of foods fr~mtsth:t:~~:~~
! ~ -preee=a.tlon, ce-sts, mar e •
point of cullnar:v- 'Va u •
'bilit"'" Mea.'
· ·
d 'label. a'l'ld contmmer respOi\.Sl
products, grades all.
rv1 ' 1n relation to meal management.
'()Ianning ~nd ta'ble se
ce
.. -b ,... ""h . '!!·15~
1\1 W Jl'' 11dl0; ._..., ' "-n ~· " '
'f'ee, $ 3. Winter. Leetures,
·•
·• ·•
·fi: 15. Mrs. Be1l.
!MENTAL COOKERY
202. E~!~ 11:~ and organic ~hemiatry.

b

S Hours
A st-udy of the

~rereQ!l; oo~k.ery• and -food utilization in the light of the
p r o ems o
1l'
$'3 ·Spnn~ 1:1'5.
ee, . .
..,.
.
·physico-ehemica1 <fuanges oceurring.
·uab. T., Th., 1 : 11>-3~ 15. Mrs. Bell.

212.

S OF NUTR1T10N
5 Hour-s
PR1~CIP,'LE d
an:ie ~hemistry. ·Parallel or pre~

PrereqmSlte, 1'1.2, all ,Q rg
.
.._
d1gest1on and
.
.Concerned w1th cue
lt'equisite, i"ll.YSlO1ogy. .
, ments of a normal di~t
'
! 'foods and the reqmre
•metabo 1,sm o
· ·
. 115 , Lab. "T., 'Th., ·l:lii-3: 1-:\.
fcir different -ages. 'Fee $ 4 · 'Fa11. 1 • '
Mrs.

Ben.

NUTRITION AtiD
22 2 . CH1LD
UTRITION IN DISEASE
5 Ho~rs
N
.
a:l nutrition and 1'1ea lth w:th

Prerequisite, <Feods . !1!. Normi
f
a1nutrition 1n chtl.
and prevent on. o m
-emphasis cOn cause 8
d'et to prov'ide -adequate nu~
1
,dren. Adaptations of the norm_a
1 d'scases ca'!lsed hy diet de< ,..
se with emphasis on 1
·trltlon ,n u1sea
.
T Th ·1':1'5--3.:15.. .¥1.'-lL
·ficiencles. 'Foo, ~2. ·Winter. l::l 5 ' .Lab. :• · · ~ · ·
.

1Bell.
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HOME AND INSTITUTION MANAGtMEN"I
114. HOME NURSING
.
3 Hou r
A praetical course concerned witb the care of the
and convalescent in the homes, first aid in emergencies
dietaries .for speciai cases. Designed to meet the reqltire~
o those planning to teach home economics. Spring. M., w .,
l1 : 30. Mrs. Bell, (Glven 1943-44).

20-4.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT

1
"
01

I

5 Hou

Growth through the pren.ata.I, infant, and preschool stag
Care ana feeding ot the child. Needs tor normal, physical.
moral, social, emotional , and langu<'!ge development of the ch:l14
and methods of meeting these needs. Observatlou and practl~
with children in the nursecy school. Spring. 9:00. Mrs. :Bell.

220.

FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

3 Hou B

factors that play a part in successful
f~mlly li!e today and the responsibilities of the· family t o
conununlty living. Pre:rettU'!sfte: junior s:tandii.tg. Winter. M~
W., F., ~:15. Mrs. Bell. (Given 1943-t4),
.A study of the

223.

ECONOMICS OF THE HOUSEHOLD

AND HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT

3 Hours

HOME MANAGEMENT

3 Hours

Application ot the Principles of economlcs to the problems
ef the bou~ebold, such as expenditures for food, clothing,
shelter and other consumer--purebasmg :r>rob?ems. Selection
of equipment for the hrune, its operation, cost, care and r epair.
PJ.·erequlslte: Economics, 1t heurs. Wl.ttter. l:15. Mrs. Bell.

224.

Cottage residence in hom.e m anagement house. T his
course is designed to give each gil-l an OPPortunity to apply
knowledge gained in previous c0urses of food preparation.
houselceeping, household finance, hospitality, and various
group re~ationships in a home atmosphere. Pl'erequtslte: 102'
and 11~. Sprfng.

235.

INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT I 5 Hours

Institution organizatr{)n and management o-f .food servic&
m cafeteria, dorml'tol"ies-, 1tnd lunch rooms. Abio a study 0~
the technique in-volved in large Qtzlllltity roo~ preparation
and buytng. Special ·empba.sls on.. breads, Pa.s4ies, . and desserts. Fall. Lectures 10:30; Lab. T., Th., 3:15-5:15. Mis~
Hopper. (Given 194'3-44}.

236. INSTITUTlON MANAGEMENT II 5 Hours
Insti:tutton buying a.nd !ood marketing. A continuation 0 ~

large Qu!mtlty r-ood" preparl\tton. Emphasis on meats, vegetables. salad"s a·nct ,bevera"es. Wlnter. Lectures J'0': 30: Lab. T ..
T h ., 3 ; 15~ii~ l5 . M'isSoHop er. (Gtven 1943~ )...

Harding University

23 7. INSTITuTION MANAGEMENT III 5 Hours
~tudy

of equipment, and analysis of the elements in cost

.. r operation with consideration of methods of control and
nclministrative machinery involved. Field trips. Spring. M., W.,
1··., 1.0:30. Lab. T., Th., 3:15-5:15. Miss Hopper. (Given 1943-44).

231.

ADULT EDUCATION

3 Hours

This is a course in the methods and materials of parental
and adult education designed to meet the needs of those whose
professions make it necessary to educate and direct the thinkIng of parents and other adults. It is especially adapted to
home . "demonstration agents and others interested in social
\l"elfare. Winter. M., W., F., 9:00. Mrs. Bell. (Given 1943~44).

IX. ·

MATHEMATICS

The importance of mathematics as an instrument in the
applied sciences cannot be overemphasized. Students planning
tu1· engineering in all of its phases, for arch5tecture, or for
chemical or physical research need a m<l.\lt thorough training
in mathematics.
But outside of these scientific fields
>nathematics is also iJnportant in accounting and business
administ-ra.tion; in educa.tional administration and statistics,
and in many of the professions.
The work of the department is, therefore, adapted to the
needs of those who plan to enter: the various engineering, technical, and professional• fields, as well as of those who plan to
teach mathematics in ·junior and senior high schools.
For students inadequately prepared for Ph. Sc. 100 because
of a deficiency in mathematics, a ' specia1 non-credit survey
course will be given in which the most vital mathematical
processes will be reviewed.
Students specializing- in mathematics must complete a
minimum of 45 hours in the department. At least 25 hours
must be in courses not open to treshmen and sophomores.
Courses 104, 105 , 106, 200, 201, and 202 are required .
The student is urged to acquire a reading knowledge of
both French and German and to complete not less than 10
llours w ork in general physics.

PRE·ENGINEERING COURSE
Students who plan to enter an engineering school should
. ad yise . with the head of the mathematics or the physical
science departments to be sure they meet the requirements of
; th~ particular school they pian to enter. 'rhe following suggested course, however, meets the r equirements of most engineering schools for either chemica!, civil, or mechanical en' gineering-.
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FIRST YEAR
Fall Term
Term Hours
Eng. 101 .................. 8
Chem. 101 .•.•••...••••..• 6
Math. 105 •••• , ••••• , , , , •• , 6
.Art 120 ••••••...•••••••.••• 3
Ph. Ed. 100 ................ o
Winter Term

SECOND YEAR
Fall Term
Term Houre
Math. 200 ••••••. • •••• • • • ,
Physics 103 . . . . • • • • • • • • • •
Chem. 111 .•...•••••.• • ,,
Speech 112 •..••...•..... ,

1
1
1

Winter Term
l!:ng. 102 ..• ..... • • • .•••••• 3
~luth.

104 . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • •
Art 102 .... ...............
Ch ern. 102 .. .. .. .. .. .. ....
1'h. Ed. 101 .. . • .. • .. .. .. •

8
6
6
3

o

Spring Term
16
Eng, 103 ...•... ••••• •••••• 3
Chern. 103 . • . . . . • . • • . . . • • . 5
Math. 10fl .•.••. , ••.••• , • • 5

Art 122 .............•••.. 3
Ph. Ed. 102 •...•.. , • • . • . • 1

Spring Term

Winter Term
Math. 2(}1 •••••••••••••••• , 1
Physics 104 ••.•.•••• , , , •• , • 1
Chem. 112 •••••••••••••••• 11

Winter Term
Physics 104 ... . •..•.•••••••
French 102 ..• ••.• .• •.••••• •
Math. 201 .....•...•....••
Art 121 ...•.....••.••..•.•

6
6

5
3

Spring Term
Math. 202 . , •••.••••••••• 15
Physics 105 .. .. ...••.•••••• 6
Chern. 207 ..•....•.• , , .••• 15
Math. 102 •.•.••.•.•••.•••• 3

Math. 106 .. . ....... .. ..... 5
Art 105 .......... .. ........ 3
Chern. 103 ...•. • ...•.... •. 5
Ph. Ed. 102 . . . . . . . . • . . . • . 0

Students planning to enter schools of architecture should
consult the dean or head of the mathematics or physical science
departments to be sure they are meeting the requirements of
the Particular school they have chosen. The .following course,
however, will meet the requirements of nearly all schools of
a~ch1tecture. Variations necessary can be easily worked out
With the advice of the dean or head of the department.
FIRST YEAR
SECOND YEAR
Fall Term
Fall Term
Eng. 101 •.••..•••• , ••.•••. 3
Term Hours
Math. 1()5 .......... ·....... 5
Physics 1()3 •••• , •••••••• , s
Art 101 ................... It
French 1!)1 .. .. • • .. .. .. .. • 6
Chern. 101 ......•..•..•••. 5
Math. 200 ................ 6
Ph. Ed, lOQ, ........ . , .. • .. (}
Art 12() ...•.•..• , .•••••• , , • I

18

Spring Term
Physics 105 ................
French 103 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Math. 202 ............••. .
Art 122 ..............•.•..

16

100.

SOLID GEOMETRY

li
5
6

3

18

3 Hours

This course is open to students who do not offer solid
geometry for entrance credit. Winter. 1:15.

10 I.

ALGEBRA

5 Hours

(Equivalent to two entrance units in algebra.) Designed
for: first, students presenting less than one and a half entrance unit!!! in algebra; second, students presenting one and
one-half entrance units in algebra but whose foundation is
such that they will be unable to do creditable work in Mathematics 102. (No college credit is allowed students of the
second type.) 5 hours. Fall. 1:15.

104.

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

16

\~ng. 103 . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • 3

11

16
11
*Students who have had only one year of high school
algebra and are inadequately prepared for 1()4 must take 101 or
sec_ond Year high school algebra before beginning this course.
Th1s may be done during the preceding summer quarter.

18

6
3
5
0

103

18

16

Eng. 102 .............. ....
Chem. 1.02 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
*Math. 104 • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • •
Art 121 •..•• . • • ••••••••••• •
Ph. Ed. 101 . • • . • • • • • • . . . •

Harding University
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

COLLEGE ALGEBRA

5 Hours

Rapid review of elementary algebra; function concept;
graphs; ratio, proportion, and variation; progression,;: math<'rnatical induction and the binomial theorem; complex numbers; theory of equations; logarithms; determinants; partial fractions; infinite series. Prerequisite: two entrance
units in algebra Winter. 9: 00.

105. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY

5 Hours

Development and use of trigonometric functions; functional relations; sums and differences of angles; multiple
angles; identities; inverse functions; logarithms; solution of
triangles. Prerequisite:
Mathematics 101 or equivalent.
(Credit not allowed if trigonometry is offered to satisfy th e
minimum entrance credits.) Fall. 9:Q1l.

106. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY

5 Hours

Properties of the straight line, the circle, etc.; transformation of axes; polar coordinates; conic sections. Prerequisite:
Mathematics 102. Spring. 9:00.

Office of the Provost
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SOCIALIZED MATHEMATICS 4 1-2 Hours

Required of teachers working toward advanced elem,·n·
tary certficates. The course consists in the practical appllcatioil of mathematics to various life situations, and demon!;trates techniques in motivation and teaching of mathematics in elementary grades. Winter. 2:15.

111.

MATHEMATICS OF INVESTMENT
AND INSURANCE
3 Hours

The theory of compound interest; annuities; sinking funds~
interest rates; theory of probability; mortality tables; some
work in the elements of statistics. Recommended for students
with major work in business administration. Prerequisite:
Mathematics 101 or equivalent. Spring. 2 : 15.

DIFFERENTIAL AND
INTEGRAL CALCULUS

200, 20 I. 202.

15 Hours

study of the fundamental principles of the calculus.
Differentiation and integration of functions; maxims and
minims; curve tra'cing; the integral as the limit of a sum:
problems in volumes, areas, rates, velocities, etc.; centroids;
s eries; partial differentiation; multiple integrals. Prerequisite:
Mathematics 104, 105, 106. Fall, Winter, Spring. 10:30.
A

203 . DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

5 Hour~

A study of the solution and application of ordinary differential equations. Prerequisite: Mathematics 200, 201. and
202. Fall. 8:00. (Given 1942..:43 and alternate Years.)

204.

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

5 Hours

A continuation of 203. Winter. 8:00. (Given 1942-43 and
alternate years.)

206,' 207.

THEORY OF EQUATIONS

10 Hours

Complex numbers; the solution of quadratic, cub ic, and
quartic equations; theorems concerning _ roots of equations ;
g~,ometrlc Interpretation of algebraic r esults; determinants;
and symmetric functions. Prerequisite: Mathematics 200,
201, and 202, Fall, Winter. 8:00. Given 1943-44 and a lternate
years.)

210 . COLLEGE GEOMETRY

5 Hours

Modern plan e geometry for prospective teachers Of high
school geometry. Prerequisite: Calculus, or the approval of
the department. Spring. 8: 00.

230.

THE TEACHING OF
MATHEMATICS

3 Hours

Modern trends in teaching mathematics in seconda!."y
schools; general an.d specific methods; current problems. Pre..

requisite or co requisite: Mathematics 200, 201,
Open to juniors and seniors. Fall. M., W ., F., 2:15.

and

202.

X. MODERN LANGUAGES AND
LITERATURE8
The courses offered in modern languages meet the ne~ds
uot h of tho s e who must have reading knowledge ot a for:eJgn
language as an aid to work in other fields and of those . ":ho
wish to specialize in the department. Students who fmJsh
the course satisfactorily should expect to posses& a good pronunciation, be able to read accurately and readily, and have
some knowledge of modern writers.
. Those specializing in either French or li!panis h mus~ c omplete at least forty-five hours in the language selected Jnclu~
ing French 208, %09, 210, or Spanisb 206, :no, and %11. It 1s
recommended that students majoring in one of thes e lan~uages work out a first .ell' second minor in the other and ln
English.
.
.
·
· ct.on
•
11. zatJon
The sele
o .." a language as an atd to . specla
.
,,
in other departments should be made after advtsmg w tth Le
head of one's major d epart ment . Th08e planning
·
to major
in history may W'll'll seleet either French or Spanish; a knowledge of both is desirable. French or (}erman 1s !'ecommended
\for those specializing in aRy ectence and for pre-medical
students.
.
.
Studen t" pr€€181'lting one yea,r of entrance ~rNht 1n French
<"r Spanish fiom eeeondary sehoo'Is s'hould 'begin their course
with French 102 or Spanis h 102: those presenting two en~
ttrance credit-s may begin with French 104 oc .S pMt!Bh 104.

I. FRENCH
q·o1. 102. 1'0 3. ELEMENTARY
FRENCH

15 Hours

Thorough drill in French grammar and exoerc1ses in con-versation, eompo~itton and r.ea(ling. F-a:Il. Winter, Sprin~.
·s : oo. McKittrick.

104, 105. 106. INTERMEDiATE
FRENCH

15 Hours

Grammar review, com,positton, and coRver.satJon with readings from modern 'French -writers. Fa:ll, ·Wint-er, Spring. 9: 00.
McKittrick.

201. 202, FRENCH NOVEL

10 Hours

A study of the rise and growth of the n6Vei In France.
~ead!ngs, lectures, and reports. FaJl, Winter, Spring. 10:3().

(Offru:ed ll.ll>U-411 and ,alternate _;yearS:.)

Harding University
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

MJ::E:itt.r.i.c~
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201.

204. CFRENCH COMPOSITION AND
ONVERSATION

ven to the idiom of the la.ngua,r

Spring. 1:15,

Winter. 1:15. (Offere-d 1943 _44 a.nd alte

208, 209.

SURVEY OF FREN~;.;

LITERATURE

Lectures; readings ~d
McKittrick. (Choie~ oi ~iS: 011

21 Q.

5 Hours
McKittrick.

MODERN SPANISH FICTION

5 Hours

•.ury, suelJ as Alarcon, Becquer, Valdes, Mesonero, Romanos,
.P e reda, and Valera. Reports and djscus~;>ion.s.- Ji'all. 1:15
(Offered 19.42-43 and alttlrnate yea.rs,)

2.02.

CONVERSATION AND
COMPOSITION

2 Hours

A thorough review of grammar with exercises in compo-

sition, both oral and written. Winter. T., Tb., 1:15. McCullough.

5 Hours

t

107

A study of the best prose wrjters of the nineteenth cen-

A cours e far mare adv anced a tude
.
3 Hou
ing French. AttenUon is gi
nts m wriUng and Sl> •n

205 · FRENCH CLASSIC DRAMA
Fall. 1:15.. (Offered 1943-44 and alter t
206. CONTEMPORARY
na. e Years.)
DRAMA
FRENCH

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

Years..) McKittrick_

10 Hours
1
2~~~:· 2 !~ io&.7inter. 10:30_

FRENCH ROMANTICISM

A study of the rise and growth ol R
5 Hours
SJ?rin~.. lO.: 3.0. McKi.t trick.
o.ma.nticism in Franc...

II. GERMAN
iO·l. 102, 103. ELEMENTARY
GERMAN

205.

5 Hours

MODERN SPANISH DRAMA

A stud.y ot the development of the drama in Spain since
the Golden Age. Fall.. 1~15. (Offered 1ll42 ·\13 and alt~rnate

years.) McCullougb.

206.

SURVEY OF SPANISH
LITERATURE

5 Hours

The ceurs.e is based upon. N()l"tbup's Introduction to Spani!sh Litemture with collateral reading of representative selections Lectures and re!lorts. Win.ter, 1;·lll (Offered 1:94.2.-43 and
;a lternate ye:al'l3.) .McOuli-o:ugh,

210.

SPANISH-AMERICAN
LITERATURE

5 Hou:rs

A systematic study ot Ge=an
.
9l Hours
excercise in conversation and c . ~a.mma.r With persistent
reading of simple classics F H omposltlon together with theed Summer 1943.) McK.itt~ic: , Winter, Spring. 2~ 16. (Offer•

A rapid S11rvey of Spanis:h Amer!~an U·tcrat-yre s1nc e colonilal times l:las-ed .011 .Coester's 'L iterary History ot Span ish
.America an1 Weisinger's Spanish-American Readings. Ont·.s ide rea.rling-s. Fa.Jl. ·1~ ;!.5, (()ffered 19113-44 .a~Cl ~lrte«''late y.ear.s.}

104, 105, 106. INTERMEDIATE ·
GERMAN
.

:211.

~McC ullough.

A ~hol'ougn· review Is macle- or- i'
9 Hours
Phasis is placed upon compesitioa g amm~ bUJt special eming of more difficult
' c<mversatwn, and the readprose and v:e~se Fall Wi t
.
'
n er, Spring.
2::15 .. (Offered 1943-44 and It
a ernate years.) McKittrtck.

ill. SPANISH
lO•J. I-0 2, I-03.

SPANISH

ELEMENTARY

A stl1dy of grammar the read!
f5 Hour5l.
selections; chiefly from '
d
~g of moderately difficult
.
mo ern wnters and
t
tem~tlc ~m-in conversation and · compe~ition. cons ant sysSprmg. 8 .I}() McCIM!ough.
Fan, Winter,;.

104, 105. 106. INTERMEDIATE
SPANISH
·

r

Grammar review. compositton a d
_
5 Hours:<
f
• n conversation w"th
rom representat ·
s·
.
,
l
rea d -·
IVe
pamsh autho
E U
~Qrin.:;-. H:.:tO. McCullou.g.b..
r.s. .a, , ''Y.J.n.len;..

1ngs

Harding University

SPANISH DRAMA .OF THE
GOLDEN A-GE

5 Hour-s

Readings from the drama of the Siglo .de Oro. Lectures
,and repo·rts. ·winter 1~ 15, ~Offered ,19.43-.44 and alt.ernate year[!.)
:McCullo.U$h.

'112.

PROSE AND POETRY OF THE
GOLDEN AGE

A study of the most important ·writ-ers .of ·non-dramatic
wrose and -poeiry Qf t'h~ period of the Siglo de Oro. Collateral
,readings, 1eet-ureg, .a.nd .reporQ;. l:UJrJng. 1 :.15. {Offer.ed 1943 -~~
,and alternate y ears.) McCullough.

XI. DEPARTMENT OF 'PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
The CO!W'S!lS ;in the Department of ;Phy.aical ·E ducation
:·are planned fl& meet the needs of three gronps of students:
:First, those needing recreation !or health's sake; second.
;thase _plannil).g .to .te;;~.ch Ph.Y..sic:;al l1ldi1GatioJ! q;r _coac;h; Jh\r9.,.
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSE::>

those planning to engage in recreational supervisory worl'
such as Y. M. C. A., summer camps, etc. Physical Education
100, 101, and 102 are required of every stad;;t, with the ex~
ception that those who carry 120, 130, 135, or 205 may be exempt from Leisure Time Recreational Activities during those
quarters.
Students who desire to major in Physical Education must
complete not less than 36 tenn hours. Not more than 40 hours
may be counted toward a rlegree. An additional major of not
less than 40 hours must be taken in a second teaching field.
The second major cannot be in Education.
The foHowing courses in Physical Education are required
in the field: 100, 10!, 102, 120, 125, 135 or 205, 200.
210, 225, 230, a35. Other eourses are elective. Home Economics
114 and 2&4 may serve as electives. Biology 206 is also re. quired ot majors .
of

m~jors

100, 101, 102. LEISURE TIME.
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

3 Hour~

The P.Urp.ose of these courses is to aequaint students witb
various activities which may be continued throughout life
for the sake of recreation and health. Golf, ar'Chery, badminton, deck tennis, bat-minton tennis, scooter-boekey, handball'.
softball, field hockey, spee-1ball, ping pong, volley ball. and
horseshoes w~H be among the actiVities engaged in. Students:
will be given problems in addition to acti've participation.
Fall, Winter, Spring. it: !5. GirTs "A,.. T., Th.; Boys "B" w., F.;·
4: 15 Girls , 'C" W., F.; · Boys "D" T., Th. _Berryhil'r, Mattox.

105. THE COACHING OF
BASKETBALL

2 Hours

A s·tud'y in the princlpies of" the game; requfrements forea-ch position; IRdivfd1m1' and' team coaching'; systems of"
offense a-nd defense; drills and game pfayg; care of" athleticinjuries-;· o:rga:nfzatton and admfnrstratfon of ton-rnamentsc
':Vinter. 2 : 15. W . F., Berryhill. Mattox.

flO. THE COACHING OF TRACK
AND FIELD

Z Hours

study of techniques in- BPii'ntihg, hm:-dnng-, distance-Punning, jumping; va-ulti:ng-, javeitn, and weights. Special attention will be g-iven to train1ng procedures !llnd the organization and· adlninfstratton of" traclt and fie:td days. S:prng. T . Th.,.
2: J 5. Berryhill, Mattox.
A

t 15. SWIMMING AND WATER SAFETY 2 Hours:
In.structlon in the Standa.J:d R~: C.roe.s. Ccm:11s.e iil: Swim-

Harding University

lutt

ming, Life Saving and Water Satety. Students will l>t• ""'''"
an opportunity to qualify for the Senior Life Saving- n•rtl.-1·
tica te. Fall, Spring. 3: 15, 4 : 15. Mattox, Berryhill.

120. HEALTH AND SAFETY

? Hours

A study of the problems of health and safety w1th application to the individual, thP. community, and the state. PJ·ocedures for health and safety instruction in schools. Required
of all teachers. Fall. 8: 00. Bell.

125. THE PREVENTION AND EMERGENCY
2 Ho?rs
CARE OF INJURIES
Instruction in the Standard Red Cross Course in F1rst
Aid. students will be given an opportunity to qualify for the
Standard Red Cross Firsrt Aid Certificate. Winter. W., F ., 2:15.

130. PERSONAL HYGIENE

3. J:Iours

Application of the findings of science and med1cme to
daily Jiving. Required of all teachers. Spring. 8:00 Bell.

I3S

A PROGRAM OF PHYSICAL EDCUATION
. . FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
3 Hours

A physical education program for elementary ~eve_Js- Selection of games, methods of instruction, and orgamzatwn for
pla y. Based upon the suggested Course of Study for Elem entary Schools in Arkansas. Required of all elementary
school teachers. Fall. 8: 00. Cathcart.

200. THE HISTORY OF PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

3 ~ours
This course is designed to acquaint the student w1th the
rise of Physical Education
the various countries alo_ng w~th
the aims and interpretations of the leaders, the relationships
of these aims to the social, political, and economic ~nfluneces
of the times, and their contribution to modP.rn PhyslCal Edu~tion. Fall. 2:15. Berryhill or Mattox.

d.

205. A PROGRAM OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
FOR HIGH SCHOOLS
3 Ho~rs
Similar to Physical Education 135 except on the h1gh
school grade level. Required of all high school teachers. Fall.
8 · 00 Berryhill or Mattox.

ziC)

THE CONSTRUCTION OF PHYSICAL
. EDUCATION AND PLAYGROUND·
EQUIPMENT
.
. 2 Hours

A course in the planning and construction of vanous types
of physical education and playground equipment and supplies.
Croquet sets, ping pong sets, bat-minton paddles, bows, sof~
ball bas!".s, field and playground m.arkers, etc. A fee of $3.00 1s
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

charged to cover the cost of supplies. Winter. 3:15. Berryhill

215. SUPERVISION OF PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

2 Hours

A survey of the opportunities and programs of the SUJ>t,.· ··

visor in the city, county, and state school systems; the n·la
tions of the supervisor to the superintendent and to the teacher; rating teachers; methods of assisting teachers. vV;nt, ...
9:00. T., Th. B erryh1J1 or Mattox.

220. CAMP LEADERSHIP METHODS

2 Hours

Instruction and practice in camping methods. Campfiro
programs, nature observations, camp athletics, rainy-day
activities, sanitation, hiking, outdoor cookery, and special
events will be among the items studied and engaged in. Spring.
9:00, T. Th. Berryhill or Mattox.

225. METHODS OF DIRECTING
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES

3 Hours

Topics' indtvidual, dual, Md group organization; activities in the gymna.aiwn, school Yardlil, and play and athleti c
fields; studtes or seasonal actiVities; promoting leadershp:
methods of point distribution: ty-pes of awards; honors. Fall.
~: 00. Be•-.yhill or Matta~.

230. ORIENTATION IN THE PRINCIPLES
OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
3 Hours
D.iscussJon of men, movement!!, curriculum, and adm.ini stration·. This course is designed to show the relationship of
Physical EctucaUou to other Jlhases or educa.tton-an interpretation Of its objectives !.md p sychology. Winter. 8:00. Berryhi).l or Mattox.

235. BASIC INDIVIDUAL PHYSICAL
EDUCATION PROGRAM

for the
t·er of the best wor s on
. supplied with all the
. d' als The laboratory lS
with peno 1c ·
.
t f r undergraduate courses,
necessary and usual e~ulpmen to gas electricity, a dis.
t ndard cabmets, wa er,
,
includmg s a
.
oven analytical balance,
t:llery, calorimeter: elect;l~a:ur:~c:.· adde~ for ore, coal, and
etc. Complete eqmpmen
,
water analysis.

t
must complete
In chemis ry
Students P a
h ld also plan to finish fifteen hours
fifty hours. They s ou .
mathematics, including two in
.
hysics and courses m
P
. d that they have at least one year
m
ralculus.
It is also reqmre
~f foreign language, preferably German or SFErench.
I nning to major

PRE-MEDICAL COUR
The following course is suggested · for tl'le three-year
course for premedical studentil·
FIRST YEAR
SECOND YEAR
Term Hours
Term Hours
Chern. 204, 205; 207 .. 13
Eng-. 101. 102, 103 · · · · 9
Bioi. 101, 102; 103 . · · · 14i
or 201, 202, 203. · · ·
15
Chern. 101, 102, 104 . . 15
Math. 105, 104 . . . . . . 10 10
Sp. 101, 102 ...... .. .. 4
Physics 103, 104, 105 • 15
P. Ed. 100, 101, 102 · · 3
or Bioi. 201, 202 · · • •
8
French 101, 102, 103 · ·
Ele.ctive .. - · · · · · · · · · 5
15
Elective
12
3
50%
50

3 Hours
the h ealth

Topics: revealing .indiVidual needs tbrous-b
examinations; study and practice in the .formation or activ1ty
programs specifially adapted to meet the :needs. o! certa.!.n
common groups of ty-pical t ud ents.
ObJectil"es: to give the students basic training which wiU
enable them to reeognU:e certain common defects; refer students ex.hJbttiug these defects to proper nursing or medical
authorities ; talk l.ntell!gently With medical authorities about
these defects; expJaJn detects to parents and enlist their
support; and cool!)erate with nurses and doctors and other
health agents i:n seeing that the doctor's reco:rnmertdaUons
are carried out so that correction of the defects mazy result.
Spring. 8: OQ. BerryhiU o:r- Mattox.

Harding University

XII PHYSICAL SCIENCES n equipped
lab~ra.tories and . the library ~e wei
m.
Th library contams a arge nu
physical sc~ences~oth echemistry and physics, together

Both the

51

THIRD YEAR
Term Hours
Biol. 201, 202 . · · · · · 8
or Phys. 103, 104, 105
15
Chern. 201, 202, 203. 15
or 204, 205, 207. : ·
13
French 101, Hl2, 103
15
3
Ed. 102 ..... · • .. • .. • · 3
Elective -- --- · · · · · 10
51

51

All standard medical schools require
.
at least 99 quarter
for entrance, but it is strongly recomhours of college work
d t should spend four
mended that whenever possible a stu en .
k so as :to
• 1 work and arrange
hus 'th
wora major in
years in premedlca
·
meet the requirements for a B. S. degree Wl
Biology or Chemistry.
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PRE-DENTAL COURSE

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN COURSE
Those preparing to be laboratory technicians or to e t
ti!cllo_ols ot nursine- for advanced training should follow nt::
C\lrqcuJum as .here outlined. This will prepare for entrance
to the technician's course in medical schools.

Fall Term
Term Hrs.
English 101 . . • . • . • • • . . . • .
l:liology lOt . . • .. • • • .. . . . .
Chemistry 101 . •••. , , • . .
*Speech 101 .••• --. ·-- ••••
Elective ..... , •••••••••.•
Ph. Ed. 100 . • . • . • • • • • • • • •

3

4!
5

.a
2

o

SECOND YEAR

Fall Term
Term Hrs.
Chemistry 201 . . • • • • . . . . 6
Chemistry 204 .. • .. . .. .. 5
Physics 103 .. .. • . .. • .. .. • 5

SECOND YEAR

FIRST YEAR

15

English 1(}2 .......... ....
Biology 102 . . . . . . . • • . • . . .
Chemistry lOll .. .. . . • . • .
Speech 102 ......• • • • • • • • ..

3
5
5
2

Ph. Ed. 101 ..• •. .• , ... . .. 1

Winter Term
Chemistry 202 . . .. . . .. • • .. 5
Physics 104 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 5
**Elective . . • • . . . • . • . . . . . . 8

:e:tective . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . 2

16

18
Spring Term
English 103 ....•.......•.• 3
Biology 103 .....•..•....•• 5
Chemistry 103 ............. I!
Elective ...... , . • . • .• . . . . 3
Ph. Ed. 10~ . . • • • • • • . . . • • . • 0

Term Houre
English 101 . .. • • • . . .. .. • • 3
Biology 101 • : .. .. .. .. .. .. 4!
Chemistry 101 .. • • .. .. • . 5
Soc. Sc. 101 • . • • • • . . • .• • • • • 3
Ph. Ed. lOG • • • • • • • • • .• • • • . 0

Fall Term
'l'erm Hrs.
En~lish

105 ••• , . , , , .. , • . • 3
Ch em istry 201 ..•••••• : . 5
*Math. 105, or 101,
or Econ. :101 • . , • . • • • • • 6
Speech lOl ... ........... . 2

Winter Term

Winter Term

Spring Term
Chemistry 203 or 206
5
Physics 105 . . . • . . . . • . • . . • 5
Biology llll, 212 .. • .. .. .. 6
16

18
*If the student Is not wen prepared In mathematics It
would be advisable to take Math. 101 or 104 Instead of Spe~cn
101 and the elective.
I

Students planning to enter a dental school should consult
the dean or head of the depa rtment to be sure that t!).ey are
meeting the requirementa of the particular school of their
choice. The fol1ow'ing curriculum, however, will meet the
r equirements of nearly all dental schoola.

Fall Term

FIRST YEAR

**Th'
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES:

.Is e ectlve lru\Y be either Math. 105 tt needed
1es, or Bwlo~ 209.

tor

phya.

English 102 .. .. • .. .. .. . ..
Biology 102 . . . . . . • • • • . . . .
Chemistry 10J! • .. • .. . .. •
Soc. Sc. 102 . . • . • • . . • • . • • •
Ph. Ed. !1112 ..... ... . .. . ...

).5

3
5
.ti

3
,G

Winter

Tem~

Engllsb 106 ............... :3
Phys ics 104 . . . . • • . . . • . . . . 6
Eleet,iv.e .• ,,., .• , . ..,,,.·: .. II

16
Sprj,ng Term
Eng; ish 103 . ............•.- 3
B iolog y 103 .............•. '5
!Chemistry _!1.83 __ .. , ...... '6
:Soc. Sc. Hl3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • :8
IPh. Ed. Hl! ............ .. .. 1

16
-6pring Term

Eng1ieh 107 ....... , . . . . • . 3
Pky.sies ;1.115 ..... " " ' ••••• 5
~lectiv~ .. , ,., ... ......... ·8

1t6
•Math. 101 or 104 Is advised rb~r.e mt.y.sies If the etudent
:Is weak in mathematics. l!lleetives preferred a.re foreign Iari;guage, comparatilve anatomy, ~blie spea:king, .or .more ad,.
<Vanced Ol'gll:flic C~r (fualitatlve ·a nalysis.

PRE-PHARMACY COURSE
StudenE.s •Plan'l\ing ·to enter scbools of pharmacy should
.consult the dean or the head of the departm-ent to be sure
1:hat he Is ~eting the particular requirements of the school
«>f his cho'ice. ·mb,e !Qllo..wl.tlg c.uu-l®.l.w:\:l.. :bo;w.e'vEU", .Is .IIU.Ji'·

;gee ted.

Harding University
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Fall Term
English 101
Matb. 10i5
Biology 10>1
Soc. Sc. 101
Pn. E.<l. lO.Q

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

Winter Term

Term Hrs.
. •••••. . . . . •. . 3
............... 5.
• • . . • . . • . • . . • . 41
• . . • . . . . • . • • . • 3.
• .. • .. • • • • .. • • 0.

101. 102. GENERAL CHEMISTRY

TermHrs..
English 10~ ....... . ... .. . 3
Math. 104 .•..••• . •••••. • 5.
Biology 102 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Sue. Sc. 102 . . . • • • . • • • . . . . 3
Ph. Ed.. 101 ••..•••. , . . .. . O

l6i

16.

104.

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

1 GENERAL
100. I?HYSICAL SCIENCE SURVEY 4
A:ra mtroduction t.G the var:ious P"''" . ' . ~- Z Hours;

"""stea, SCiences ano1
P ace and i:m.pO.l"taJU:e in our present efvfiization. Visua;J
am~ labora.tocy demonstrations of scierntifie data. nd
eess0S. ll::equdired of ll>H': teachers. S'pri:ng: :n~3'&.
pro~
I

sni:J.:

n.

CHEMISTRY

Th~ cmrnf~ulu:m fer the f'&ur-year oourse
fop- those who
are major:il'lg i'n- Clte:mdstry is as foliows:
Fill::ST YEAR
SECOND YEAR
Term Hours M~h. ros, 104', too·. . t5 1&
Chemmtry 161', !02; 166: .•.. r_5
Physicg, 100, 104, 105 .. 15 lSi
English 1M, :tO:!', t03' • . . • . . ~ French 1U1, 1'02; l<Y.t ..
15
Biology 101, 102', 103' •••••. t#·
or Chern. 204, 2'05, 207
15i
Soc. Sc. 101, 102, 103' .. : • ••.. 9
or 2'01, 2'02; 2'03 ....
Ji*ble lO:t, 102> 100· . ···~ .. .. 3 Elective: Ehg. t06-l&'l
or Hlst. :WI-10:t . • . . 9
THIRD YEAR
Chern. 204, 205, 207 ..•• l':t
€bern. 2'13, 214', 215· . . ~
or· Cbem-. 2&1, 202, 2'03'
PhysiCs 2&1, 200; 203' . .
Mat&. 200, 201, 202· .. 15
ElectiVe:· Bibfogy, Ed'trc.,
or Eng; 105-7,
4lr Hist. lfil-S ...... Hi

Harding University
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54'

FOURTH YEAR
15'
1'5
15

9

5 Hours

Chern. 201, 2'02; 2'03 •
Cliem. 204', 205, 207 .
C~em. ~~. 21'4, 215
Physics 201, 202, · 203
or- Brot, or Elective
French 164, t()!J ....••
Electives: Bioi. or E'd.
P:referab]¥ in: Biology

15
13'
9·

15
10
24

32:

ot the more

common metallic and non-metallic ions. The lectures deal
with the chemistry of the analytical reactions, special emphasis being given to the applications of mass action. golubility
product, ete. Lectures and recitations two hours and laboratory nine .....__
hours a week. Prerequisite: Chemistry 102. Fee $7;
-deposit, $3. Spring. Lectures, T., Th., 1:15, Lab., M., W., 1; 154:15. Snow.

201. 202.
16.

tb.eir

10 Hours

A course in inorganic chemistry, giving a general knowledge of the laws and theories of chemistry, together with a
study of the more common elements and their most important
compounds. Fall, Winter. Lecture11 1:15, M., W., F .. ; Lab.,
T., Th., 1:15-3:15. Fee $5; deposit $2 per term. Pryor.
A course in the separation and identification

Sprin111 Term
E.nglfsh 103. ............... ~
Biology 1~3 . . . . • .. . • • . . . . . 5
Soc. Se. 100: . • .. • .. . .. • . • • ~
-Ph. Ed. 102. . . . . . . . • .. . . . . • ()
ELective- .. . ....... •·••••• fi.

11~

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

10 Hours

A study of the methods of prep;aration and properties of
the more im1Jortant organic com1JI'Iunds. Theory <!If reaction~!

and proof of structure are studied. Lect!llres and recitations
three hours and laboratory six hours a week. Prerequisit-e:
-Chemistry lOll. F.ee 1$7; deposit $5. Fall, Wlnter. Lecture:>:.
M., W., F., 11:30; Lab., W., F., 2:15-5:1S. S:nQW. (Gi·ven 1942-43).

203.

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

5 Hours

A more advanctld course of organic ch.emistry than 201
:and 202. A survey of the paraffin, ethylene, ·acetytene, a:nd

:aromatic series 'W'tll be studied. Lecttmes and recitation~
tl1ree hours and laboratory si!X hO"Ur a w.eek. il"rereqlrlsite:
Chemistry, '2!l'2. Fee $7; oopos1t •$5. Spring. Lectures, M., W., F.,
11:30; Lab., w·., F., 2::15-5:15. Snow. (Given 1942-43).

'204, 205. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

10 Hour-s

A stn-C!y of the most important methods in elementan
gravimetric ana. vo1umetrie ana1y~es, <rhen~icat ea1cu4ations, etc,
Lectures -and rec1tatlons two h011rs and laboratory nine hours a
-week. Prerequ<hsite: -eh-em'istry 104. 'Fee '$5; depQSit $3, Fal;l.
Winter. 'Leeturel!, T., Th., 11: 3.0~ Lab., M., W., F., 1: 15-4: 15,
(Given 1'943-44) Pryor.

206. ORGANIC QUAL1TATTVE
ANALYSiS

'5 Hours

'The tbeory ana. practise in t'he system1'l:tic identification of
·~rganic componnds. A <Survey of the cl!l.enfis'tlry of functional
groups wiTI ·i>e gwen with emphasis on S'tlita.bl-e derivatives.
:Prerequisittl: :Chemistry 203. Fee $10; deposit $5. Lectures ant1
·recftations two 'b.cmrs and laborator:y ninll.h9.UJ:$ .a <i'N:f.Jl.k...<;vrJlJ$.'Tim.e Jo .be :.an:a~d.

Office of the Provost
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

207. ADVANCED INORGANIC
. A sy.stemotic tCHEd MISTRY

.3. Hours

. .
s u Y Of the elements based upon th e !J t't' 10dlc ~able and a thorough study of the laws of chemical
equi~i~ria with their applications to inorganic ana;J.ysis. p,.,, _
reqms1te: Chemistry 205. Lectures M w F
11 . 30 s · .
Pryor.
'
., ., .,
· ·
prmg.
Courses to be offered In case of sufficient deptand.

208. INDUSTDIAL CHEMISTRY
209. ADVANCED ANALYTICAL
CHEMISTRY
210. BIOCHEMISTRY
211. CHEMISTRY OF FOODS

3 Hours

5 Hours
3 Hours
5 Hours

A &tudy or the source, composition, and adulteration ot
foods. Especially !or home economics students. One lecturerecitation and twelve laboratory bnurs a. week. Out side readings will be assl.gned. Pre_requis.lte: Ch.em.istry 2()2. Fee $8 ~
de:posit ;!>. Any quarter.

2.13, 214, 215. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 9 Hours
A S.t.udy of the princiPles or theo.11et1ca1 chemistry. S-taLes
of matter. properties of solutions, t.hermodYlUUllics, homogen.eOlli equlli.b rta. cbemi.cal kinetics, electrical conductance, electrom.ativeforce, introduction to. modern. ad\!Wlees.Prerequisitles:
.M.ath. 201, Chern.. 2.05, Physics 105. Fall, Winter, Spring. Lectt.Jres, M.., W., F .• 8:00. Pryor.

III. PHYSICS
A deposit a! five dollars will be required of each student

who registers for physics. Breakage or damag.e to apparatus.
in. e~cess of the depo.sit must b.e paid before creQ.it will be
given for the course.

103, 104, 105 . GENERAL PHYSICS
.A. course dealing with the d~vell>pmel!lot

15 Hours

ot formulae and

tl:eir application in the solving of problems. .:An attempt fs
made to give the student a certain facility in translating physir!a.i coZJ£eptions. into ma.themat1ca1 symbol:s and mathematica£
formulae into physical Ideas. Fall term, mechanics and beat.
W.l!lter, seund and. light. Spring, magnetism and> electricity.
Pr~requjsite, high school physics and trlgonomeb:y. Fee, $6per t erm. Lectures, T., Th., S~ 9~ QO; Lab., W., F., 2:15 - 5:15Snow.

ZO I. MECHANICS

4 Hours;

A study of statics and dynamfcs of particles and bodiesD e-ri v"l.ti.on o( fox:mulae will be presented with the view a.{'

Harding University
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emphasizing the beauty and power or mathematics applied to
natural phenomena. Solution or problems will be stressed.
Prerequisites: Math 201 and Physics 10~. Lectures four hours
a week. Fall. Time to be arranged.

202. LIGHT

4 Hours

A study of physical optics. Wave motion, reflection, re-

fraction, dispersion, interference, diffraction, polarization,
electromagnetic theory, optics of lenses, origin of spectra.
Prerequisites : Physics 104. Winter. Time to be arranged.

203. ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM 4 Hours
A study of the theory ani! application of electromag~etism .
Electrostatics, magnetostatics, elecric currents, motors, generators, transformers, conduction, electromagnetic waves. Prerequisites: Math. 201 and Physics 105. Spring. Time to be
arranged.
Co~rses to be offered in case of sufficient demand.

204. HEAT
205. SOUND
206. MODERN PHYSICS
XIII. SOCIAL SCIENCES

4 Hours
4 Hours
4 Hours

Courses in socia.i scien~es are an essential part of a general
education, a.s well as a necessary preparation for many professions.
The library ts especially well supplied for the department.
It contains practically ·all the standard ,wo rks dealing
with American, English, and European history, including the
Cambridge serieil, numerous governmental publications, valuable source material in American history, and current periodicals.
Students wishing to specialize in the social sciences must
complete at least forty-five hours in the department. These
should Include Soc. Sc. 101-10S and History 101-103, 107, 201,
20%, 205, 206. Students planning t;o teach the social sciences in
high schools should include either Economics 101, Government
200, or Geography 101, and Education 226. It is recommended
that those who major in the department acquire a reading
knowledge of Spanish or French.

PRE-LAW COURSE
Students planning to enter schools of law must complete
from two to fou:r years of pre-law work. No set course is
prescribed, but students must maintain a grade average of "C"

Office of the Provost
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

or better. It is recommended that the student include as much
work ~s possible in social sciences, economics, English, speech,
debatmg, psychology, Bible, business administration, and
g·overnment. Those taking the four-year course should major
in social sciences or English.
·

I.

HISTORY

101. 102, 103. SURVEY OF

CIVILIZATION

9 Hours

An attempt to interpret our present civilization throu~h
~ survey of its foundations in the past and their causal r:lation to the present. Required of all teachers. Fall, Winter.
Sp.ring. 11:30, 1:15. Pryor.

107.

THE UNITED STATES

5 Hours

A survey course dealing with colonial and nation'!.! movements. Open to freshmen and sophomores. Winter. 3:15.
(Given 1942-43.) Pryor.

108.

LA TIN AMERICA

3 Hours

survey course of all Hispanic America. Spring. 3:15.
(Given 1942-43.) Pryor.
A

201: 202.

ENGLISH HISTORY

10 Hours

This course deals with the fundamentals of the political.
religious, literary, and economic activities of the English people and the development of English institutions to the present ·
time. Prerequisite 101, 10~. Fall, Winter. 9:00. Rhodes.

204.

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION AND
NAPOLEONIC WARS
5 Hours

France on the eve of the rev~lution; influence ot the political and social philosophers; causes and results of the revolu-'
tion; the Na{taleonic wars. Prerequisite 101-103. Spring. 9: 0(}.
Rhodes.

205. 206 . PRESIDENTIAL
ADMINISTRATIONS
This is an intensive study of the political,
economic develO.Pment o.f the United States. The
covers the period from Washington to Lincoln;
from Lineoln to the present. Prerequisite, 107.
ter. 11:30. Rhodes.

207.

CONTEMPORARY EUROPE

10 Hours
social, and
first course
the second,
Fall. Win-

5 Hours

This course aeals specifically with the epoch-making eYents that began with the World War in 1!H4 and includes development down to ·the present time. Prerequisite 11H-10a.
Spring. 11:30. Rhodes...

Harding University

211.

ClUTCAL PERIOD IN
AMERICAN HISTORY

The
Articles,
and the
Winter.
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3 Hours

close of the Revolutionary War, the weakness of the
the feeling of disunion, international complications,
formation of a new constitution. Prerequisite 107.
2:15. Rhodes.

217. THE RECONSTRUCTION
PERIOD

3 Hours

The various theories of reconstruction receive adequate
treatment. An understanding is sought fOr the constitutional
and economic phases of the period. Prerequisite 107. Spring.
2: 15. Rhodes.

220.

OUTLINE OF CHINESE HISTORY 5 Hours

This course naturally divides itself into three sectons:
a very brief study of the long period from 2000 B. C. to A. D.
1279; a fuller outline of the period beginning with the
Mongol Dynasty, and closing with the beginning of the Republic of China in 1911; and a still more ' complete outline of
the history of the Republic·, continuing from 1911 to the
present. Fall. 8: 00. Benson.
'

226. TEACHING OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 3 Hours
A course in the methods and materials of teaching history
and the social sciences in high schools. Required of all who
plan to teach the social s~ences. Same as Education 2~r..
Fall. 2:15. Rhodes.

II. GEOGRAPHY
101. FUNDAMENTALS OF
GEOGRAPHY

3 Hours

A survey of regional geography, including climates, temperatures, moisture, rainfall qualities of soil, locations of
riyer systems, mountain ranges, etc., and the aspect of geog-.
raphy affecting racial divisions and human population. Fait
:3:15. Pryor.

115.

INDUSTRIAL GEOGRAPHY

3 Hour-S

This course d~ls with the natural resources Qf the eo'llnt~y
and their relations to commerce and business. It covers the
business development of the outstanding ll!latiorus. W1nte:r.
2; 1.5. Pryor. (Glven 1.943-44..)

Office of the Provost
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III. SOCIOLOGY AN@ POLITICAL SCIENCE
101. 102. 103. SOCIAL SCIENCE SURVEY 9 Hours

School

A ~1Jrvey of our pre~ent social system, including its
organization into communities, states, and races, and the
fundamental problems which affect the social organizations,
such as human relations and law, commerce, finance, natural
resources, geographical influence~.
etc.
Most of the
first course is given to the problem of conservation of natural
resources. Required of all teachers.. Fall, Winter, Spring.
~ : 00, 1 : 15. Pryor.

200.

AMERICAN NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

Of Music

~~~~

/942 - /943
3 Hours

MUSIC FACULTY

A study of the organization of our national government,
with the significant changes and developments, and the
basic ideals underlying it. Required for advanced elementary
s.eho.o\ c€~·tificates. Wtnter. 3:15. :Pryor. (Given 1943-44.)

LEONARD KIRK. B. A .. B. S., pirector
Music EducatiOil, Theory and Hittory' aad Dtrtcto<
of Glee Cl11l> and Cbonso.

CLARENCE R. HAFLINGER. B.A.. B.Mus-.,
M.Mus.
Piaao and .Theory·

FLORENCE FLETCHER JEWELL. B.Mus.
voice and Director of Girls' 01 .. Club.

WILLIAM LAAS
Witu! Inotnsmento
Direct« ci Ordlutra a11d Ba11d.

MRS. R. A. WARD
Violie. Viollllulto.

~~~
L.'URRICULA AND OUTLINE 01'
COURSES LEADING TO niB
BACHELOR OP MUSIC DEGIU!JZ
AND nJE BACHELOR OP .Al!.TS
OR OP SCIENCE IN MUSIC
I!!DUCATIOM.

Harding University
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SCHOOL OF MUSIC

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
PURPOSE OF THE SCHOOL
The School of Music is organized to meet the nreds of
three types of students: those who want the cultural development. to be attained through a study of music; those who want
a thorough preparation for more advanced professional training; and those who plan to ;prepare themselves for teaching
music.
DEPARTMENTS MAINTAINED
The ~chool of Music offers work in Piano, Voice, Violin,
and Pubhc School Music. In addition to the violin, It includes
work in other orchestral instruments. The work of each department is outlined below.
BACHELOR O:f MUSIC DEGREE
The course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Music is

des~gn-~ to cover four years of intensive study, not oniy in
ach1evmg a high degree of proficiency im the major subject
but also. in attaining an understanding of the theoretical an;
aestbeti0 Prineiples . of musical art. Academic subjects, such
as English, Psychology,_ Langllage, History, a.nd Principles of
Eduoo.tion, are required for the degree of Bachelor of Music.
MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP
. The Music Department offers each year one free scholarship in each _department &f voice and piano. These schola:rships
are granted to students of outstanding talent who are withe,ut_ sufficient means to pursue their studies. Scbo~1'trship applicatiOn blanks and deta.lled Information regarding examinations
will 'be maHe<it ~p.on request.
ENTRANCE' :REQUIREMENTS
AU candidates fru- the Baehelor of Music aegree must havegraduated from an accredited high school, or must have completed a sufficient amount of· l'iterary work to rru1It them a"'
c~Jlege freshmen. Also,. piano stlUlents must be 1'tble -to play
With fair accuracy and in a: credit:~~:bre mann-er the material
outlin_ed in the third grMe of 'the Prepa.Tato.ry Department. or
selections of the sa-me standard' of merit and degree of diffi'culty. Tbfs does not inean, however; that only students ableto meet these requirements can study pfano, but students m"yenter a!'l beginners and do preparatory work until they· areable ta do the work of· college sta.n:ding:.

Harding University

Voice students should have had some previous musical
training, but not necessarily vocal training.
Violin students should have covered the ground of the
third grade of the Preparatory Department, or the equivalent
thereof.
Candidates for the Bachelor of Music degree must meet
the foregoing requirements in their major applied subjects, but
may receive college credit in their minor applied subject
without previous training in that subject.
All students of applied music will be required to take two
lessons a week, with one exception, viz: students majoring in
an applied subject may take one lesson a week in a minor
applied subject.
Students may receive credit tor class instruction In the
minor applied subject.
Practice rooms are provided, and absence from practice is
counted the same as abs.ence from classes.

MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS
CHORUS AND GLEE CLUBS
Men's Glee Club and Girl's Glee Club will meet separately
twice a week and will be combined once a week for the mixed
Ohorus. One hour credit will be given in Ensemble to those
who wish college credit. However any wbo are able to qual.ify may enter this course without credit. These groups will
,sing o~ the regular college radio programs and will give concerts at the college. Tri-ps will also be taken throughout the
year. Tuxedos :l!Lre provided for the Men's Glee Club and these
will be worn 'by the men seleeted from the group to represent
the college ol'l trips. A variety of music will be used in tbese
;groups '00 glv.e l)l!'.actical :ex}9erieace 11!1 en·llembte wo-,rk.
GIRLS' 'TRIO
A Girls' Trio wilt be selected from the .College during tne
fall term al'l.d wi'll sing on •progra!DS at the coUege and wm
tour .with the G1ee Club. 'These girls should possess good
singing voiees and should have some previollii experience.
MALE QUARTET

The Maie Quartet will be selected
whose voices wilt blend and who are
,singing. This group should adjust their
lleast ,0 ;11.e :hour e.aob .das ca:n be .spent in

from -eo11ege students

lnteret!lted in quartet
schedu1es so that at
relle2-r-"1als.
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English 103
Soc. Sc. 103 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •
Music 113 ...•.... : . · ·• • · · •
Music 123 ...•........ ·. · • · ·
Major Applied Music . . . . •
Elective. .••........ ·• · · · · ·

Term Hrs.
English 106 ....••......•.•. 3
Music 11S .....•...•••.•..• 2
Music 221 .......•..••••••• 3
Major Applied Music • • • • • • %
Music 140 a . . . • . • . • . . • • • . • 0
Foreign Language . . . • . . • . • 5

16

16

Major Applied Music .....•.
Minor Applied Music ... · . ·
Music 251 ...........•. ·. ·
Music 204 .........•....•• · ·
Music 224 ............... · ·
Music 200a . .. ..... . · ... · • ·
Elective ............. ·. ·. ·

16

16

Winter Term

•

FOURTH YEAR
Fall Term

2
2
2
2
2
0
6

2

:l
2
2
0
6

15

Term Rrs.
Ma.jor Applied Music . . . . . . 2
Minor Applied Music . . . . . . l!
Music 253 ..... . .•. • •••••• • 2
Music 206 .•.• •• . •• ••• . . ... 2
Music 226 .... . .... . ....... 2
Music 200c .. •.. ... . ........ l
Elective . . ..•... •.. ....... 5

3
2
1

16

%
0

"'The foreign language should
be French or German. For
Major in Vgice both languages are recommended.

6

2
2
!!

2
3
0

5
16

2

Spring Term

Winter Term

Major Applied Music . . . • . .
Minor Applied Music •..•.••
Music 227 . .....•.•....•....
Music 207 ............... .
Music 214 .................
Music 201a .............•..
Elective ... .. ..........••• •

16

Major Applied Music • . . . . •
Minor Applied Music .. · · · .
Music 252 •.. .• .... .. . . . · .••
Music 205 .•..... . .• • .. •· •· •
Musi.c 225 ..•... . .....•... · .
Music 200b . .••.....•... • •.
Elective . . . • ...•. • .•...•.. ·

Winter Term
English 106 .......•..•..••.
Music 117 ........•.•......•
Music 222 . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . • •
Major Applied Music • . • . . •
Music 140 b . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Foreign Language .•......

3

16

Outline of Course Leading to the Bac,helor of Music Degree
With A Major in Piano, Violin, or Voice.

Term Hrs.
Engl1sh 1&:1. ....•..••••••••. 3
Soc. Sc. 101 •..•..••••..•••• 8
~uslc 111 ••....••••••••••• 2
Music 121 . . . . . . • . . . • • . • . . 3
Major Applied Music • • • • • • I
Speech 101 . • . • • • . . . • • • . . • . %

2
3
2

THIRD YEAR
Fall Term

COURSES OF STUDY
SECOND YEAR
Fall Term

English 107 •.......• • •• • • · 3
Muise 118 ..•...•••••••••• • • 2
Music 223 ....••••.•.. ·• ·• • S
Major Applied Music •.•.••. !!
Music 140c ........•.•...• •• 1
Foreign Language .••••••• • · 6

3
• · · · · · · · · · · · ·:
3

RADIO BROADCASTING
Students of the various musical organizations and departments and students of speech conduct weekly broadcasts
over KLRA and occasionally over other commercial stations.
These offer splendid training for professional radio broadcasting. The speech department offers a specialized course in radio
speech and the techniques of pro~ram arrangement and broadcasting.

FIRST YEAR
Fall Term

Spring Term

Spring Term

ORCHESTRA
All students interested in orchestra. are invited to bring
their instruments and take advantage of this musical organization and its training. The orchestra takes part in the
various musical programs and in the ratlio broadcasting.
BAND
Regular instruction in the various wind and other band
instruments is given, and any student who desires may try
for entrance to the band. Those who have instruments should
bring them when they come. The band plays for the various
student activities and is a popular organization.

Term Hrs.
English 102 .......•..••••.. 8
Soc. Sc. 102 . . . . • . • . • • • • . • • II
Music 112 . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • • 2
Music 122 . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . 8
Major Applleli Music .•.••• -2
Speech 102 •..........•••.. 2

lUi
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Winter Term
Major Applied Music . • . • . . 2
Minor Applied Music . . . . . . 2
Music 228 ........••.•...•.• ll
Music 208 ....••...•......•• 2
Music 215 .•........•...... 3
Music 201b . .... .•.•........ 0
E:ective .............•...•. 5

16
Spring Term
Ma jor Appiled Music .•...... 2
Minor Applied Music .. . ... . 2
Music 2211 • .•• • • •• ••• • • •• •• ll
Music 209 ....•.......•.•... 2
Music 218 .. .. .. . ...... .. . S
Mu s ic 201c .... .. .. .. . . . . . 1
Elective ...•..•. . • . . . . ..• •• I

17

lb

,
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The Bachelor of Music degree is conferred upon the com·
pletion of not less than 192 quarter hours.
In the second quarter of the junior and senior years the
ca ndidate must prepare for public performance a program of
classic and modern composition.
Students are required to attend all faculty and student
recitals.
·
·

Outline of Coul"se Leading to the Bachelol' of Al'ts Degree With
The Certificate in Public School Music or Applied Music
FIRST YEAR
Fall Term
Term Hrs.
English 101 ....... .... .. .
Soc. Sc. 101 ....... .... . .•
Biology 101
Mus. 111 . . . .. . ••••..•. . . . .
Speech 101
............
Applied Music . . . . . . . • . . . .
Ph. Ed. 100 . . . . . . • . . . . . . .

3
3

4!
2
2

2
0
16t

Winter

Terrt:~

Term Hrs.
English 102 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Soc. Sc. 102 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Mus. 112 ....•.. • . •• • •• . : . . 2
Applied Music ..... . .... . . 2
Speech 102 . . ." .••.•• •• .•••• 2
Ph. Ed. 150 . . . . . . . • . . . • . . 3
15

Spring Term
Term Hrs.
English 11}3 .. .. .. .. .. .. • •
Soc. Sc. 103 . .. . .. .. .. .. ..
Mus. 113 . .... . . ...•. • . . .. .
Ph. Ed. 107 .. .. . .. • .. .. ..
Applied Music . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elective ... •. .............

3
3

2
!
2

2

1i5
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SECOND YEAR
Fall Term
Term Hours
English 105 .. • .. • .. • • • .. • S
History 101 . . . . . . . • . . • • • . 3
Mus. 121 ..... • •..•••.•... 3
Applied Music . .. .. .. . . . .. 2
Ph. Ed. 151 . . • .. .. . • • .. .. 8
Elective ·. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . 2·

""'"16
Winter Term
English 100 . . . . . • . . • . . • . • •
History 1()2 .•••••••.••••••
Mus. 122 . : . . • • . . • • • • • • • • •
Applied Music . . . .. . . .. . . .
Elective .....•..•...••••••

3

a
3
2

6
16

Spring Term
English 107 .. ... .. . .......
History 1()3 •••••.•••••••••
Mus. 123 ... ...... . ......
Applied Music . . . . . • . . . . . .
Ph. Sc. 100 .• . .. . .. • • •. • •

THIRD YEAR
Fall Term
Mus. 204 ••••••••••••••••
Mus. 242 •••••••.••••••••
Educ. 102 ................
Elective ...••......•..••.•

2
3
S
6

FOURTH YEAR
Fall Term
Term Hours
Mus. 224 •••••••••••••• 2
2
Ed. 250 .••.••.• • ..•.• -'i
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . 10!
Or Elective . . . . . . . .
14

1'6Il:6

15
Winter Term

Wintel' Term

Music 205 .. . ... .... .. .. ..
Applied Music ... , .. .... . .
*Educ. 200 . . . . . . . . . . • • • .
Electi ve .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .

2
2

3
8

Mus. 225 ........•.••. 2
2
Educ. 250, or 251 . • . . 4~
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
or ~lective . . . . . .
14

i6r""'l6

15
Spring Term
Mus. 206 . . ..••.... . •..• . ••
**Applied Mus ic . . . . . . . . . .
Mus. 244 ••••••••••••••••••
Ji:duc. 205 or 203 . . . . • . . . •
Elective ........ . •.. .. . ..

Spring Term
2
2

3

3
6

16
*For those planning to teach in
the elementary field, Educ. 105,
106, 103, and 240 and 241 should
be substituted for Educ. 200,
205, 202, 201, and 250 and 25l.
which must be plano.

Mus. 226 .. .. .. .. .. .. •
Mus. 216 .....•.. . .. . .•
Educ. 250 or 251 •••••
Elective ... ..... ......
or Ellectlve . . . . . . . .

2

2

2

2

4i
8
14

m16
**For teaching the appl1ed
music at least 14 hours must
be taken in the chosen fields.
For the certificate in Public
School Music alone the applied music must be distributed over two fields, one of

8
3

3

DESCRIPTION OF APPLIED COURSES

2
4~

"1'51
._E?ectives may be in music.
But enough elective work
should be fu Engl1sh ancl
speech or 1n foreign language or social sciences to
make one of these a seeo:u.!!
teaching field.

Unlike courses where students pursue the s ame genera l
plan, instruction in music involves special adaptation to
the needs of each individual pupil. The primary aim is to
lay a thorough technical foundation, at the same time seeking to establish right habits of musical thinking, in order
that between the technical means and tile aesthetic r esult n o
lin.e may be drawn.
In pi:ano the correct hand fonn, proper action, nerve a n rl
muscl-e control ar.e establish,ed. In v:o1ce the b est m.ethods .o f
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breathing and tone placement are employed. Coupled with
these two aims there is a careful study of the works of the
{2reat masters which are used through all stages of advancement in order that the emotional and inte<lectual faculties
may be developed in company with the technical, and tha
student grow in sympathetic understanding of all that is involved in _a rtistic playing and artistic singin~.

Compositions: Bach, some two and three part inventions;
Beethoven Sonatas or movements from Sonatas, such as Op. 2,
No. 1; Op. 14, No. 3, or Sonata D
Major.
Mendelssohn,
Songs without Words; easier pieces of Schumann, Schubert,
Chopin's Nocturne Op. 9, No. 2, F Minor Op. 55, No. 1, etc.

PIANO
For
&:rades.
student
to work

PREPARATORY
convenience in grading this work is divided into three
This does not necessarily mean three years, as the
is advanced as rapidly as his ability and application
make possible.

GRADE I
Special attention is paid to · hand position, properties of
touch, notation, and rhythm.
Beginner's Exercises and Studies by Koehler, Loeschhorn.
Meyers, or others.
Easy pieces.
GRADE II
Major and Minor Scales, one octave, hands separate.
Biehl, Op. 114, and Loeschhorn, Op. 65, books 2 and 3.
Kunz-Canons.
Sonatinas by Clementi, Kuhlau, and Loeschhorn.
Pieces of equal grade.
GRADE III
Major and Minor Scales, two octaves, slow tempo.
Koehler, Op. 242.
Meyers-Second Etude .Album.
Heller, Op. 47.
Sonatinas or easy sonatas by Clementi, Haydn, and Mozart.,
Pieces of equal grade.
More advanced work is sup.:plied in this grade when necessary.

COLLEGIATE COURSE
101. 102, 103. FIRST YEAR PIANO

6 Hours

Technique: Major and minor scales four sixteenths at
M. M. 80; 2, 3, and 4 octaves, p.arallel and contrary motion;
chords; major and minor triads. Arpeggios In various forma
on major and minor triads.
Studies from Cz.erny, Berens. Clementi, etc.

Harding University

104, 105, 106. SECOND YEAR
PIANO

6 Hours

Technique:
Major and minor scales in thirds, sixths,
tenths, and octaves, parallel and contrary motions M. M. 88.
Chords: majors, minors, and diminished triads; dominant
and diminished sevenths. Arpeggios on major, minor or
triads, and dominant and dimini..shed seventh chords.
Studies:
Czerny, Op. 740; Cramer; Ha.non; Phillipp;
Clementi.
Bach: Well Tempered Clavichord; Engli&h Suites.
Sonatas: Beethoven, Op. 2, No. 3; Op. 10, No. 2; Op. 13,
22, 28, 76, 26.

Pieces:
Chopin, Etudeil, Waltzes, Nooturnes, Preludes;
.Schuman.n, Fantasy Pieces, NQvelties, .Arabeske; eaaier wo.rka
of Brahms, Debussy, Liszt.

201. 202, 203. THIRD YEAR PlANO

6 Houn

Technique: Scales and arpeggios to M. M. lOS; Brahms,
£i 1 Exerei.iles.
Studies: Clementi, Czeroy.
Sonatas: Beetboven, ()p. 31, 27, 00, 81, etc.
Pieces: More difficult pieces as Chopin Ba.11a<les, Etude:~,
and Nacturm.es; Brahms, Rhapsodies, Ballades, Intermezzo;
compositiQns by Liszt, Debussy, Ravel, Scriabkl.e.

204, 205. 206. FOURTH YEAR
PIANO
Etudes.
Bach: Organ tra.n&erlptio.la6 ol B't44'10n.i, 'r:~S;ig, Liszt.
Sonatas: Beethoven, Schumanlft, Brahms or Chopin.
Pieces such as Schumann, Etudes Symphoniques; Liszt,

Chop.IJ&:

La Campa-netta. !Rigoti,etto, H11ngarian, and .Spanish RhapSodie8,
l'vlefisto Waltz, ete.; .A.lbeaiz, Triana; Ra.vcl, Pava.ne, Jeux
~·rau ,
Le Gibet; Scriabine, Ninth Sonata, Op. 68; Debussy
Reflects dasls l'ea.u. La. C&i"hedrale engl.ontle, L'I-sle !oyeuse
etc., Concertos; Bach D Minor; Brahms, D Minor; Liszt, E
Flat major, A. maJor; Tschaikol.V.aky, B Flat mino.r, .e.te.
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VIOLIN
Pri vnte instruction, Wednesday and Friday afternoons, by
\ppointment.
PREPARATORY
Preparatory' material on which students may be examined
before entering the freshman year~
Kayser, Etudes, Op. 20, Bk. ii.
Gruenberg, Progressive Studies. Vol. 1, ·Of" other similar
£tudes.
Scales and Arpeggtos in the lower three positions.
D.ancla. Air Varies, Seltz Concertos and similar works.

COLLEGIATE
10.1, 102, 103. FIRST YEAR VIOLIN 6-12 Hours
Fundamental technlca.l exercises of Sevcik.
Two octave scales and arpeggioS;.
Ma.zas, Op. 3-tt, Bk. 1.
Dont, Op. 37.
Alard, Op. 21.
Sitt, Op. 2(1.
First part of KreutZ'er Etudes.
Concertos of A colay, Haydn.
Sonata.s and Sona-tinos of Handel, 8\:lhul)ert.
Standard · works of medfu.m diff!cuhy.

104, 105, 106. SECOND YEAR
VIOLIN

6.- I Z Hours.

Tartin.i, Art Elf' tbe Bor; Seveiik, {)p. S-9-.
Ma.zas, Part II.
Schradieck, Op. 3.1, Vol. s,
Concertos of Rode, Vinaldl, Na,rdini; "VIetti, Lectair.
:r:>e Berk>t, Bach, A minor,
Pieces by De Beriot, Alard, Leonard, Vieu:lltemps, ' Wienlawskl, and other standard· works.

6-1'2' Hours

Sevcik, Op. 1, Parts 3 arui +.
Flesch scale system,
Sonata from elasslc3>1· a:nd remanttc period's,
Etudes of R ode, Rovelli , Fl&riHi, Wieniaws k t
Etude Ca:vrices.
€oncertos,
Spohr, Bach E major and standard. ~epert:Dey~ .
~bamb.er music s~.

Harding University

FOURTH YEAR

6-12 Hours

Kneisel and Gavinielil, Etudes.
D ont, Op. 35.
Paganlni, Caprices.
S a r et, L'Ecole Moderne, WleniawakL
Bach Sonatas.
Concertos of Bruch, Wienia.w:illd, Lato, Se.int-Sa.ell£1, Mendelssohn, and others.
Sonatas and concertos by modem composel'll.
Chamber music study.
A public recital is required for the sen!Ol" yeaz.

VIOLIN CELLO
101, 102, 103. FIRST YEAR

6-12 Hours

Major and minor scales in three octaves. Study of bowing
and thumb position exercises In Grutzma.cher's DallY :Exercises, Vols. I and II, from Dotzaner's 113 Es.ercises. Selected
solo pieces Gf suitable grade.

104, 105 . 106. SECOND YEAR'

6-12 Hours

FO'Ur oeta.ve scales; Giese's Scales and Technical Exercises.
Easlei"
.EJxercises et .Joseph Werk and A. F'ralilch0111me.
.sonatas , concertos, and scales.

201, 2~2. 263. 'fHIRD YEAR

6-12 Houn

204, 205 , 206.

6-i2 Hour"

Four octave scales. J ulius Klanzel, Studies ; Duport,
:Studies ; Ba ch, Sonatas. Concertos .of <Yro"ltermann, Romberg.
Linder , and others. Difficult s olo pieces.

FOURTH YEAR

Exercises of BattaRchow, Popper Grutzmacher; Concertos
<Of Saint-Saens, Haydll, Lalo., Vo-1-k.m.a.n, -a nd other.&. &nat011
oOf Beethoven, Brahms. Grieg, Boelma.nn.

VOICE
101, 102. Hl3 . PlRST YEAR VOICE :6-12 Hour.s
It woUld

20 I, 202 , ZO:r. THIRD YEAR

VIOLIN

204, 205, 206.
VIOLIN

131

'be

Impossible to outline a course of training

~uitable f0r -a1l'l students, -since so ·mueh depends -upo1'l the Indi-

-vidual abtnty of the pupil. No methods are adhered to strictly
,a nd only a. general tdea of the -wM'k can •be gtven.
Production of .tone bY correct breathing and proper tone
~lacement. -!V'oca'!.!tnes consisting of vowel practice and exact
:arpeggios, and easy secular and sacred sO'IIg!l 'in English.
:articulation of consonants. Singing major and minor scales,

!104, '105, '106.

VOICE

SECOND YEAR

6-12 Hours

.continued .dJ:lli 1n breathlng .IUld J;one ,Plact~ ; :m.oJ<e .P.J.11t--
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cult exercises in vocal technique requiring greater velocity tn
scales and arpeggios. More difficult secular and sacred
songs from classics with perhaps an easier operatic aria or
selection from an oratorio.

201. 202, 203.

THIRD YEAR VOICE 6-12 Hours

Continued development in technical power; study of difficult and complicated melodic and rhythmic figures. Mu cl1
attention given to interpretation and the study of such composers aa Ha.y~n, Randel, Gounod, Brahms, Franz, Schubert,
Scb~n. Saint- Saens, ]4acDowell, Chadwick, etc.

204. 205, 206.
VOICE

FOURTH YEAR
6- I 2 Hours

Acquaintance witb a Wide range of song literature trom
modern and classic composers will be made. Ensemble singing, study of operas and oratorios, and French, German, and
Italian songs. Also the compositions of Kramer, La Forge,
Hageman, ete.

THEORY
lll, I 12. 113. SIGHT SINGING, EAR
TRAINING. AND DICTATION

stringed instruments, and chorus or glee club is required
or all students· majoring in voice or public school music.
Ensemble 140, 150, covers the freshman and sophomore years
respectively and are one hour each; 200 and 2011 cover th_e
junior and senior year and are one hour. Four hours credit
will be allowed to music majors, one hour each year, and three
hours will be allowed to non-music major.s. Fall, Winter,
Spring. 6:00.

204. 205. 206. HISTORY AND
APPRECIATION OF MUSIC
A studY of the evolution of music from

the poly-phonic and classic period. The influ ence of individuals and of political and social movements on the growth of
music is s-tudied. No prerequisite. Fall, Winter, Spring. 8:00.
1\1 .. vV .. Kirl, .

207. 208. 209. HISTORY AND
APPRECIATION OF MUSIC

6 Hours

'l'he llis1ory of music from the r omanti c period to modern
liznt•s. Ulhli11g-raphy of outstanc.linp,·

tlwlr

6 Hours

6 Hours

~ntiquity thro11gh

"tyl•·"

~J>t"illi:

.,r r·~>JIIJlO>'IIIon.

('.On\I)Os~r~ anc1

X:ll". T .. Til. Klrl<.

This course is to develop ability to write from dictation
easy intervals and scales, then wfth rhythm, and later melodies
in primary triads. It also includes practice in sight singing
and oral dictJa.tion. Fall, Winter, Spring. 1:15. M ., w., Kirk.

1.14. 215. ORCHESTH./\TION AND

1 14. GRADE SCHOOL MUSIC METHODS 3 Hours

218. CONDUCTING

D esigned" for non-music majors who are preparing to
teach in the grade6. Winter. 2": 15. Kirk.

interpretation, repertoire, arranging ancl st

116, 117. I I 8. ADVANCED SIGHT SINGING, EAR
TRAINING, AND DICTATION
6 Hours
A continuatiol!l of 111-113 with more dl'fl'icult selections.
Prereqtrisite: 111-113 or the equivalent. Fall, Winter, Spring.
2:15. T., Th. Kirk.

121. 122,!23. ELEMENTARY HARMONY 9"Honrs
A. study o! diatonic hariiUltly leads the student from an
Jatroductio:a· to the elements "f bal'tllony through a study of
triads. seventh and ninth cllorda, the.fr tnventons and relations.
te modulation. Fall, Winter, Spr!Dg. t:OO.

140 a,

o, c, 150

a,

o,

ENSEMBLE

c, 200 al.

o,

c, 201 a, b. c.

4

Hour~

Training in chorus, g:tee cl'tlbs, qmtrtets. orchestra. band'.
and ensemble. Instrumental · ensemble fs reqnfred o! an stultenta majoring In piano, violin or other orchestral instru'.aents. Chamlb~ mus.le is re(ltuilred @.t !1111 stl/lolfents m~o:rmg I'D

Harding University

a stt11l.V of

l'rere quisite, 206. Fall, \Vinter

INSTRI..lMENTATION

A sttltly or tilt• 111:-4\l'lllll("lll~
a • ·ang"E' 11111 :.;i 1• f11r tlll'lll .
11

Fa~l.

td

6 Hours

tli4' or( •lu·:-o!l"l

:1:111

il

\\'

1U

\\"lntt•r, Spring-. 4:15. I{irk.

3 Hours

This c.our~e includes halon tPchniqu!'. ,.,,,,,.a,.,.,,,J ""~thods.
lt'l't

,e ·(ormaw·e by orehest1·as. band. and chortl><.

1

1

in~

rnusic

ft1r

Spring. 4: 1:..

4:15 . Kirk.

221. 222. 223. ADVANCED HARMONY 9 Hours
Chromatic harmony deals with chromatic chords used as
E>mbellishments and substitutes f or diatonic harmony; with
chromatic chords used as a means of effecting modulation; and
with the use of this material in the study of form and analysis.
Fall Wint er, Spring. M .. W., F. 11: 30.

zz4.The225.
226. FORM AND ANALYSIS
6 Hours
study of musical form as represented by longer worl<s

of great composers. Various designs and patterns in which
music is written are studied in detail that the student may be
able to understand the construction of music both in his
repertory a nd in music h e h ears. Fall, Winter, Spring. 9: on
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227. 228, 229. COMPOSITION

242. MUSIC EDUCATION

3 Hours

A ·mo re advanced course in music methods In elementary
sch•ols for those majoring in public school music or for tho~ ''
who · have had 114 and special musical eJCperience. Fall. 9:00.
T., Th., S. Kirk.

3 Hours

244. MUSIC EDUCATION
Methods in public school
Spring. 9: 00. Kirk.

251. 252. 253.

music

Graduates - - /943

6 Hours

A study of melodi" eomposition for Piano and Voice, an<:1
for combinations of instruments and voices. Fall, Wintc:r·,
Spring. 11:30. T., Th .

for

the high

COUNTERPOINT

school.

6 Hours

Counterpoint in two, three, and four parts, combined speciee,
and fugue. Prerequisite H armony 223 Fall, Winter, Sprinl'.
1:15. T., Th.

254, 255, 256. DOUBLE COUNTERPOINT.
CANON, FUGUE
6 Hours
Writing GOUilte.rpolnt so that its voices m!ly be subjected
to i n v e~sion. Canon and fugue follow with certain eJCerc!lletl
throughout. F a ll, ·winter, ::Jpring. 1:15. W., F.
Prerequisite Counterpoint 25~.

COST OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
PIANO, VOICE, OR VIOLIN

Two lessons per week, per term . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $20.00
One Jesson per week, per term . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.00
Two class l essons per week, per term, per class ......•... 24 .00
(Cost divided equally between two or three students.)
High School students (2 lessons a week) .............. 15.00

\

~~

111

111·nnis Leon
\\' inston Noel

REGULATIONS
No deductions will be made for lessons missed except In
the case or protractod illness. Lesaons missed wi'll not be
r.tnde up excep t in case of illness. Lessons falling on hol!c!uy are n ot made up. Pupil:o mu3t register with the ·r eg!sfl·:Jr at lh~ begim1ing- of "ach te!"m before lessons will be fi]v~n .

Harding University

r~nglish

!J.A.

Biology
Eng-lis11
Pub. S chool Music
Home Economics

B.A.
• B.A.
, , 1• • t:ctly :r--ray
B.S.
, .• ky·. ltuth Lorene
B.A.
, 1, "'"· "· Enid Catherine
B.A.
• 11• 11 t : , l)ernice
B.A.
1 1l•:trlk, ).Lcs. Gussie
B.A.
•. 11, u:--:. t,,.: lifton L., .Tr.
B.A.
,· , ,, 111 1., 'rhcdnul Ifhea
B.A.
H .11 1"• u, ~ta.n to n J)cy.· ~tt
B.A.
c ;,,lt '{ (·ln ~ a.Jl , Douglas
Jr. B.P-.
r ; •• 1 ~ ~ ···. Alb<·rt ,...'\..ndcrson,
B.S. ,
I ' , tl ;,~ , l"'>n~ · i~ v ·ernei1
B.A.
1 ;. ,-- ,~t : ••n, l'n.ul Cl ~fton

· 1 · ·:~ . \'ir!;il T.

English
English
English
History & Dible
Busines s Administration
His tory & S oc . Sci.
s 11eech & English
Social Scien ee
J lom e Economics

I

11:11. Crd~:hen Louise
1.•

1!.-t•, I aul C.

\ ,.:,, w. < ' ; ltni e ll

1. "''' · t·:tl:cthc Ti p ton
I. 1\'., , ~.II('(', D. c.
l. i l:h·,

ZIII O!ll:t

1 t1f \• ·.lv:/ ,

l.c~tHia

1 q 1 tt " ~> t !.
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FEE FOR PIANO PRACTICE
One hour daily practice, per term ........... . . ....... •.. ,2.00
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4.0 0
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